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Abstract
The nucleolus, the largest sub-nuclear structure, forms around arrays of
ribosomal RNA genes, termed nucleolar organizer regions (NORs). As the site of
ribosome biogenesis, nucleolar function is intrinsically linked to cellular growth and
proliferation control. Nucleolar morphology has long been used as a prognostic
marker of cancer. This is one of the many examples of how aberrant nucleolar
function is related to disease. The biochemistry of ribosome biogenesis has been
extensively studied, leading to a comprehensive understanding of the process.
However, we know relatively little about how the nucleolus is formed, and its
relationship with NORs.
Each diploid human cell contains around 600 copies of the human ribosomal
RNA gene (rDNA) arranged in tandem repeats. The rDNA repeat is composed of the
pre-ribosomal RNA coding sequences separated by non-transcribed intergenic spacer
regions (IGS). NORs are located on the short arms of all five acrocentric
chromosomes. Upstream Binding Factor (UBF), a nucleolar specific HMG-box
protein, is essential for establishing and maintaining the activity status of ribosomal
RNA genes. It binds constitutively across the whole of the rDNA repeat and
generates a decondensed, transcriptionally permissive chromatin state. NORs may
either exist in a UBF bound, transcriptionally active state, or a silent state. During
mitosis, active, UBF bound NORs, are achromatic and therefore are referred to as
secondary constrictions.
In this thesis, I characterise the rDNA distribution across NORs for several
cell lines, along with their activity status. This was accomplished using ImmunoFISH
techniques. I determined that the majority of NORs having a detectable number of
rDNA genes are UBF loaded and therfore active. To study how NORs form nucleoli,
and the role of UBF in this process, I depleted UBF in these cells. I examined the
effects on the activity status of NORs and their ability to participate in nucleolar
biogenesis. Interestingly, I found that NORs were inactivated in a hierarchical
manner, with NORs having smaller numbers of rDNA repeats being preferentially
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inactivated and dissociated from nucleoli. Similar results were observed in growth
inhibited cells, illustrating for the first time that the activity status of NORs can be
modulated in response to changes in cell state.
In order to better describe the nature of the localization of UBF to the rDNA
in nucleoli, I performed FRAP experiments to study UBF dynamics at these loci. This
was done using a cell line expressing an endogenously tagged UBF_GFP gene,
thereby ensuring the biological relevance of results obtained. A population of cells in
which UBF dynamics was reduced was identified. This population has not been
previously described. I then illustrated that driving cells into a quiescent state by
either serum deprivation, or contact inhibition resulted in a similar reduction in UBF
dynamics.
The driving force for UBF localization and interaction with the rDNA is
poorly understood. I analysed the N-terminus of UBF to determine if it plays some
role in these functions. The first ~100 aa of this protein have been shown to contain
both an extensively characterised dimerization domain and a putative SANT-like
domain. Mutation of three conserved residues within the SANT-like domain
abrogates localization. My results indicate that dimerization is crucial for correct
localization of UBF, and furthermore suggest that the N-terminus has histone tail
binding capabilities.
In the final discussion I combine my findings about the behaviour of active
NORs with recently described research regarding the biophysical properties of
nucleoli and propose a refined model of nucleolar formation.
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Introduction

1.1 Brief History of the Nucleolus
Nucleoli are the most prominent nuclear structures, and can be easily
observed using phase contrast microscopy. They were first documented in 1835 by
Rudolph Wagner who initially described the them as a "fleck", and then later "the
germinative spot."[1]. These structures were also described by Gustav Gabriel
Valentin in 1836, when he coined the term "nucleolus" [2].
It was the findings of Heitz and McClintock in 1931 and 1934, respectively
that introduced the concept of nucleoli arising from a specific genomic locus. Heitz
noted that Drosophila melanogaster cells contained the same number of secondary
constrictions, or "sine acid thymonucleinico", as nucleoli. McClintock introduced the
term "nucleolar organizer" to describe the secondary constrictions she observed in
Zea mays. She also illustrated a correlation between the number of these "deep
staining bodies" and the number of nucleoli developed at telophase. She further
demonstrated that if the nucleolar organizing body was severed, the two halves would
both give rise to nucleoli. These fragments were each capable of generating a
nucleolus of normal size. This observation was the first indication that not all the
genes present in the original nucleolar organizing element were in fact active. Or as
she described it, being "of slower rate of functional capacity"[3,4]. This concept will
be discussed with more detail later in this Introduction.
At this point, the prominent nucleolar structure was well described, however
little was understood about its function. In 1964 John Gurdon and Donald Brown
made the discovery that a fraction of Xenopus laevis embryos were anucleolate, and
non viable. This suggested nucleoli performed a function essential for life.
Furthermore, the anucleolate cells also exhibited a striking lack of ribosomal
RNA[5]. Around the same time Max Birnstiel and Hugh Wallace used hybridization
experiments to illustrate the presence of DNA complementary to rRNA inside the
nucleolus[6]. Together these findings provided the first hint that nucleoli are the site
of ribosome biogenesis.
In 1969 Miller and Beatty developed a technique known as Miller spreading
which allowed the gentle unraveling of chromatin. This was conducted in a low ionic
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strength, slightly alkaline medium with minimal mechanical stress, and the resulting
spreads were imaged with electron microscopy. This technique allowed the
visualization of spread nucleolar DNA[7]. These characteristic christmas tree like
structures provide a snap shot of the highly transcribed rDNA genes. The Pol I laden
DNA is reminiscent of the trunk, while the nascent rRNA transcripts being spooled
from the pol I resemble branches. Chromatin spreading in this way also indicated the
presence of nucleosomal intergenic spacers, and provided a platform for the study of
the arrangement of ribosomal genes.
In 1972, Henderson et al. used hybridization of 3H-labelled ribosomal RNA
to human chromosome spreads to illustrate the localization of rDNA to nucleolar
organizing regions (NORs). Specific labeling of the satellite regions of the
acrocentric chromosomes 13,14,15, 21 and 22 was observed. The distribution of
rDNA genes across multiple loci was surprising. Henderson et al. speculated that this
arrangement could help to maintain the total multiplicity of the rDNA gene in the
event of changes in size of individual NORs[8]. By the 1980s the rDNA gene
structure and its organization into NORs was well documented for many organisms.
This included a description of the number of genes per genome along with the
karyotypic location of the NORs.
The general structure of the rDNA gene in several species was also well
described by 1980. (See review by Long and Dawid[9].) rDNA is arranged into
tandem arrays of a unit containing the pre-rRNA gene and a spacer. The pre-RNA is
processed into the mature 5.8S, 18S and 28S rRNAs. In lower Eukaryotes, the 5S
rRNA gene is included in this unit. However, in most cases it is not linked with the
pre-RNA gene and often has a different chromosomal location.
Electron micrographs clearly illustrate the tripartite nature of the nucleolus.
(See Figure 1.1) This had been observed in both plant and animal cells. At the 8th
European Nucleolar workshop in June 1983, the nomenclature for describing the
components of this observed tripartite structure was clarified. The term Fibrillar
Centres (FCs) was assigned to “Areas of low electron density in electron micrographs
prepared by conventional techniques. In functioning interphase nucleoli they are
surrounded more or less completely by the dense fibrillar component.” Dense fibrillar
component (DFC) described regions that “lack granules and stains more intensely
than other nucleolar components (with the possible exception of condensed
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chromatin).” And finally the component that “contains the 15 nm pre-ribosomal
particles” was called the Granular component (GC) [10].
A.

B.

C.

Figure 1.1 The Basic Nucleolar Structure. A) Differential Interphase Contrast (DIC) image of a
HeLa cell. The three prominent structures indicated with white arrows are nucleoli. (Figure adapted
from Boisvert et al. 2007 [11]) B) Transmission EM image of a HeLa nucleolus. The tripartite
structure is visible, and the dense fibrillar component and granular component are labeled. The largest
fibrillar center is marked with an asterisk. (Image from Sirri et al. 2008 [12]) C. Miller spread prepared
from mouse nucleolar chromatin. The christmas tree like structure of the rDNA transcriptional unit is
visible here. The rDNA represents the “trunk” with the transcripts resembling the “branches”. The
arrows indicate the 5’ terminal knobs containing the SSU processome. (Image from Raska et al.
2003[13])

The tripartite structure of the nucleolus, set the stage for a heated debate.
Researchers attempted to elucidate the spatial arrangement of Millers christmas treelike structures within nucleoli. Some disagreement ensued over the exact location of
transcription with some reports suggesting this occurred inside the FC, and others
claiming it to be conducted at the FC/DFC border. It seems the differing results were
due to the requirement for a minimal pulse label time for visualizing newly
synthesized rRNA transcripts. Koberna et al. used a 5minute BrU pulse to label
nascent rRNA and found them to localize to the FC/DFC border and the FCs. There
was no signal visible inside FCs [14].
By 1998, the nucleolus was established in scientific understanding as the site
of ribosome biogenesis. At this point, numerous findings crystallized the formation of
the plurifunctional nucleolus hypothesis. Nucleolar function in ribosome production
already suggested an involvement in cell growth and proliferation. Furthermore, it
was shown to play vital roles in cell cycle control, senescence, and cellular responses
to stress including DNA damage. The concept of a plurifunctional nucleolus is
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epitomized by a study that performed a quantitative analysis of the proteome of
human nucleoli. 692 proteins that co-purify with nucleoli were identified. These
include proteins involved in cell cycle regulation, DNA damage repair, and a large
group of uncharacterized novel proteins. This study also illustrated that the nucleolar
proteome is variable depending on cell growth conditions [15]. See Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2 The Plurifunctional Nucleolus. 692 different proteins were isolated from nucleoli and
identified. They were subsequently categorized in accordance with their function. The numbers
represent the identified proteins from each group. (Anderson et al. 2005 [15] Reprinted by permission
from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.)

1.2 The Structure and Arrangement of the rDNA repeat and NORs.
1.2.1 Prokaryotic rDNA genes.
E. coli contains seven rRNA transcriptional units. These are distributed at
different locations across the genome [16]. Each unit has 2 promoters. The gene
encoding the 16S rRNA is located downstream of the second promoter, and this is
followed by a spacer region that contains the tRNA and the 23S rRNA genes. A
second spacer region located next contains the gene encoding the 5S rRNA [17,18]. It
should be noted that this is the generalized arrangement of the components of the
rRNA transcriptional unit. In some units, the number and location of the 16S and 23S
rRNA genes can vary [17].
The dispersed genomic localization of the rRNA transcriptional unit is similar
in many eubacteria. However, a striking difference is observed in the genome of B.
subtilis. In this organism, the rRNA units are arranged in a cluster. Interestingly,
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these clusters display marked genome instability [19]. This propensity will be
discussed at greater lengths later.
1.2.2 rDNA genes in yeast
The clustering of rDNA units appears to be a favorable arrangement, as it is
adopted in further evolution. The rDNA genes of Sacchromyces cerevisiae are all
located in a tandem array of 100-200 repeats on chromosome XII [20]. Each 6.6kb
yeast rDNA unit is composed of the 18S, 5.8S, and 28S rRNA genes separated by
spacer sequences. A Pol I enhancer element is located 2.0Kb upstream of the
transcription initiation site. This sequence has been shown to stimulate transcription
when located either upstream or downstream of the transcribed region [21]. The yeast
rDNA unit also contains the 5S RNA gene. However, it should be pointed out that it
is transcribed from the opposite strand by RNA Polymerase III [22]. Genomic
instability appears to be a recurring theme amongst rDNA clusters. In S. cerevisiae,
the tandem arrays of rDNA were shown to have a high rate of mitotic instability, and
this is driven by elevated levels of unequal recombination between sister chromatids
[23].

1.2.3 rDNA organization in higher eukaryotes
In all higher eukaryotes, the 5S rRNA and the 18S-28S genes are
differentially located. The 5S rRNA genes are usually located in a cluster of tandemly
repeated units separated by non-transcribed spacer sequences [24]. Interestingly, cells
generally appear to have a larger number of 5S rRNA genes. However, the gene copy
number of 5S and 18S-28S genes does not seem to be correlative [25]. In humans, the
5S rRNA gene array is composed of ~90 copies located on chromosome 1. Curiously,
a similar number of 5S rRNA gene units is scattered throughout the genome [26]. The
18S-28S rDNA genes are located in tandem arrays in almost all eukaryotic cells [9].
In species where it has been determined, the rDNA genes are arranged in a head to
tail orientation, with the direction of transcription being towards the centromere
[27,28]. These clusters are termed nucleolar organizer regions (NORs). The number
of rDNA units in different organisms is hugely variable. The genome of Arabidopsis
thaliana cells contains between 1200-1500 rDNA units equally distributed among the
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NORs on chromosomes 2 and 4[28]. The ~200 murine rDNA genes are distributed
among clusters on chromosomes 12, 15, 16, 18, and 19 [29].
It has been estimated that each diploid human cell contains ~600 copies of the
rDNA unit [30]. These are located in clusters on the short arms of the maternal and
paternal 13p12, 14p12, 15p12, 21p12, and 22p12 [31]. A high degree of variability in
the number of rDNA genes was observed between individuals. Furthermore, the
arrangement of the rDNA units across the 10 NORs in each diploid cell was hugely
variable. NORs exhibited a size range from 1 - >100 rDNA repeats [30]. These
clusters exhibited a high meiotic recombination rate of around 11% per generation
per NOR [30]. Human NORs were also shown to have significantly increased
recombination rates in cancer cells. This leads to differences in the size of NORs in
comparison to both peripheral blood samples and surrounding non-tumour tissue
[32].
Each rDNA gene is composed of the coding sequence for the small rRNA,
5.8S rRNA, and large rRNA [9]. The composition of this gene is remarkably similar
in both humans and mice. The ~ 44kb rDNA unit is comprised of an intergenic spacer
and ~13kb of transcribed sequence. This sequence yields the 45S rRNA in mice and
47S rRNA in humans [33,34]. This pre-rRNA transcript is processed to generate
mature 18S, 5.8S, and 28S rRNAs [33].
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Figure 1.3 Structure and genomic organization of the human rDNA repeats. A) A schematic of
the human rDNA array. An individual repeat is expanded to illustrate the structure of the rDNA gene.
B) Drawing showing the localization of the arrays of rDNA (NORs) to the short arms of the
acrocentric chromosomes. These short arms, indicated by red circles are absent from the current draft
of the human genome (GRCh38.p7). (Image adapted from McStay 2016 [35].)

The IGS of the mammalian rDNA gene contains numerous regulatory
elements including transcription termination sites and promoter elements.
Furthermore, transcriptional enhancers have been identified in the IGS of both mouse
and Xenopus rDNA. These include spacer promoters and repetitive elements, which
control pre-RNA synthesis [36–39]. A yeast Pol I transcription enhancer element has
also been identified [40]. However, transcriptional enhancer elements are either
missing from the human rDNA unit, or have not yet been identified.
The Xenopus enhancer element (XEn) is composed of blocks of interspersed
60 and 81bp sequences that have some homology to the gene promoter. Injecting
Xenopus oocyte nuclei with plasmids containing the RNA Pol I promoter illustrated
that inserting this enhancer element in a site adjacent to the promoter confers a
competitive advantage [41–43]. In the IGS of mice, the enhancer element consists of
repetitive 140bp sequence directly upstream of the gene promoter. This sequence has
also been shown to have enhancer activity [39,44]. The mechanism of activity of
these sequences appears to be evolutionarily conserved. Xenopus and mouse enhancer
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elements are interchangeable in their ability to stimulate transcription from Xenopus
or mouse RNA Pol I promoters both in vitro and in vivo [39,44]. Examination of the
Xenopus and mouse IGS have illustrated that Upstream Binding Factor (UBF) can
give a DNaseI footprint over the enhancer elements. Interestingly, addition of a molar
excess of enhancer elements to in vitro transcription assays results in transcriptional
repressing which can be partially alleviated by increasing the concentration of UBF
[44–46].
The IGS also contains replication origin and replication fork barriers, which
prevent collisions between the transcription and replication machinery [47–49].
Multiple transcription terminators are found downstream of the pre-RNA coding
sequence. These sequences serve as binding sites for TTF1 [50,51]. There is also a
terminator element (T0) located in an evolutionarily conserved position directly
upstream of the gene promoter[52]. The IGS can be transcribed by Pol II in instances
of replication senescence, aging, or loss of repressive chromatin modifications.[53–
55] The rest of the IGS largely consists of transposable elements and simple sequence
repeats [33].
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Figure 1.4 Comparison of the distribution of regulatory elements in the rDNA repeat of different
vertebrates. The relative positioning of the gene promoter, spacer promoters, terminator, and enhancer
elements is illustrated for the Xenopus, human and mouse rDNA repeat. Image was taken from the
book entitled The Nucleolus [56].

1.3 Pol I Mediated Transcription of rDNA
1.3.1 Polymerase I
While prokaryotes rely on a single variant of RNA Polymerase to serve all
their transcription needs, eukaryotes have at least three. Polymerase I is responsible
for transcribing rDNA genes, Polymerase II generates mRNAs and most non-coding
RNAs, and Polymerase III primarily synthesizes tRNA and 5S RNA. Polymerase I is
the most functionally divergent of these variants. It is characterized by relatively high
rates of processivity. Furthermore, the Pol I generated pre-rRNA transcript is marked
by its relatively long size in comparison to most Pol II and Pol III transcripts. This
pre-rRNA is the precursor of the 5.8S, 18S, and 25S or 28S in yeast and mammals
respectively. As is visualized by the technique of Miller spreading described above,
Pol I driven transcription is also coupled to processing [57]. Importantly, Pol I does
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not have a C-terminal domain (CTD) like that of Pol II [58]. The CTD has been
shown to be involved in transcription initiation, transcript capping and splicing [59].
13 Polypeptide units have been identified in the mammalian Pol I. These are
homologous with 13 of the 14 identified subunits of Pol I in yeast. Ten of these have
shared homology to ones found in Pol II and III. These form the catalytic core of Pol
I [60,61]. Heterodimers of the yeast A14 and A43 Pol I subunits locate to the
periphery of the Pol I complex. [60] A detachable substructure is formed by a
heterodimer of the remaining subunits PAF53, and CAST/PAF49 [60,62–64]. This is
a multifunctional sub-complex involved in Polymerase recruitment, promoter escape
and elongation [65,66].
Two different populations of Pol I have been identified in cells. In
mammalian cells these are called Pol Iα and Pol Iβ. Pol Iβ accounts for only ~10% of
the total Pol I molecules in the cell. While both Pol Iα and Pol Iβ can catalyze rDNA
transcription, only Pol Iβ is capable of participating in PIC formation. It is suggested
that this function is conferred on Pol Iβ by its association with Rrn3 [67]. Other
proteins specifically associated with Pol Iβ are CK2 and Topoisomerase IIα [68].
(PIC formation and the importance of these factors will be further discussed in the
next section.) Besides several homologous subunits, Pol I also shares structural
comparability with the other two RNAPs [69]. However, key differences identified in
Pol Is active center suggest it has evolved to be more efficient [70,71]. Thus tailoring
it for its critical role in ribosome biogenesis.

1.3.2 PIC Formation
While Pol II and III initiate transcription from multiple promoter types, Pol I
mediated transcription initiation occurs at a single repeated promoter. Evolution of
the rDNA promoter is therefore free from the constraints imposed upon other RNAP
promoters. Concerted evolution, driven by recombination, has led to “concerted”
divergence of the promoter sequences of all the rDNA genes in a given genome. Few
sequence differences are therefore observed within a genome, and sequences are
highly divergent between taxa [72]. Therefore, while all Eukaryotic rDNA promoters
are composed of a core promoter and an upstream control element (UCE)[73], there
is little evolutionary sequence conservation [74]. The molecular coevolution
hypothesis dictates that the rate of evolutionary divergence occurring at a promoter
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region is correlated with that of the promoter interacting machinery [75].
Accordingly, Pol I transcription machinery has a higher rate of evolutionary change
than the Pol II and III counterparts. Therefore, the Pol I transcription machinery is
incompatible between different species.
RNAPs have little affinity for the promoter elements. Their successful
recruitment is therefore dependent on the formation of the pre-initiation complex
(PIC). The formation of the PIC at the rDNA gene promoter is the primary step in Pol
I transcription. The formation of the Pol I specific PIC is reliant upon selectivity
factor 1 (SL1) in humans and TIF1B in mice [76]. This protein complex is composed
of TBP and numerous TAFs. These include TAF1110, TAF163, TAF148, and TAF141
[77,78]. SL1 binds with sequence specificity to the core promoter element and
recruits Pol I [79]. The specificity of this association is conferred by TAF1110, and
TAF163, which contact the promoter [79]. Importantly, species-specific rDNA
transcription is conferred by SL1. This is exemplified by nucleolar dominance in
mouse-human hybrid somatic cells. While the human NORs are able to associate with
mouse nucleoli, and recruit UBF, the human promoter sequence is too divergent to
recruit

mouse

Sl1.

Therefore,

the

human

acrocentric

chromosomes

are

transcriptionally silent in this context [80]. SL1 also plays a role in stabilizing the
association of UBF with the rDNA promoter [76]. The presence of the SL1 complex
and Pol Iβ is sufficient to sustain basal levels of transcription. However, integration
of UBF into the PIC results in activation of the high rates of rDNA transcription
observed in cells [81]. This association is stabilized by the binding of the SL1
subunits TAF148 and TBP to the acidic C-terminal domain of UBF [79,82]. UBF has
also been shown to interact with the mammalian Pol Iβ subunits PAF53 and
PAF49/CAST [62,83]. Furthermore, the Pol Iβ associated kinase CK2 confers
stability to the PIC complex by binding to both the TAF1110 and UBF [84]. The
RNA Pol I transcription factor Rrn3 has been shown to be functionally conserved in
yeast and mammals [85]. Rrn3 is essential for recruiting Pol I to the PIC. Therefore
formation of the Pol I/Rrn3 complex is a key step in Pol I transcription initiation [86].
Taken together, multiple interactions between the collaborating parts function
towards PIC formation and stabilization. (See Figure 1.5)
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Figure 1.5 Diagram illustrating the arrangement of the PIC. A dimer of UBF, in blue, is associated
with the UCE of the promoter. SL1 is depicted in yellow and includes five TAFs and TBP, which
interacts with sequence specificity with the Core promoter element. RRN3 is shown in grey, and the
Pol Iβ complex in light green. The interactions that stabilize the PIC structure are as follows: The Cterminus of UBF interacts with TAF148. UBF also interacts with Pol Iβ subunits PAF49 and PAF53
(not shown). Rrn3 interacts with both the Pol Iβ subunit RPA43 (not shown), and the SL1 factors
TAF1110 and TAF163.

1.3.4 Pol Iβ Transcription Initiation
After PIC formation, promoter escape is necessary in order to initiate Pol Iβ
mediated transcription [83,84,87]. Interestingly, promoter escape has been shown to
be rate-limiting for rRNA production [88]. In mice, the untethering of the Rrn3/Pol Iβ
interaction is vital for promoter escape. This is mediated by the phosphorylation of
Rrn3 by the kinase CK2.[89] However, studies conducted in yeast determined that
dissociation of Pol Iβ from Rrn3 was not important for rRNA synthesis [90].
Therefore, it may be assumed that the importance of the dissociation of Rrn3 from
Pol Iβ for promoter escape is species-dependent. UBF has also been shown to be vital
for stimulating promoter escape [91]. While the mechanism has not been fully
described, it is conceivable that conformational changes in the PIC driven by
alteration of individual factors results in Pol I escape and commencement of
elongation.

1.3.5 Elongation
Pol I elongates at a high rate to feed the enormous demand for ribosomal
RNA in dividing cells. The inherently high processivity capabilities of Pol I are in
part responsible for this elevated rate. In mammalian cells, each active rDNA gene is
loaded with ~100 Pol I complexes, each of which is capable of transcribing at a rate
of ~95 nucleotides per second [92]. A yeast rDNA gene contains between 50 to 60
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elongation complexes each transcribing at a rate of approximately 60 nucleotides per
second [93]. It has been suggested that the yeast A34.5-A49 sub-complex of Pol I
enables this contact between the adjacent Pol Is [65]. The high occupancy of Pol I
complexes on each gene may be suggested to impact transcription output. This indeed
appears to be the case. Some evidence supports a model whereby the lagging Pol I
unit contacts the leading one, exerting a “push” forward thereby upregulating
elongation rates [65].
The characteristic high Pol I elongation rates are further enabled by the
involvement of several other factors. UBF binds across the entire rDNA gene. It is
thought to contribute towards Pol I elongation by maintaining the chromatin in a
transcriptionally permissive state [81]. (This will be discussed in further detail in the
section

dedicated

to

UBF.)

Additionally,

histone

chaperones

nucleolin,

nucleophosmin, and FACT enable Pol I to efficiently traverse the chromatinized
rDNA gene [94–96]. Many chromatin remodeling factors have also been shown to be
needed for Pol I elongation. These include Tip60, (WSTF)-SNF2h and G9a [97–99].
Myosin and nuclear actin are also thought to play a role in Pol I elongation through
their interactions with WSTF [98,100]. Topoisomerase IIα is associated with Pol Iβ in
human cells. Topoisomerases relieve torsional strain induced on the rDNA gene by
the high Pol I processivity, thereby enabling continued elongation [84]. This
association of a topoisomerase with the Pol I complex appears to be an evolutionarily
conserved feature vital for maintaining high rDNA transcription rates [101].

1.3.6 Termination
Termination of Pol I transcription requires multiple actions mediated by
various proteins and DNA elements. The elongating Pol I is first halted, and this is
followed by the release of both the Pol I and the pre-rRNA transcript. In a manner
very unlike Pol II transcription termination, Pol I termination involves site-specific
DNA binding proteins, for example, Rib2 in Xenopus, and TTF1-1 in mice [102,103].
Reb1 has been suggested to function in this capacity in yeast [104]. However, in
recent years it has begun to be appreciated that Nsi1, and not Reb1 may be the true
termination factor [105,106]. The termination factors are bound to terminator
elements at the end of the rRNA gene. (See Figure 1.4 for an indication of the
location of the terminator elements.) Pol I “pausing” is induced upon contact with this
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protein. This termination mechanism is highly conserved from yeast to humans. A
single conserved termination site (T0) has been identified in the Xenopus, murine,
and human rDNA repeat immediately upstream of the transcription initiation site.
TTF1 binding to this sequence both stimulates and stabilizes transcription. Therefore
it has been suggested that TTF1 may play a dual role [107,108].
The combined efforts of the endonuclease Rnt1, along with the exonuclease
RutI, and RNA helicase SenI, have been shown to be vital for the destabilization and
dissociation of Pol I at the TTS [109–111]. Furthermore, the A12.2 subunit has been
shown to confer enhanced 3’-RNA cleavage activity to the yeast Pol I [112].
Therefore many factors are involved in efficient and accurate transcriptional
termination.

1.3.7 Re-initiation
Efficient re-initiation of transcription by Pol I molecules after transcriptional
termination is vital for maintaining rRNA output. DNA looping formed by
juxtaposition of the promoter and terminator elements is suggested to aid in the
optimized recycling of Pol I machinery. TTF-I binding to sites both downstream of
the spacer promoter (Tsp), and at a site immediately upstream of the promoter (T0)
facilitates these loops. C-Myc has a putative role in inducing this association and is
furthermore suggested to be physically associated with the rDNA gene loops [113–
115]. SL1 also interacts with the promoter, upstream enhancer and terminator
elements, thereby facilitating the looping of the rDNA [116]. Therefore, several
factors are involved in the formation of rDNA gene loops, which are thought to form
a stable core for productive rRNA synthesis by facilitating recycling of Pol I
complexes. SLI and UBF are proposed to remain promoter bound after release of
elongating Pol I. However, recruitment of Rrn3 to the Pol I complex is necessary
before it can participate in the regeneration of the PIC [68,117]. It is important to
note that hard evidence for the PIC remaining intact at the promoter and ready to
support multiple rounds of transcription is lacking. Furthermore, the stable
association of the core factor (CF) with the yeast rDNA promoter is Pol I dependent.
Transcription initiation results in the dissociation of CF [118].
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1.3.8 Ribosome Biogenesis
A brief note concerning ribosome biogenesis will be included here. This
process is relatively conserved among Eukaryotes. The steps include transcription,
cleavage, methylation and pseudouridylation, and folding of the rRNA. The
polycistronic pre-rRNA transcript traverses through the DFC and into the GC. This
passage is coupled with processing to produce the mature rRNAs. The rRNA
transcription and processing are intricately coupled. Therefore Pol I elongation rates
are dependent on efficient processing, and vice versa. A mutation which impairs the
elongation capabilities of Pol I results in defects in rDNA processing [57]. Moreover,
it has been shown that the primary transcript begins to fold and interact with proteins
and small RNAs during transcription. The terminal knobs on the nascent transcripts
visualized in Miller spreads are composed of the small ribosomal subunit (SSU)
processome. This large ribonucleoprotein is required for the processing of the pre18S rRNA [119]. It consists of U3 snoRNAs, and at least 40 U three proteins (Utps)
[119]. The exact mechanisms governing the coupling between transcription and
processing are not well understood. However, factors Spt4 and Spt5 in yeast have
been suggested to play a role as they interact with both Pol I and members of the
processing machinery [120]. Furthermore, the transcriptional U Three Proteins (tUTPs) have been shown to be required for both efficient rDNA transcription and preRNA processing, and function by linking these two processes [121,122]. This
function is evolutionarily conserved and has been demonstrated in yeast and humans.
They were first identified in yeast. However, six human orthologs, (UTP4, UTP5,
UTP10, UTP15 and UTP17), have been found [122]. Furthermore, the previously
uncharacterized nucleolar protein NOL11 was illustrated to be a component of the
SSU processome and moreover appears to be the human ortholog of the yeast
Utp8.[123] Recruitment of t-UTPs to the rDNA gene is strictly UBF-dependent, and
is not driven by DNA sequence or transcription [122]. Moreover, the association of tUtps with the pre-18s rRNAs has been shown to occur independent of the presence of
the U3 SnoRNAs. Therefore, it is suggested that recruitment of t-Utps marks an
initial step in building the SSU processome [121].
Transcribed spacers are removed from the precursor rRNA by nucleolytic
cleavage to produce the 5.8S, 18S, and 25S (yeast) or 28S (mammals) RNAs. During
processing, the rRNAs associate with ribosomal proteins as well as non-ribosomal
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proteins and small nucleolar ribonucleo-protein particles (snoRNPs), which facilitate
ribosome biogenesis. This results in the generation of the 90S pre ribosomal particle.
This is subsequently split into the pre-40S and pre-60S ribosome particles, which are
exported into the cytoplasm for the final phase of ribosome biogenesis. For a more
comprehensive review see the following[124].

1.4 UBF, a Potent Multifunctional Activator of Transcription
1.4.1 The Structure of UBF
Vertebrate UBF contains an N-terminal dimerization domain, 5/6 high
mobility group (HMG) boxes, and an acidic C-terminal tail [125,126]. The Cterminus of UBF1/2 is important for nucleolar localization and the N-terminus is
needed for nuclear accumulation [125,127,128]. Mammalian UBF has two splice
variants termed UBF1 and UBF2, which exist in cells in comparable proportions.
Alternative splicing results in UBF2 having a short deletion (37 aa) in the second
HMG box [128]. This results in UBF2 being excluded from PIC formation [129].
Figure 1.6 contains a basic diagram of UBF structure.

Figure 1.6 Drawing illustrating the basic structure of UBF1 and UBF2. The dimerization domain
is illustrated in blue, followed by 6 HMG Box domains in green, and finally an acidic C-terminal tail.
The splicing variant UBF 2 is simply missing 37 amino acids from the second HMG box. The position
of each HMG box was determined using UniProt.KB.
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A mutational approach illustrated the importance of the first ~100 N-terminal
amino acids in forming dimers. This dimerization function was furthermore shown to
be necessary for transcriptional stimulation [130]. UBF dimers bind to the rDNA via
the HMG boxes [125]. The C-term domain contains a highly acidic region dominated
by glutamic and aspartic acid residues. The C-term of UBF is also interspersed with
numerous serine residues. These are phosphorylation targets that are important for
regulating UBFs transcriptional activation potential. For instance, the recruitment of
the SL1/TIF-1B complex is dependent on the phosphorylation status of UBFs Cterminal [126,131,132]. The negative charge associated with this highly
phosphorylated domain contributes towards the robust silver staining associated with
nucleoli and mitotic NORs.
UBF is characterized by a striking lack of DNA sequence specificity, besides
its slight preference for GC-rich DNA [133]. HMG box proteins are classified on the
basis of their DNA sequence specificity. Members of the first subclass exhibit
sequence specificity for AT-rich DNA. These include the T cell factor TCF1 [134].
Proteins in this group have only a single HMG box, and do not have a C-terminal
acidic tail. The second subclass of HMG box containing proteins, do not have any
sequence specificity. They contain 2 or more HMG boxes and an acidic domain
located at their C-terminus. These include HMGB1 and HMGB2, which depend on
recognition of DNA structural features to facilitate binding [135].
The first HMG box of UBF has been shown to be sufficient for rDNA
binding. The other four HMG boxes function by enhancing the interaction of UBF
with the rDNA [125,126,130]. In vitro, the first HMG box domain adopts a twisted Lshaped conformation containing three α-helices [136]. This structure has been shown
to introduce bends in DNA. Moreover, dimers of Xenopus UBF are capable of
bending 180bp of the rDNA promoter sequence into 360° loops. This conformation
resembles that of the core nucleosome, and therefore was coined the “enhancesome”
[137,138].
The acidic domain of UBF (aa 676-764) has been shown to selectively bind to
H3K4me2 both invitro and invivo[139]. Interestingly, HMGB1 has been shown to
interact with the N-terminal tail of histone H3. This interaction is mediated by the
acidic C-terminal tail of HMGB1. The binding of HMGB1 to H3 tails was suggested
to be responsible for positioning the HMGB1 on the linker DNA [140].
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1.4.2 UBF Establishes a Decondensed Chromatin State
For a long time, UBF function was thought to be limited to the formation of
the PIC at the rDNA promoter. However, the mechanism of PIC formation and even
UBFs role in transcription initiation appears to be less clear than previously believed.
This has been called into question by the finding that UBF is not essential for
promotion of in vitro transcription reactions [141]. Furthermore, human and murine
SL1 have been shown to bind to the rDNA promoter in the absence of UBF [91].
UBF has now been shown to have many other roles in transcriptional activation at the
rDNA. These include stimulating promoter clearance by Pol I [91]. UBF has also
been shown to bind to repetitive enhancer elements present upstream of the gene
promoter in mice and Xenopus, and stimulate transcription initiation [46].
Importantly, UBF is vital for generating the open chromatin conformation associated
with transcriptionally active rDNA genes.
UBF is a highly abundant protein, with the majority of molecules localized to
the FCs. [46,142] Due to its abundance and localization, it was speculated that its
binding was not restricted to the rDNA promoter. Accordingly, ChIP experiments
illustrated that UBF binds constitutively across the entirety of the human rDNA unit
[81]. Interestingly, UBF binding was not “spread” to the NOR flanking regions [81].
UBF bound chromatin exhibits a striking decondensed state. This is resultant
in the characteristic secondary constrictions observed at mitotic silver staining NORs
(AgNORs). Furthermore, localization of UBF to a locus has been shown to be
sufficient to induce chromatin decondensation. This has been illustrated in two
independent studies. Firstly, Pseudo-NORs were generated by Mais et al. [143].
Formation of pseudo-NORs was initiated by integration of heterologous UBF-binding
sequences into ectopic chromosomal sites in a human cell line. These are 60/81 bp
repeats from the intergenic spacer of the Xenopus rDNA gene that have been shown
to be transcriptional enhancers. They are the most extensively characterized DNA
sequence that solicits UBF binding. They have no sequence homology with human
rDNA but are still bound by human UBF [46,144]. The pXen8 plasmid contains 8
blocks of the enhancer element or 80 60/81 bp repeats. This sequence was liberated
from the pXen8 plasmid backbone and transfected into human cells. The repetitive
nature of these sequences promotes concatenation leading to large arrays integrated
into ectopic chromosomal sites. The resulting cell lines examined had arrays ranging
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from 105kb to 2.1Mb depending on the clone [143]. These DNA sequences were
shown to recruit UBF throughout the cell cycle. During metaphase, these DNA
sequences are characterized by prominent achromatic gaps in DAPI staining,
remarkably similar to the secondary constrictions observed at AgNORs. Depleting
UBF results in a concurrent eradication of these “constriction” (See Figure 1.7) [145].

Figure 1.7 Extensive UBF binding promotes achromatic open chromatin at the pseudo-NOR. A.
Schematic of the XEn array integrated into chromosome 10 in HT1080 cells to form the pseudo-NOR.
B. Western blot analysis indicates the depletion of UBF abundance. C. Disappearance of the pseudoNOR related secondary constriction upon UBF depletion.[146]

Another example of the euchromatin initiation function of UBF comes from
targeting UBF to a heterochromatic amplified chromosome region containing lac
operator repeats using a lac repressor fusion protein. A large number of binding sites
or the transcription factor-lac repressor fusion protein exists in this locus. This is
reminiscent of the Pseudo-NOR, and moreover the endogenous NORs. Targeting
UBF to this heterochromatic region in this way induced large-scale chromatin
decondensation. Furthermore, it resulted in the selective recruitment of Pol I
transcription machinery [147].
In order to further understand UBFs mechanism of establishing the
euchromatic state, localization of some key markers of chromatin state were
examined. HP1 is associated with heterochromatin. The open chromatin state induced
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by UBF binding to this locale was characterized by a reduction in HP1 binding.
However, this state was not characterized by histone H3K9 acetylation, or
localization of the SWI/SNF complex. It was therefore suggested that alternative
chromatin remodeling pathways are used by UBF to establish a euchromatic
environment [147].
While the displacement of histones in the formation of the “enhancesome”
would be expected to initiate an open chromatin structure, several lines of evidence
conflict with this model. For instance, UBF binds to nucleosomes in in vitro assays
and does not displace histones [148]. Pseudo-NORs, which have prolific UBF
association, have been shown to generate a typical nucleosomal ladder upon
micrococcal nuclease digestion [149]. Furthermore, reducing UBF abundance, results
in an increase in transcriptionally silent rDNA genes. However, no significant
increase in rDNA associated occupancy of core histones was observed [150]. Taken
together, these findings suggest that UBF binds to a nucleosomal template.
Another model posits that UBF binds to nucleosomes without displacing
them. Rather chromatin decondensation is achieved by UBF binding to the DNA
crossover junction emerging from nucleosomes in the linker region. UBF is then
suggested to bend the DNA, and stabilize a looped DNA structure [133,138,151]. In
doing this it outcompetes linker H1. This is supported by in-vitro experiments. In
much the same way as histone H1, UBF requires linker DNA for binding to
nucleosomes [148]. Furthermore, ChIP experiments illustrate UBF and histone H1
binding to be mutually exclusive. UBF is bound to transcribed rDNA and H1 bound
to silent rDNA. Furthermore, upon UBF depletion, H1 was shown to bind to newly
silenced rDNA genes [150]. Histone H1 induces folding of the polynucleosomal
DNA, resulting in the ~30nm fiber. This conformation inhibits access of transcription
regulatory factors to the chromatin [152]. Therefore UBFs ability to compete with H1
is suggested to maintain a transcriptionally permissive chromatin conformation by
preventing H1 from catalyzing compacted higher-order chromatin structures [153]. It
is important to note, that while UBF1 is essential for maintenance of the decondensed
state of transcribed rDNA, UBF2 is not [150].
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1.4.3 An Extra-Nucleolar Role for UBF
UBF was long thought to function exclusively as an rDNA associated
transcription factor. However, it was recently found to be enriched at the TSS of
highly expressed Pol II genes in murine and human cells [154,155]. Interestingly,
UBF depletion does not affect nucleosome occupancy or initiated changes in
chromatin modifications at these loci. Instead, in a manner similar to that at
transcribed rDNA, it resulted in increased accessibility of histone promoters to
micrococcal nuclease. Pol II genes enriched in UBF included histone genes and genes
encoding some chromatin remodeling factors. These include Asfla, Smarca5,
Dnmt3a, and furthermore was found to be enriches at Dut, Myc, and Smc4 [155].
UBF1/2 enrichment at TSS of genes is correlative with a relatively higher rate of
expression than non UBF1/2 bound genes [155]. Furthermore, UBF2 has been
identified as an enhancer of the beta-catenin pathway [156]. ChIP-seq analysis of
UBF1/2 binding in tumourogenic human cells illustrated an additional cohort of UBF
binding sites. In response to oncogenic transformation, UBF1/2 appears to target an
extended repertoire of genes involved in cell cycle checkpoints and the DNA damage
response [155].
The chromatin state at these Pol II UBF binding sites was analyzed. Little
correlation was found between UBF1/2 and H3K9me3. However, a significant
overlap was observed between the extra-rDNA UBF binding sites and H3K4me3,
H4K9ac, and H4 hyper-acetylation. 70% of UBF1/2 bound sites were shown to be
DNaseI hypersensitive. (A more comprehensive discussion of the chromatin
landscape at the rDNA is included below.) Importantly, Pol I was not recruited to
these extra rDNA UBF1/2 sites. Depletion of UBF1/2 showed UBF to be required for
recruitment and initiation of Pol II mediated transcription at histone genes [155].
Interestingly, UBF2 was sufficient to regulate histone expression in the absence of
UBF1 [155]. It is important to note, however, that although ChIP has identified UBF
at these sites, the biological relevance of this association is not entirely clear. While
UBF depletion was shown to impact on Pol II mediated transcription of histones, this
may be suggested to be a secondary effect of halting ribosome biogenesis.
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1.4.4 UBF is Evolutionarily conserved across animal phyla.
UBF was thought to be restricted to vertebrate cells. However, using
tBLASTn searches, Dr. Christine Colleran revealed that UBF is present in nonvertebrates. Moreover, similar proteins were identified throughout the animal phyla.
This included organisms such as Trichoplax and Ciona intestinalis. The tBLASTn
searches also found ORFs with UBF sequence similarities in many insects. These
included, but were not limited to the pea-aphid, deer tick, and red flower beetle.[157]
Trichoplax represents the most primitive metazoan having the smallest known
genome. Trichoplax “UBF” consist of an N-terminal dimerization domain followed
by several HMG box domains. However, it lacks the characteristic vertebrate acidic
C-term domain.
In yeast, the HMG box protein HmoI is suggested to perform similar
functions to UBF. It is composed of 3 domains, Box A, Box B, and Box C. Box A is
a weakly conserved HMG domain. Box B is a canonical HMG domain with close
sequence relation to four of the six HMG boxes in the human UBF protein [158]. Box
C is a charged lysine rich motif involved in DNA bending [159,160]. Numerous
similes can be drawn between UBF and HmoI. HmoI is required for rDNA
transcription and co-localizes with rDNA binding factors in the nucleoli [158]. It
binds across the entire rDNA gene [161]. Furthermore, HmoI localization is restricted
to transcribed genes [162].
Both Ciona UBF and yeast HmoI were shown to colocalize with human UBF
throughout the cell cycle. HmoI was not sufficient to rescue human cell growth upon
UBF depletion. However, hUBF1 was shown to have some functionality in
stimulating Pol I transcription in yeast. hUBF1 and HmoI were not fully
interchangeable, and this was suggested to be due to the multiple functions of both
proteins [163]. Xenopus UBF also closely resembles hUBF. The one difference is the
replacement of HMG box 3 with 22 unrelated amino acids [164,165]. It was
suggested that this alteration was responsible for the fact that xUBF and hUBF can
not be substituted for each other in vitro transcription assays [144].
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1.5 The Chromatin Landscapes associated with rDNA
1.5.1 The Two State Model
It was noted in early electron microscopy analysis of rDNA, that only a
fraction of the genes were loaded with Pol I [166,167]. However, analyzing the
chromatin associated with each state has proved to be uniquely challenging. Large
numbers of transcribed and silent rDNA genes coexist in each cell. This is in contrast
to the chromatin at Pol II transcribed genes, which usually exists in either a
transcribed or silent state. Therefore, only imperfect, indirect methods such as
psoralen cross linking can be used to determine the fraction of transcribed/silent
genes, and ChIP is utilized to provide a general description of the chromatin
landscape at all rDNA genes.
In vivo DNA crosslinking with psoralen confirmed the presence of the two
distinct fractions. This methodology is based on the accessibility of the two distinct
groups of rDNA to psoralen. Silent genes are heterochromatinized, and therefore
associated with regularly spaced nucleosomes, and inaccessible to psoralen. The
active rDNA genes are characterized by a euchromatic, transcription permissive state,
and are therefore psoralen accessible. Therefore, after psoralen crosslinking, the two
distinct fractions can be observed by southern blotting. Each fraction migrates at a
particular rate, and therefore a comparison of the relative abundance of each group is
made possible. These experiments have illustrated that in both higher and lower
Eukaryotes, no more than 50% of rDNA genes are active at any one point in time
[168,169]. In mammalian cells, this fraction of psoralen accessible/inaccessible genes
is thought to be stably fixed throughout the cell cycle, and in different cell states.
Therefore modulation of the rRNA output is thought to be strictly managed by
altering transcription rates from a fixed active rDNA pool [168,170].

1.5.2 Chromatin landscape of the rDNA as determined by ChIP-seq
Digestion of these genes with methylation sensitive restriction enzymes has
indicated that the psoralen accessible rDNA is hypomethylated, and the genes
inaccessible to psoralen crosslinking are hypermethylated [171,172]. Several ChIPseq studies have been conducted on the rDNA sequence in order to describe its
chromatin landscape. Here I will summarize the findings of the most extensive ChIP-
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seq study conducted in human cells [173]. Results presented in this study are
comparable to others conducted in human cells, and in some respects, even those
obtained in mouse studies. The distribution of 9 different modifications across the
rDNA repeat was analyzed. Six of these are generally associated with transcription
activation (H3K4me1, H3K4me2, H3K4me3, H3K9ac, H3K27ac and H3K36me3),
and three with repression of transcription, (H3K9me1, H3K27me3 and H4K20me1).
Multiple human cell lines were compared in this study, including K562, HUVEC and
NHEK. These yielded similar results with respect to the activating histone
modifications. However, the repressive histone modifications exhibited cell line
specific distribution patterns. All cell lines analyzed had significant enrichment of the
active histone modifications H3K4me1, H3K4me2, H3K4me3, H3K9ac, and
H3K27ac at the rDNA promoter immediately upstream of the TSS. Interestingly,
enrichment of these “active” histone modifications was also identified in the IGS at a
site approximately 28-29kb into the rDNA unit. This study found little enrichment of
the active histone modifications along the transcribed portion of the rDNA gene. This
is in keeping with their findings that suggest that these regions are nucleosome
depleted. See Figure 1.8 for details.
The repressive histone modifications were more broadly distributed across the
rDNA repeat. Additionally, H3K36me3, which has been shown to be associated with
the transcribed portion of transcriptionally active Pol II genes, was virtually absent
from DNA [173]. Conversely, a subsequent study found H3K36me3 to be present
along the whole human rDNA repeat in HepG2 cells [174]. It is not clear if these
contradicting results are merely due to cell specific differences, or some other
unknown factor.
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Figure 1.8. ChIP-seq illustrates the enrichment of certain histone modifications across the
human rDNA gene. (Figure adapted from Zentner et al. 2011 [175])

These findings, along with others have crystalized in the following model.
Active, psoralen-accessible rDNA genes are associated with UBF, hypomethylated
DNA, and acetylated H4 and H3, and H3K4me3. The heterochromatinized, silent
fraction, is marked with hypermethylated DNA and methylated H3K9, H3K20, and
H3K27 [176–178]. The specific histone modifications associated with each fraction
of rDNA genes are thought to recruit effector proteins that facilitate either chromatic
state. For instance, recruitment of HP1 drives condensation of chromatin and
silencing of rDNA [179–181]. It should however, be reiterated that rDNA is a multicopy sequence existing in multiple states. Therefore, results gained from ChIP-seq
experiments require presumptuous interpretation to discern which chromatin
signatures are associated with either the active or silent repeats. Furthermore,
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chromatin states at the rDNA locus may also differ across the cell cycle. This is
exemplified by the finding that in yeast, replication results in nucleosomal rDNA
repeats. HmoI subsequently catalyzes the transcription dependent ejection of histones,
resulting in the characteristic open conformation of transcribed rDNA [182]. In some
studied consecutive ChIP experiments have been used in an attempt to resolve this
issue. However, these experiments are convoluted and difficult to reiterate.

1.5.3 The Two State Model under Revision
Recent findings have led to several revisions to this model. Studies are now
suggesting that hypermethylation of transcriptionally silent rDNA may not be the
silencing mechanism it was once thought to be. The fraction of psoralen
accessible/inaccessible rDNA genes in eukaryotic cells is generally around 50/50.
However, it seems that DNA methylation is rarely observed in primary tissue and
cells. Rather, rDNA hypermethylation appears to be a hallmark of transformed cell
lines, aged cells, and non-dividing neuronal cells [183–187]. Therefore, it may be
suggested that methylation of rDNA genes is not a mechanism utilized for their
silencing. Rather, methylation may be considered a means of stabilizing the silent
state.
It is further proposed that an extra chromatin “state” exists at rDNA genes.
The euchromatic rDNA genes can be divided into two subgroups. In the first, rDNA
is actively transcribed, and in the second, genes are transcriptionally silent, but
maintain a poised state. Genes in these two subgroups can easily switch between the
two states depending on rRNA demands [150,188,189]. Consecutive ChIPs suggested
“poised” genes associated with CHD4/NuRD which is associated with bivalent
histone modifications H3K4me3, and H3K27me3 at the rDNA promoter [190]. rDNA
genes inactivated upon UBF depletion are suggested to exist in this poised state
[150].

1.5.4 Arrangement of transcriptionally active and silent rDNA genes across NORs.
NORs are routinely described as being either transcriptionally active or silent.
Active NORs are referred to as AgNORs due to their sequestration of silver stain.
Silent NORs can be definitively shown to be devoid of transcribed rDNA genes due
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to their lack of UBF and other Pol I associated factors, and their localization outside
of nucleoli. However, a description of the activity status of all of the rDNA genes in
an AgNOR is more challenging. It has been shown that in humans, an average of ~8
NORs are “active”. This would be at odds with the established ratio of ~50/50
transcribed/untranscribed rDNA genes in most cell types. A model in which AgNORs
are composed of a mosaic of active and silent genes would reconcile these two
finding. Accordingly, immunofluorescence of metaphase AgNORs indicated the
colocalization of UBF and 5mC on some NORs. Furthermore, clusters of
hypermethylated and hypomethylated rDNA genes were found to coexist on single
combed DNA fibers generated form IMR90 fibroblasts [191]. However, as the
relevance of rDNA methylation to normal cells and tissues is not clear, the validity of
a mosaic NOR is not yet proven.
As it is likely that both transcribed and silent rDNA genes occupy the same
array, it is conceivable that regulatory mechanisms might be needed to prevent
inappropriate transcription from silent genes. Insulator elements demarcate discrete
transcriptional units and prevent leaky transcription. CTCF is an extensively
described insulator binding protein [192]. CTCF has been shown to localize to
nucleoli and is required for repression of rDNA transcription [193]. Moreover, ChIPseq has illustrated that CTCF is highly enriched at the 3’ end of the rDNA at the
spacer promoter. [173,174,194]

1.5.5 Transcriptionally Active and Silent NORs
Nucleolar dominance is a phenomenon observed in plant and animal
interspecies hybrids and animal somatic cell hybrids. In these instances the NORs of
some species appear to be dominant over others, and are therefore preferentially
activated. In some cases, such as that observed in mouse monochromosomal somatic
cell hybrids, silencing of one subset of NORs can be attributed to the incompatibility
between the rDNA promoter and Pol I machineries [142,195]. However, the cause for
nucleolar dominance between more closely related species is less clear. For instance,
in the naturally occurring hybrid, Aradopsis suecica, the A. thaliana NORs are
transcriptionally silent, and only the A. arenosa rDNA genes are transcribed.
Disrupting the heterochromatic conformation of silent A. thaliana genes results in
their reactivation [176,196,197].
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In the A. thaliana strain Col-0, two rDNA subtypes exist. These are
differentiated from each other by minor sequence differences. Interestingly, only one
subtype, VAR2, is transcribed, and these are all located on NOR4. On the other hand,
VAR1 repeats are silent and located on NOR2. Transferring VAR1 repeats into
NOR4 results in their transcriptional activation [198]. Therefore transcriptional
activity of NORs is suggested to be dependent on some unknown chromosomal
context. This is further supported by findings made in Drosophila. The effects of
translocations occurring between the NOR bearing chromosome X and the small,
mostly heterochromatic chromosome 4 were analyzed. This study demonstrated that
the full function of the NOR located on chromosome X is dependent on chromosomal
position [199].

1.6 Regulation of rDNA transcription
Ribosome biogenesis is essential for cellular growth and proliferation. This is
a complex process during which rRNA is transcribed and processed, ribosomal
proteins are generated, and these components are assembled into ribosomal subunits.
It exerts massive demands on cellular machinery, requiring substantial biosynthetic
and energy input. This is exemplified by the fact that up to 80 % of the total cellular
RNA is rRNA. Ribosome production is therefore carefully titrated to meet demand.
This occurs via a host of mechanisms involving many players. While all 3 RNAPs are
involved in the various aspects of ribosome biogenesis, the focus of this review will
concentrate on the regulation of pre rRNA synthesis by Pol I. rDNA transcription
rates can be modulated by either changing the number of genes being transcribed at
any one point in time, or by regulating the rate at which a fixed pool of genes is
transcribed. (See Kusnadi et al. for a more comprehensive review [200].)

1.6.1 Short-Term Transcriptional Regulation: The Cell Cycle
In yeast cells, rDNA transcription rates remain stable throughout the cell cycle
[201]. However, in mammalian cells, transcription rates fluctuate across the cell
cycle. rDNA transcription is shut down during mitosis, and during telophase.
Transcription rates are then gradually increased over the course of G1 phase to reach
maximal levels for the duration of S and G2 phases. Silencing of transcription during
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mitosis has been shown to be dependent on phosphorylation of the SLI subunit
TAFI110 by cdk1/cyclin B at Thr 852 [202,203]. This phosphorylation disrupts
interactions between UBF and TIF-1B/SLI, thereby repressing Pol I transcription.
UBF is also functionally inactivated during mitosis. This is mediated by its
differential PTM during this stage [204,205].
At the exit from mitosis, Cdc14B phosphatase removes the inhibitory
phosphorylation from Thr852 of TAF1110, restoring SLI/TIF-1B functional
capabilities [206]. However, rDNA transcription rates remain low. In order to
increase transcription levels, the transcriptional activating activities of UBF must be
reinstated. This is achieved by phosphorylation at Ser484 by Cdk4/cyclin D1 [207],
and Ser388 by cdk 2/cyclin E and A. Inhibition of Ser388 phosphorylation disrupts
the interaction between the Pol I subunit PAF53 and UBF and results in the
abrogation of transcription [208]. UBF is further subjected to PCAF-dependent
acetylation upon entrance into S phase. This modification enhances the association
between UBF and PAF53, resulting in increased association of Pol I with rDNA and
pre-RNA synthesis [209]. UBF has also been shown to interact with cell cycle
regulatory factor TAF1. This interaction stimulates rDNA transcription both in vitro
and in vivo [210].

1.6.2 Short-Term Transcriptional Regulation: Growth Factors and Nutrient
Availability
Eukaryotic cells modulate their proliferation rates in response to growth
factors and the prevalence of energy and nutrients. Ribosome biogenesis is key to a
cells ability to grow and divide. In yeast, ribosome biogenesis is regulated mainly by
titrating the rDNA transcription rates [182]. Much evidence indicates a critical role
for the TOR pathway in achieving this regulation [211]. As discussed, Rrn3p is
essential for recruitment of Pol I to the rDNA promoter [86]. In yeast cells entering a
stationary phase, a reduction in the prevalence of the Rrn3/Pol I complex is observed.
This is concurrent with a reduction in the association of Pol I with the promoter. This
result can be replicated by treating cells with rapamycin, which inhibits TOR
signaling [212]. Mechanistically, rapamycin-dependent repression of Pol I
transcription is mediated by the dephosphorylation of Rrn3 and therefore its
dissociation from the rDNA promoter and translocation to the cytoplasm [211,213].
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In mammals, many sensing networks are involved in modulating rDNA
transcription rates in response to information gained regarding the cellular
environment. Figure 1.9 outlines these. mTORC1 is activated by the presence of
growth factors, amino acids and glucose. Elevation of rDNA transcription rates by
mTORC1 is accomplished by the differential phosphorylation of RRN3 and UBF.
TORC1 putatively initiates increased phosphorylation at Ser44 and decreased
phosphorylation at Ser199 of RRN3. This action promotes PIC formation [213].
Furthermore, mTORC1 operates through S6 Kinase 1 (S6K1), which phosphorylates
the C-terminal domain of UBF. Rapamycin dependent inactivation of mTORC1
results in decreased SL1-UBF interaction and an overall reduction in Pol I activity
[214].

Figure 1.9 Diagram outlining the signaling pathways affecting rDNA transcription rates.
Information regarding the cellular levels of growth factors, amino acids, and glucose is relayed to the
Pol I transcription machinery by mTORC1. Upregulation of rDNA transcription in response to growth
factors is mediated by signaling through the RAS/RAF/ERK and PI3K/AKT/mTORC1 pathways.
Together these pathways form a control network for the regulation of rDNA transcription rates. Amino
acids enter the cell resulting in activation of mTORC1. Increased ATP concentrations, generated from
the glucose entering the cell, inhibit AMP-dependent protein kinase (AMPK) or the Tel–Tti1–Tti2–
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RuvB-like1 and 2 complex (TTT–RUVBL1/2). Either actions lead to the activation of mTORC1.
(Dashed lines are use do denote undetermined mechanisms.) (Figure taken from Kusnadi et al. [200] )

Modulation of rDNA transcription in response to growth factors is largely due
to signaling through the RAS/RAF/ERK or the PI3K/AKT/mTORC1 pathways.
Transcriptional activity is promoted by ERK dependent phosphorylation of RRN3 at
Ser649 and Ser633 [215]. ERK also phosphorylates two of the HMG box DNA
binding domains of UBF. Mutating these ERK phosphorylation sites within UBF
results in its functional inhibition. Furthermore, these mutations also inhibit growth
dependent activation of ribosomal transcription [216].
MYC also regulates ribosome biogenesis and cell growth. Increasing MYC
expression is sufficient to upregulate rDNA transcription rates. This is accomplished
through a number of methods. MYC stimulates expression of numerous factors
associated with Pol I transcription. These include the components of the PIC, such as
UBF, RRN3 and the Pol I subunits. MYC also putatively binds to the rDNA loci and
assists in the remodeling of its chromatin structure, along with interacting with
factors key to Pol I recruitment [115,217,218]. MYC mediated regulation of Pol I
transcription is linked to both the RAS/RAF/ERK and the PI3K/AKT/mTORC1
pathways. ERK dependent phosphorylation of MYC increases it stability, and
mTORC1 signaling promotes MYC translation.

1.6.3 Long –Term Regulation of rDNA Transcription Rates
Long-term regulation of rDNA transcription can be achieved through titration
of the fraction of transcribed genes, by altering the chromatin state at the promoters.
While yeast has been shown to alter the fraction of transcribed genes according to
demand[182], it is generally accepted that in higher eukaryotes, active and inactive
rDNA pools remain static while rRNA output is modulated by controlling various
aspects of the transcription process. However, an increase in the fraction of
transcriptionally silent rDNA genes has been observed during terminal differentiation
in many systems [219–224]. Interestingly, this is accompanied by a concurrent
decrease in UBF abundance. It is important to note that the silencing of these genes is
not DNA methylation dependent [150,225]. This general assumption may therefore
require a review.
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A model for the mechanism resulting in the silencing of rDNA genes in mice
posits that NoRC is responsible. In this model, TTF-1 binds to the promoter proximal
terminator site (T0). This results in the recruitment of NoRC, an ATP dependent
nucleolar remodeling complex that has also been identified in humans [226]. NoRC is
then suggested to recruit Dnmt1 and Dnmt3b, along with HDAC1. This results in
DNA methylation and histone deacetylation in this region. Methylation of a single
CpG dinucleotide at -133, upstream of the TSS, has been shown to abrogate UBF
binding to the promoter, thereby silencing transcription. TTF-1 has also been shown
to recruit CSB (Cockayne syndrome Group B protein) to the active rDNA promoter,
thus activating DNA transcription [99]. The mechanism deciding the recruitment of
NoRC or CSB by TTF-1 is unknown. Conversely, SL1 facilitates the maintenance of
a hypomethylated DNA state at the promoter regions of transcribed rDNA genes.
This is putatively mediated by the TAF12 dependent recruitment of GADD45a and
components of the NER [227].
Investigation of this proposed mechanism in human cells has proven
problematic. Human rDNA genes contain 25 CpGs, and these are neither fully
methylated, nor fully unmethylated. It should be noted however, that human cancer
cells often exhibit a relatively hypomethylated state in the promoter regions of their
rDNA gene [228,229]. Experiments conducted by Dr. Ioanna Flousakou in the
McStay lab in NUIG illustrated that NoRC is not involved in the maintenance of
transcriptionally silent rDNA genes in human cells. Human NoRC is composed of
two subunits, BAZ2A along with the ATPase SNF2h [230]. BAZ2A knockdown had
no effect on the localization of the Pol I machinery, or nucleolar morphology. Most
pertinent, knockdown did not result in an increase in the fraction of active NORs, and
furthermore, BAZ2A does not localize to nucleoli [231]. These results are congruent
with experimentation in Drosophila. ToRC, the drosophila specific version of NoRC,
does not localize to nucleoli, and it has been shown to only effect Pol II transcription
[232].
Modulating the fraction of transcribed versus untranscribed rDNA is a poor
mechanism for controlling rRNA output [93,146,150]. If the function of
transcribed/silent rDNA genes has little bearing on rRNA production rates, why
titrate down the transcribed fraction? Is it possible that transcriptionally silent rDNA
units have a function? This indeed appears to be case. The transcriptionally silent
rDNA seems to suppress recombination within rDNA repeats. Sir2 in budding yeast
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is required for prevention of recombination events within NORs [233,234].
Drosophila cells defective in factors involved in the formation of heterochromatin
exhibit extra-chromosomal rDNA circles. Furthermore, nucleolar fragmentation was
observed in these cells [235]. Cancer and transformed cells have reduced methylation
of rDNA promoters and often increased UBF expression [228,229,236]. Interestingly,
reactivation of silent rDNA by deleting DNMT1 resulted in severe disruptions of
nucleolar structure, and was shown in some instances to reduce transcriptional output
[237].
The chromatin state at rDNA genes is inherited from one cell cycle to another
in metazoans. This is mediated by specific epigenetic modifications. However,
transcriptional states at individual yeast rDNA genes do not exhibit this stability. As
mentioned above, the alternate states exist in a form of dynamic equilibrium with
DNA replication establishing nucleosomal, and therefore inactive rDNA genes, and
transcription by Pol I mediating removal of nucleosomes [182].

1.7 Nucleolar organization

1.7.1 A Generalized Structure
We now know that the described tripartite structure of nucleoli may have been
overtly simplified and generalized. Some chordate species lack an FC and therefore
are bipartite [238]. Curiously, some amniotes such as Xenopus and plants do contain
FCs [239]. Furthermore, even in cells exhibiting tripartite nucleolar structure, the
species, cell type, and physiological state all effect the arrangement of the three
components, and nucleolar size and organization directly relates to ribosomal
production rates [240,241]. This is exemplified by the fact that pathologists have long
used nucleolar size, number, and shape as an indicator of cancer malignancy
[242,243].
The nucleolus is a paradigm of nuclear functional compartmentalization
[244]. The composition of each subcompartment is therefore reflective of the
processes conducted there. In the canonical tripartite nucleolus, the FC contains pools
of unengaged RNA Pol I and transcription factors such as UBF. It has also been
suggested that the FC contains the non-transcribed rDNA [245]. As early pre-rRNA
processing is conducted in the DFC, the DFC contains nascent rRNA and associated
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proteins such as Fibrillarin. The GC is the seat of later pre-RNA processing steps,
therefore proteins involved in these processes, such as Nop52, are localized to this
compartment [246].

1.7.2 The Nucleolus, a Dynamic Structure with Internal Organization Determined
by Liquid Phase Separation
Nucleoli are membraneless organelles composed of hundreds of diverse
proteins, separated into at least 3 compartments. The mechanism for generating and
maintaining their organization has been poorly understood. However, photodynamic
experiments, such as FRAP have illustrated the highly dynamic nature of the
nucleolar proteins and suggest this structure forms by self-organization [247,248].
Many RNP bodies have been shown to possess liquid-like biophysical
properties, some of which display multilayered organization. It has been suggested
that they form by phase separation [249]. Recent findings regarding the fluid-like
nature of the different nucleolar compartments make great leaps in explaining this
phenomenon. It has been determined that nucleolar compartments are in fact distinct,
coexisting liquid phases. Phase separation is driven by the differences in the surface
tension and other biophysical properties of these distinct phases. These properties are
resultant of the characteristics of their components. The differences in the miscibility
of the proteins associated with each of the components of the tripartite nucleolus are
sufficient to drive phase separation. This has been illustrated by the generation of
nucleolus-like structures in vitro using purified nucleolar proteins. Fibrillarin-GFP
and NPM1-RFP were used as representative DFC and GC factors respectively. These
spontaneously separate in the presence of rRNA into droplets containing distinct
phases resembling the compartmentalized interphase nucleolus [250]. Interestingly,
injecting these nucleolar proteins into living X. laevis nuclei resulted in small,
extranucleolar droplets. Once again, these displayed a layered structure with the
fibrillarin phase often embedded in the GC phase [250]. The relative surface tensions
of these two phases were measured. The DFC was found to exhibit a higher surface
tension and this is suggested to be the driving force for initiating the layering of the
GC over the DFC [250].
Interestingly, the DFC in these in-vitro nucleoli mimics, was shown to
“mature” over time into a sticky gel like structure, which exhibits viscoelastic
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properties. It was speculated that this was due to the fibrillarin dependent formation
of fibers. Reducing ATP in both X. laevis oocytes and mammalian cells resulted in an
increase in Fibrillarin dynamics as measured with FRAP experiments. This was
remarkably similar to that observed in aged in-vitro droplets. These results suggest
that ATP-dependent enzymatic reactions are essential for maintaining the fluidity of
the DFC phase. A reduction in ATP levels had no effect on the fluidity of the GC
[250].
Other membraneless RNA/protein bodies exist within cells, which assemble by
phase separation. P granules are such an example. Experiments conducted on in-vitro
LAF-1 derived droplets revealed that viscosity of these structures is tunable with
differing RNA concentrations. Increasing RNA concentration resulted in reduced
viscosity, drive by increased internal molecular dynamics [251]. Interestingly, similar
finding were made in the examination of the compartmentalization of cyclin and
formin transcripts in the cytosol. mRNA concentrations were found to impact on
phase viscosity, fusion propensity, and the rates of diffusion of components across the
phase boundaries [252]. Therefore, one may suggest that the dependence of nucleolar
morphology on cell growth is due to the tunable viscosities and surface tensions of its
component phases. Growth stimulation would spike the abundance of rRNA and the
action of the ATP-hydrolyzing RNA helicases resulting in increased viscosity. This
would be more permissive to the nucleolar fusion events seen in G1. Furthermore,
increased surface tension would explain the changes in nucleolar structure from the
round morphology observed during growth inhibition to more amorphous in dividing
cells. Accordingly, the size and shape of nucleoli in amphibian oocytes has been
shown to be dependent on the liquid-like properties of their RNA and protein
components. Increased ATP concentrations resulted in an increase in the propensity
for fusion events, leading to an increase in nucleolar volume, and a decrease in their
number [253].
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1.8 The Nucleolus and the Cell Cycle

1.8.1 Dismantling of the Nucleolus in Preparation for Mitosis
Somatic cells of higher Eukaryotes undergo “open” mitosis. It is important to
note that yeast exhibit “closed” mitosis, in which nucleoli remain intact, and
transcription is merely stalled momentarily by the action of Cdc14 during the mitotic
event [254]. During this “open” mitosis, nuclear organization is disrupted and must
be reinstated at the onset of the following cell cycle. In these cells, rDNA
transcription is halted and nucleoli dismantled for each mitotic event. Nucleolar
disassembly is an orderly sequential process. Processing factors are released,
followed by the cessation of Pol I transcription. In early prophase, rDNA
transcription is reduced by ~30%, and is completely halted by the end of prophase. It
would seem that pre-rRNA processing is halted before complete repression of rDNA
transcription as partially processed 45S pre-rRNAs accumulate in disassembling
nucleoli [255].
By prometaphase, nucleoli are no longer visible. Many of the DFC and GC
components including the pre-RNAs relocate to a peri-chromosomal compartment
[255]. This compartment is observed in many vertebrates and plant cells. Proteins
shown to localize to this compartment include, Fibrillarin, U3 snoRNAs, nucleolin,
Nopp140, NPM/B23, BopI, Nop52, PM-ScI 100, and Ki67 [256–259]. Figure 1.10
illustrates the localization of Nop52 across the cell cycle, including its association
with the perichromosomal compartment in mitosis. In this way, daughter cells inherit
at least some of the building blocks for generating new nucleoli. The nature of the
interaction between the peri-chromosomal compartment and the chromosome
periphery is not fully understood. However, recent findings suggest Ki67 plays a
pivotal role. Ki67, a cell cycle regulated protein, which binds to protein phosphatase
1 (PP1), is enriched in nucleoli during interphase and localizes to the perichromosomal compartment in mitosis. Depleting Ki67 results in the failure of many
proteins usually associated with the chromosome periphery to localize, and moreover
revealed Ki67 to be required for generating this compartment [260].
1.8.2 The Mitotic NOR
Mitotic “active” NORs form prominent constrictions, or achromatic gaps on
the metaphase chromosomes when visualized with DNA stains such as DAPI [261].
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Certain FC factors remain associated with “active” NORs after the stall in
transcription and throughout mitosis. They appear to maintain these NORs in a poised
status, ready for resumption of transcription at the exit from mitosis therefore
initiating de novo nucleolar biogenesis. These include at least some subunits of RNA
polymerase I (pol I) along with its main transcription factors, the upstream binding
factor (UBF) and promoter selectivity complex (SL1) [262–267]. The Pol I
machinery associated with the mitotic NOR is responsible for both the formation of
this constriction and its high affinity for silver staining [265,268,269]. These
secondary constrictions are therefore called AgNORs. Interestingly, FRAP analysis
has illustrated the dynamic nature of the association of several of these proteins with
the mitotic AgNOR. They exhibit rapid exchange at this locus with fluorescence
recovery t1/2 s ranging from 2-20 seconds [270]. Additionally Pol I subunits may
transiently dissociate from NORs during mitosis [270,271]. Therefore the FC like
structure present at the secondary constriction of mitotic NORs retains its dynamic
nature, and is not composed of locked down Pol I machinery.
The Pseudo-NORs generated by Mais et al. provide insight into the minimal
requirements for establishing a structural mimic of the mitotic NOR. These DNA
sequences were shown to recruit UBF throughout the cell cycle. In fact, they
stimulated the significant enrichment of UBF in their locale in a round structure
reminiscent of the mitotic FC. In the absence of transcription, these structures were
still enriched in Pol I machinery. These include RPA43, TIF-IA/Rrn3, TAF1110,
TBP, and Pol I subunits RPA195, RPA135, and PAF53 [143].
The generation of the pseudo-NOR therefore suggests that UBF underpins the
FC formation both during mitosis and interphase. Accordingly, UBF depletion in
these cells has been shown to result in the disappearance of the pseudo-NOR related
FC like structure and a concurrent eradication of the secondary constriction [145].
Depleting UBF was also shown to result in the transcriptional silencing and nucleolar
dissociation of an increasing number of endogenous NORs [145]. Therefore UBF is
required to maintain the mitotic hallmarks of AgNORs.
1.8.3 Nucleolar Biogenesis
Resumption of rDNA transcription in telophase results in the nucleation of the
DFC/GC components in the process of de-novo nucleolar biogenesis. The entire
process of nucleolar reassembly takes a substantial amount of time. In HeLa cells,
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total nucleolar assembly has been shown to take ~ 1.5 hours [272]. Nucleolar
assembly is a multistep process. During telophase, in human cells, the pools of
transcription machinery present at the FC-like structures are reactivated, and
nucleolar biogenesis is initiated. It should be noted however, that while
transcriptional resumption is the first in the sequence of events culminating in mature
nucleoli, it is neither necessary nor sufficient to drive nucleolar formation [255].
During X. laevis embryogenesis, the recruitment of rRNA processing factors to the
nucleoli could occur independent of Pol I transcription [273]. Disassembly mediator
proteins have been identified which are capable of catalyzing the reversible
disassembly of nucleoli in the presence of ongoing rDNA transcription. Therefore the
transcription and nucleogenesis processes can be uncoupled [274]. Furthermore,
nucleolar assembly is dependent on the snoRNAs, and proteins of the processing
complexes, the 45S rRNA produced during prophase and the ribosomal proteins.
These complexes localize to the peri-chromosomal compartment during metaphase,
and must be translocated to the sites of active rDNA transcription. This process is
accomplished in two distinct phases. As the chromosomes unwind, the perichromosomal compartment is dismantled to form pre-nucleolar bodies (PNBs), which
are temporary nuclear subdomains. These were thought to function simply as pools of
processing factors for delivery to the developing nucleoli. However evidence now
suggests this model to be an oversimplification. They appear to function as
autonomous extra-nucleolar ribosome maturation sites. It was found that pre-RNA
maturation of the 45s rDNA produced during prophase occurs at these sites. Blocking
maturation steps results in an accumulation of stalled pre-ribosomes in the PNBs, and
importantly, delayed PNB dissolution in G1 [275].
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Figure 1.10 Dismantling and rebuilding the nucleolus. Images show cells in different stages of the
cell cycle. During interphase, the characteristic tripartite structure is observed. The many small FCs, as
visualized by a UBF antibody, are embedded in the GC, visualized with a Nop52 antibody. As the
chromosomes condense, the structural integrity of the nucleolus is altered. This is seen in the second
cell. FCs start to coalesce, and the GC components begin to leave nucleoli. By prophase, as illustrated
by the cell on the top right, only FC components remain at the NOR locus, and many of the DFC/GC
components are localized to the peri-chromosomal compartment. Nucleolar components remain in this
state until early telophase at the resumption of transcription. FCs unravel, as seen with the UBF
antibody in the pair of cells at the bottom right hand corner. Nucleolar proteins from the perichromosomal compartment are relocated to the FCs and PNBs. The PNBs are visualized in these cells
as Nop52 staining bodies, which do not surround FCs. The material from these PNBs is gradually
delivered to the growing nucleoli. (See Materials and Methods for details.)

Recruitment of rRNA processing factors to FCs occurs in early telophase
concurrent with the formation of PNBs. Concentration of PNPs increases in nucleoli
and decreases in PNBs in HeLa cells. This is a biphasic process with transfer of early
processing factors associated with the FCs being complete within 15-20 minutes.
Complete transfer of the GC factors required at least 90 minutes. Interestingly, the
traffic between PNBs and nucleoli was unidirectional for the DFC protein fibrillarin,
and bidirectional for GC proteins such as B23/NPM and Nop52 [276]. Therefore,
PNB formation is suggested to be a way of controlling the formation of nucleoli by
the step-wise release of first DFC, and then GC factors. Interestingly, the transfer of
PNB contents to developing nucleoli did not appear to be driven by movement of the
bodies to close proximity and fusion. Rather, jet-like structures of PNPs were seen
stretched between individual RNBs and RNBs and nucleoli. At this point several
small nucleoli are apparent [276]. The entire process of nucleolar biogenesis has been
shown to last for 1.5 hours in HeLa cells culminating in the fusion of individual
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nucleoli into a large centrally located mature nucleolus [277]. It has been accepted for
over 100 hundred years that nucleoli can fuse in somatic cells [278]. However, it was
only a recent study of nucleolar fusion events occurring in Xenopus laevis oocytes
that offered an explanation for the cause of this phenomenon. Fusions were induced
by either mechanical action or disruption of actin. Observations made during the
course of this investigation suggested the nucleolus behaves as viscous liquid-like
droplets, and this underpins nucleolar number, size, and shape [253]. See Figure 1.11.

Figure 1.11 Illustration of the fusion events that occur between nucleoli. Live cell microscopy was
conducted on an hTERT RPE1 cell line which was generated to express Nop52_Ruby to describe the
fusion event occurring between nucleoli. In this instance cells were serum starved to synchronize them
and subsequently “refed” complete media. In this way, fusion event take a substantially longer time, as
illustrated by the time stamps on each image. Therefore, fusion events can be more closely examined.
Interestingly, individual nucleoli form projections, which reach out to fuse with other nucleoli in much
the same way as described in Brangwynne et al. 2011. (See Materials and Methods for details.)
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1.9 What the Neo-NOR tells us about nucleolar formation.
Interestingly, integration of UBF binding sites into ectopic sites to generate
Pseudo-NORs was sufficient to nucleate the formation of structures reminiscent of
FCs. However, these structures did not seed nucleolar biogenesis during interphase.
They failed to recruit DFC and GC components and were often located outside of the
nucleolar boundaries [143]. It would seem from these results that FC formation is not
sufficient for nucleolar biogenesis. Therefore, Grob et al. generated synthetic
sequences to determine the minimal requirement for nucleolar biogenesis [279]. They
integrated ectopic arrays of a synthetic neo-NOR cassette into HT1080 cells. These
consisted of blocks of XEn elements interspersed with rDNA transcription units. A
human rDNA promoter was used in conjunction with a murine rRNA coding
sequence. Once again, due to the repetitive nature of the synthetic neo-NOR cassette
arrays transfected into cells, concatenation led to the ectopic integration of large
arrays. These ranged from 1-4Mb in size, which is comparable to that of endogenous
human NORs. These arrays were shown to induce the formation of novel silver
staining secondary constriction in the same manner as the pseudo-NOR. Furthermore,
they successfully recruited DFC and GC components in the formation of fully
functional neonucleoli. They are capable of driving Pol I transcription of the murine
rRNA, resulting in mature mouse rRNAs that are assembled into polysomeassociated ribosomes [145]. (See Figure 1.12.) Interestingly, when incorporated into
endogenous nucleoli, neo-NORs occupy distinct territories. This suggests that
endogenous NORs may do the same, thereby subverting homologous recombination
events between the contributing NORs of each nucleolus [145]. Depletion of UBF in
these cells resulted in the transcriptional silencing of the neo-NOR and dismantling of
the neonucleoli [145], thereby further indicating the fundamental importance of UBF
association in driving nucleogenesis. Taken together, these findings suggest that UBF
is essential for FC formation, which in turn supports rRNA transcription, and
subsequently rRNA transcription drives the recruitment of the DFC and GC.
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Figure 1.12 Neo-NORs mimic endogenous NORs upon UBF depletion. Images illustrate the
nucleolar and pseudo-Nucleolar morphology after transfection with either control or UBF siRNA. A.
UBF antibody illustrates the FC morphology and presence at the neo-NOR. B. A fibrillarin antibody is
used to visualize the DFC at the neo-NOR. Both antibodies indicate that after UBF depletion, UBF and
fibrillarin no longer localize to Neo-NORs. The image was taken, with permission from Grob et al.
[145]

1.10 The DJ and Human NOR Chromosomal Context
Development of the pseudo-NOR and neo-NOR indicated that the
chromosomal context of the human NOR is not required for the transcriptional
activity of a given NOR and nucleolar biogenesis. However, both studies highlighted
the importance of chromosomal context in pseudo-NOR and neo-NOR localization.
Furthermore, transcription rates were lower than expected from the neo-NOR
contributing only 2% of total cellular rRNA [145].
The nucleolar association of Pseudo-NORs appeared to be chromosomal
context-dependent. Integrants on metacentric chromosomes dissociated from nucleoli
in 71-84% of cells, whereas pseudo-NORs on acrocentric chromosomes were
dissociated from nucleoli in only 4-38% of cells [143]. Furthermore, Neo-NOR
derived neo-nucleoli integrated into metacentric chromosomes were located
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separately from endogenous nucleoli in ~60% of cells, whereas acrocentric
integrations resulted in fusion of neo-nucleoli with endogenous nucleoli [145].
The sequences of the short arms of the acrocentric chromosomes are absent from the
current human genome assembly. The genomic architecture of sequences proximal
and distal to the NORs was recently described by Floutsakou et al. [280]. They
illustrated that these sequences are conserved between the 5 acrocentric
chromosomes. The PJ is highly segmentally duplicated in a manner similar to
sequences bordering centromeres. The DJ sequence is largely unique and is
characterized by a large inverted repeat. Using FISH, the DJ was shown to localize to
be embedded in the nucleolar periphery. Interestingly, even though it is located in this
heterochromatic environment, the DJ is transcriptionally active and is characterized
by a complex chromatin structure [280]. Inhibition of Pol I transcription by
actinomycin D (AMD) results in a collapse of rDNA into caps at the periphery of
nucleoli. (See Figure 1.13) These caps are composed of the rDNA, Pol I transcription
machinery, and rRNA processing factors [12,122]. Double-strand breaks induced into
the rDNA also causes Pol I transcriptional inhibition and the formation of nucleolar
caps. It was therefore proposed that the DJ is important for maintenance of genomic
stability of the rDNA [281]. 3D immuno-FISH revealed that caps induced by both
AMD and rDNA double strand breaks are located immediately adjacent to the DJ
sequences [122,281]. (See Figure 1.13.) Taken together, these results suggest the DJ
sequences provide an anchor point for NORs, and furthermore that this region plays a
role in nucleolar organization.
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A.

B.

C.

Figure 1.13 The chromosomal context of NORs. A. A diagram of the human acrocentric
chromosome, expanded below into the Proximal region, rDNA array and Distal region. B. 3D
immuno-FISH reveals the positioning of the DJ sequences in the peri-nucleolar heterochromatin. C.
Treatment of cells with Actinomycin D results in nucleolar caps located adjacent to DJ sequences.
Figures taken from Floutsakou et al. [280]
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1.11 Thesis Aims
Work in this thesis is aimed at further describing the relationship between UBF
and rDNA transcription. The chromosomal context for preferential silencing of
human NORs has never been established. The mechanism driving specific
localization of UBF and resultant transcriptional activation of rDNA is also poorly
understood. The specific aims of my thesis are as follows:
1) How is the rDNA arranged across the 10 NORs of individual cell lines, and
how does this impinge on the transcriptional competence of each NOR.
2) Is NOR silencing stochastic or hierarchical? If silencing is hierarchical, what
are the determining factors for preferential silencing?
3) What is the relationship between UBF abundance and the activity status of
specific NORs?
4) What underpins the binding of UBF, and therefore catalysis of a distinct
chromatin state, at a specific subset of rDNA genes?
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Materials and Methods
2.1 DNA Manipulation
2.1.1 Bacterial Transformations
A 50µL aliquot of competent cells was thawed on ice. Plasmid DNA was added to
the cells, and the mixture was incubated for 15 minutes on ice. The cells were heat
shocked for 1 minute at 42°C and returned to the ice for another 5 minutes. 1ml of LB
broth was added to the cells, which were then incubated for an hour at 37°C. One
tenth of the cells were plated on an agar plate supplemented with the appropriate
antibiotic and the remaining cells on another. The agar plates were incubated ON at
37°C.
Strain

Genotype

Use

BL21AI

F-ompT hsdSB (rB- mB-) gal

Expression of

dcm araB::T7RNAP-tetA

recombinant proteins

F– mcrA

General Cloning

DH10B

Δ(mrrhsdRMSmcrBC)
Φ80lacZΔM15
ΔlacX74 recA1 endA1
araD139
Δ(ara leu) 7697 galU galK
rpsL nupG λ–

T1R

F- mcrA Δ(mrr-hsdRMSmcrBC)
Φ80lacZΔM15 ΔlacX74 recA1
araΔ139 Δ(ara-leu)7697 galU

Propagation of vectors
containing the CCDB
cassette

galK rpsL (StrR) endA1 nupG
fhuA::IS2

JM109

endA1 glnV44 thi-1 relA1
gyrA96 recA1 mcrB+
Δ(lacproAB)
e14- [F' traD36 proAB+
lacIq lacZΔM15] hsdR17(rK
-mK

Table 1.1 Bacterial Strains
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Cloning of vectors
containing repetitive
sequences.

2.1.2 Plasmid Purification
10 ml cultures were prepared by inoculating LB broth with a single bacterial colony
and incubating on a shaker at 37°C overnight in the presence of the appropriate
antibiotic. This culture could be either used to inoculate 400ml of broth or used
directly. The cell pellet was isolated by centrifugation at 4000g for 15 minutes at 4°C.
Extraction and purification of the plasmid DNA from the small and large cultures was
conducted using the NucleoSpin® Plasmid kit (Machery-Nagel Cat No.740588.250)
and maxi prep NucleoBound® Xtra Maxi (Machery-Nagel Cat No. 740414.50) kit
respectively as per the manufacturers instructions.

2.1.3 Glycerol Stocks
200 µL of glycerol was added to 800 µL of the bacterial culture in a screw cap tube.
The solution was gently vortexed to mix and stored at -80°C.

2.1.4 DNA sequencing
Plasmid DNA was sent to Sources BioScience for sequencing along with the
appropriate primers. The resulting sequence was analyzed using 4peaks
(mekentosj.com) software and DNA Strider 1.4. Plasmid maps were generated using
DNA Strider 1.4.

2.1.5 Restriction Digest
Restriction enzyme digests were conducted using enzymes from NEB and Roche in
accordance with the manufacturers instructions.

2.1.6 Agarose gel electrophoresis
0.8-1.2 % w/v agarose gels were prepared with 1xTAE or 1xTBE depending on the
requirements. The agarose solution was heated in the microwave and allowed to cool
slightly before adding 0.5 µg/ml EtBr and pouring it into a cast to set. DNA samples
were mixed with one tenth their volume of loading buffer (40% sucrose (w/v), 0.25%
bromophenol blue (w/v) or 0.25% Xylene cyanol (w/v) in distilled H2O) before
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loading on the gel. The appropriate HyperLadder™ (Bioline) was loaded alongside
the DNA samples. Electrophoresis was conducted at 80-120 V depending on the size
of the gel. The gel was then imaged on a UV transilluminator (Gbox Imager
Syngene).

2.1.7 DNA gel extraction and PCR purification
After DNA electrophoresis as above, gels were imaged on a bench top UV
transilluminator (Benchtop 3UV™ UVP) at 302nm and the appropriate bands cut out
and placed into eppendorf tubes. Gel extraction was then conducted using the
NucleoBound® Extract II (Machery-Nagel Cat No. 740609.50) kit in accordance
with the manufacturers instructions. PCR purifications were also performed using the
NucleoBound® Extract II (Machery-Nagel Cat No. 740609.50) kit according to the
manufacturers instructions. Elutions were conducted using TE.

2.1.8 DNA Ligation
DNA ligations were performed with T4 DNA ligase (NEB) in accordance with the
manufacturers instructions. 10µL of the ligation reaction was transformed into
competent bacterial cells. https://www.neb.com/protocols/1/01/01/dna-ligation-witht4-dna-ligase-m0202

2.1.9 Gateway Cloning
Sequences were shuttled from one Gateway vector to another using LR Clonase II
Enzyme according to the manufacturers protocol with some minor alterations. A
10µL reaction was prepared rather than 20µL. This reaction was incubated ON at
25°C before being transformed into competent cells.

2.1.10 Plasmid Mutagenesis
Mutagenesis was conducted on plasmid DNA with the QuikChange® Lightning kit
(Stratagene) mutagenesis kit using the protocols provided, except annealing
temperatures were increased to 68°C to improve stringency.
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Primer Name

Primer Sequence

hOGf

GACCATGGACGGAGAAGCCGACTGCCC

hOGr

GGATCCTTACTTGGCATTCTGGATTAGG

O1r

GGTCTAGACTATTTCTTGAGTTTTTTGCCTTTGTAAGG

S23Nt

CCAAGACCGTTGGAACCAGGAAGACATGC

S23Nb

GCATGTCTTCCTGGTTCCAACGGTCTTGG

Q24Kt

CCAAGACCGTTGGTCCAAGGAAGACATGC

Q24Kb

GCATGTCTTCCTTGGACCAACGGTCTTGG

S23Dt

CCAAGACCGTTGGAACCAGGAAGACATGC

S23Db

GCATGTCTTCCTGGTTCCAACGGTCTTGG

K61Rt

GAAAAAGTAGCATTTAGAGACTTTTCTGG

K61Rb

CCAGAAAAGTCTCTAAATGCTACTTTTTC

K61Qt

GAAAAAGTAGCATTTCAAGACTTTTCTGG

K61Qb

CCAGAAAAGTCTTGAAATGCTACTTTTTC

K71Rt

CATGTGCAAGCTCAGATGGGTGGAGATTTC

K71Rb

GAAATCTCCACCCATCTGAGCTTGCACATG

Table 1.2 Primers

2.1.11 PCR
PCR was carried out using either Taq or PFU DNA polymerase, which are both
generated in the McStay lab. The high fidelity PFU Polymerase was preferentially
used in instances where the PCR product would be utilized in cloning. Typical
reactions were set up in accordance with the following tables and run in an Eppendorf
Mastercycler® gradient (Eppendorf).
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Standard PCR protocol
Polymerase (Taq)

Polymerase (PFU)

- 10mM Tris pH9.0

- 20mM Tris pH8.7

- 50mM KCl

- 2mM MgSO4

- 1.5mM MgCl2

- 10mM KCl

- 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100

- 10mM (NH4)SO4

- 200µMdNTPs (Bioline®)

- 0.1% Triton X-100

- 0.2µM of each primer

- 0.1mg/ml nuclease-free BSA

- 1M Betaine (Sigma Aldrich®)

- 200µM dNTPs (Bioline®)
- 0.2µM of each primer
- 1M Betaine (Sigma Aldrich®)

Table 1.3 PCR components

Step

Temperature

Time

Cycles

Initial Denaturation

95°C

5 min

1

Denaturation

95°C

30 sec

25-30

Annealing

50-65°C

30 sec

25-30

Extension

72°C

1kb/1min(Taq)

25-30

1kb/2min (PFU)
Final Extension

72°C

5 min

Table 1.4 Standard PCR program
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1

Plasmid

Description

Use

pENTR4
(Invitrogen)

Gateway® Entry Vector, pUC
ori, Kanr

pDEST15
(Invitrogen)

Gateway® Destination Vector,
T7 promoter, Ampr, pBR322
ori, GST Tag

pDEST17
(Invitrogen)

Gateway® Destination Vector,
T7 promoter, Ampr, pBR322
origin, His Tag(6x)

pcDNA™6⁄TR
(Invitrogen)

pcDNA, CMV promoter, SV40
promoter, Blasticidinr, pUC ori,
SV40 ori
Gateway® Destination Vector,
CMV promoter and tetracycline
operator 2 (TetO2) sites for
tetracyclineregulated
expression, Ampr, Neor, pUC
ori, SV40 ori

Creating a Gateway® entry
clone for recombination with a
destination vector to generate an
expression clone
Creating an Expression clone
for the inducible expression of
N-terminal His tagged fusion
protein in E. coli
Creating an Expression clone
for the inducible expression of
N-terminal GST tagged fusion
protein in E. coli
Regulated high-level expression
of the tetracycline repressor
(TR) protein
Allows high-level tetracyclineregulated expression of the gene
of interest in mammalian cells
expressing the Tet repressor

pT-Rex-DEST30
(Invitrogen)

Table 1.5 Commercial constructs

2.1.12 Preparation of Genomic DNA from human cells
Cells were cultured in a T175 flask, and harvested at log growth phase. Media was
removed and cells were washed twice with PBS. 5ml of lysis buffer (20mM Tris pH8,
2mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS, 0.3mg/mL Proteinase K) was added to the flask. The flask
was then incubated ON at 50°C with gentle agitation. The sample was then
transferred to a 50mL tube, and DNA was purified using Phenol/Chloroform. 1/10 the
volume of 3M Sodium Acetate was added to the sample followed by an equal volume
of Phenol/Chloroform. The sample was incubated with gentle rotation at RT for 20
minutes, before being centrifuged at 4000g for 10min. The aqueous phase was
transferred to a fresh tube and supplemented with 500µg RNase I followed by a 30
minute incubation at 37°C. The Phenol/Chloroform reaction was repeated and DNA
was precipitated by addition of 2.5 volumes of 100% Ethanol and incubation at -20C
for 20 minutes. The DNA was spooled onto a plastic Pasteur pipette and desalted in
70% Ethanol. The DNA was resuspended in TE (10mM Tris pH8, 0.1mM EDTA).
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2.2 Protein Techniques
2.2.1 Bacterial Expression of Recombinant Proteins
The expression plasmid was transformed into BL21AI cells, which were then
spread on an LB agar plate containing the appropriate antibiotic. Cells were grown
ON at 37°C. A single colony was used to inoculate 50ml of LB broth supplemented
with antibiotic. For small-scale expressions this volume was sufficient. However, for
large-scale protein purifications, the 50 ml was incubated ON and used as a starter
culture for 800 mL LB broth. The final cultures were incubated at 37°C until they
reached an OD 600nm of 0.5. Expression was induced by addition of 0.2% (w/v) LArabinose and a further 2 hour incubation period at 37°C. Cells were pelleted by
centrifugation at 4000rpm for 20 minutes at 4°C. Cell pellets could be stored for later
use at -80°C.
In order to assess expression of the recombinant protein, 1 ml samples of culture
before and after induction were analyzed. Cells were pelleted, and resuspended in
NuPAGE® LDS Sample Buffer (4X) Catalog number: NP0008. They were boiled for
10 minutes at 95°C and then sonicated in a Bioruptor waterbath sonicator at the
highest setting until the solution was no longer viscous.
Solubility of the protein was established using ~45 ml of culture. After cells were
pelleted they were resuspended in 4mL native extraction buffer supplemented with
1mM DTT and 0.1mM PMSF. This solution was sonicated using a Bioruptor
waterbath sonicator. Samples generally required ~10 minutes sonication in this
manner. The solution was then spun at 4000rpm at 4°C for 20 minutes to pellet the
insoluble fraction. The supernatant was removed. Samples were taken before and
after the final spin. The pre-spin sample was termed the total fraction and the pellet
and supernatant were referred to as the insoluble and soluble fractions. NuPAGE®
LDS Sample Buffer was added to the samples, which were subsequently boiled for 10
minutes at 95°C and loaded on a NuPAGE® Novex 4-12% Bis-Tris gel
(Invitrogen™) along with a SeeBlue® Pre-Stained Protein Standard. Electrophoresis
was conducted in an Xcell SureLock™ Mini-cell (Invitrogen™) box at 200 V. Gels
were incubated for ~ 1 hour in Coomassie brilliant blue (PhastGel® BlueR (Sigma),
10% acetic acid, 40% Methanol). They were subsequently incubated ON in
destaining buffer (10% acetic acid, 40% Methanol) before being imaged in Gbox
imager (Syngene).
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2.2.2 Purification of His-Tagged Recombinant Protein
Bacterial cell pellets from 800mL cultures were resuspended in 40 mL ice cold
Native Extraction buffer. The solution was then sonicated as above. Insoluble
material was removed by centrifuging for 30 minutes at 4000 rpm. 4 mL NiNTA
beads were equilibriated in Native Extraction Buffer. The soluble lysates was added
to the prepared beads in a 50mL falcon tube and incubated on a rotator at 4°C for 30
minutes. Beads were spun at 1200 rpm for 5 minutes at 4°C, and the supernatant
discarded. The beads were washed three times with 10 mM Imidazole in Native
Extraction Buffer. Protein was eluted using 200mM Imidazole in Native Extraction
Buffer and collected in 1mL fractions. The fractions containing the highest protein
concentration, as tested by addition of Bradford reagent to a small sample of each,
were pooled. Successful purification of the protein was ascertained using protein gel
electrophoresis as above.

2.2.3 Purification of GST-Tagged Recombinant Protein
The appropriate volume of Glutathione Sepharose 4 Fast Flow Affinity Media (GE
Healthcare) was pre equilibriated by washing twice in Native extraction buffer. The
soluble fraction of the bacterial expression lysates was added to the beads in a 5:1
ratio. The tube was placed in a rotator at 4°C and incubated for 30 min. After 3x
washes with native extraction buffer, the GST tagged protein was eluted from the
beads using 10mM reduced Glutathione in native extraction buffer. Alternatively, if
samples were only used for western blot, beads were resuspended in NuPAGE® LDS
Sample Buffer (4X) Catalog number: NP0008 and boiled.

2.2.4 Dimerisation Assay
His-tagged recombinant protein was expressed and purified as above. The
concentration of the protein solution was estimated using a Bradford protein assay. 10
µg of recombinant protein was used per dimerisation assay. A series of four reactions
were set up with increasing glutaraldehyde concentration. 10µg of protein was added
to each tube, and the volume adjusted to 9 µL. 1µL of glutaraldehyde solution of
either 0%, 0.01%, 0.025%, or 0.5% was added to each tube. Solutions were incubated
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at 20°C for 10 minutes, and the reactions were stopped by the addition of 1µL of
300mM Lysine. 11µL of 2x protein loading dye was added to each reaction and they
were run on a protein gel, stained and imaged as above.

2.2.5 DNA interaction assay
50µL Glutathione Sepharose 4 Fast Flow Affinity Media (GE Healthcare) was preequilibriated in interaction buffer (20mM HEPES, 150mM KCl). 10µg of GST
coupled recombinant protein was diluted in 500µL interaction buffer and incubated
with equilibriated Glutathione Sepharose Media for 2 hours at 4C to allow binding to
occur. The affinity media was washed three times in interaction buffer. 200ng
plasmid DNA was diluted in 500µL interaction buffer and added to the protein bound
glutathione sepharose. Binding was allowed to occur for 2 hours at 4C. Unbound
DNA was removed by washing in a series of buffers: Buffer 2 (20mM HEPES, and
300mM KCl), Buffer 3 (20mM HEPES, and 500mM KCl), and Buffer 4 (20mM
HEPES, and 300mM KCl, 0.5% Triton X). DNA was eluted using Proteinase K and
run on a 1% TAE gel.

2.2.6 Trypsin Digestion
Tailless histones were obtained by digestion of mononucleosomes with trypsin.
Conditions were titrated to reach the final concentration of trypsin used. A 1/10
dilution of our 1xTrypsin (Sigma) was prepared, and one µL was added to 9 µL
nucleosomal prep. This solution was incubated at 37°C for 3 minutes before stopping
the reaction by the addition of sample loading buffer and boiling for 10 minutes at
95°C.

2.2.7 Nuclear Protein Extract Preparation
hTERT RPE1 cells were cultured in 20x15cm dishes. At 70-80% confluence, the
cells were harvested by scraping in ice cold PBP. Cells were pelleted at 1200rpm for
5min at 4°C. Cell pellets were washed twice with PBS and resuspended in Buffer A
(10mM HEPES pH7.9, 10mM KCl, 1.5mM MgCl2, complete protease inhibitor
(tablets –Roche). Nuclei were released using a Douncer tissue homogenizer (Wheaton
Scientific) with the “A”-pestle. Samples were taken intermittently during douncing
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until >90% of nuclei appeared to be released. The resulting nuclei were spun at
1200rpm for 5 minutes at 4C. The pellets were resuspended in NuPAGE® LDS
Sample Buffer to yield a concentration of 1x104 nuclei/µL.

2.2.8 Western Blot
Cells were lysed in the appropriate volume of NuPAGE® LDS Sample Buffer to
yield a concentration of 1x104 cells/µL. 10µL of each lysate was loaded onto the
NuPAGE® Novex® 4-12% Bis-Tris gel (Life Technologies™) for protein
separation. The gel was run in NuPAGE® MES SDS Running Buffer using an
XCell® SureLock Mini-cell (Invitrogen). This was conducted in accordance with the
manufacturers instructions. Resolved proteins were transferred to Hybond™ECL™ nitrocellulose membranes (Amersham) using XCell® II blot module
(Invitrogen) and NuPAGE® transfer buffer (Invitrogen). In order to assess the
efficiency of the protein transfer, membranes were stained with Ponceau S (0.1%
(w/v) Ponseau S (Sigma Aldrich®), 5% acetic acid). After imaging destaining was
conducted in dH2O. Membranes were subsequently blocked in 5% (w/v) non-fat
Milk (Marvel) in PBS for 2 hours at RT. The primary antibodies were then diluted in
blocking buffer using the appropriate dilution stated in Table 1.7. The membrane was
incubated in the primary antibody solution ON at 4°C with gentle agitation. The
membrane was then subjected to three 10 minute PBS washes before incubation with
the appropriate secondary antibody. The horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated
antibody

(α-Sheep-SigmaAldrich®,

α-Mouse

and

α-Rabbit

both

Jackson

ImmunoResearch) was diluted in blocking buffer using the guidelines from Table 1.8.
The membrane was subjected to a 2 hour incubation in this solution at RT. After 3
PBS washes, Western Lightning® Plus-ECL (PerkinElmer) was used to detect bound
antibodies. Membranes were imaged using a CCD Syngene G-Box XT16 camera and
GeneSnap software (Syngene). Quantification of signals was conducted using
ImageJ.

2.2.9 Far Western
Proteins were separated and transferred onto Hybond™-ECL™ nitrocellulose
membranes (Amersham) as above. After staining the membrane bound protein using
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Ponseau S (0.1% (w/v) Ponseau S (Sigma Aldrich®), 5% acetic acid), the membrane
was subjected to a 10minute wash in basic buffer at 4°C. It was then incubated ON at
4°C in blocking buffer (5% nonfat dry milk in 1X far-Western basic buffer). 3 µg
GST control, or an equimolar quantity of the bait proteins, was diluted in 10mL
interaction buffer (1% nonfat dry milk and 5% glycerol in far-Western basic buffer).
The membrane was incubated in this solution for 4-5 hours at 4°C with gentle
agitation, after which it was subjected to three 10minute washes in buffer 1(0.2%
Triton X-100 in 1X PBS), and two 10minute washes in buffer 2(0.2% Triton X-100
and 100 mM KCl in 1X PBS). The horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated α-GST
antibody was diluted in blocking buffer. The membrane was subjected to a 2 hour
incubation in this solution at RT. After 3 PBS washes, Western Lightning® Plus-ECL
(PerkinElmer) was used to detect bound antibodies. Membranes were imaged using a
CCD Syngene G-Box XT16 camera and GeneSnap software (Syngene).
Far-Western Basic Buffer - 20mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 50mM KCL, 10mM MgCl2, 1
mM DTT, 0.1% NP40

2.3 Tissue Culture
2.3.1 Culturing Cells
HT1080 cells were cultured in Dulbeco’s MEM+GlutaMAX-1(+ 4.5 g/L glucose;
GIBCO) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (v/v) (BioSera), and 100µg/ml
of penicillin/streptomycin (Sigma). hTERT RPE1 and primary human cell lines were
grown in DMEM/Nutrient Mixture F-12 Ham (+15mM HEPES, sodium bicarbonate,
without L-Glutamine, (Sigma)) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (v/v)
(BioSera), 1% L-Glutamine 200mM (v/v)(Sigma), 4.5% Sodium bicarbonate
(v/v)(Sigma) and 5U/mL (100µg/ml) of penicillin/streptomycin (Sigma). Tetracycline
free fetal bovine serum (BioSera) was used for the shUBF cell line. The media on
stable cell lines was supplemented with the appropriate antibiotic, typically 5µg/ml
Blasticidin, or 300µg/ml G418 sulphate. All cell handling was conducted in a Class
III Biosafety Cabinet. Cells were maintained in T75 or T175 flasks incubated at 37°C
in 5%CO2.
Once cells reached a confluence of around 80%, they were subcultured. They were
washed with PBS and treated with 0.25%Trypsin (SigmaAldrich®). Detached cells
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were resuspended in media and diluted appropriately before reseeding into new
flasks.

2.3.2 Cryopreservation of cells
Cells were detached from the dish as above. They were pelleted by centrifugation at
1200 rpm for 5 minutes. The supernatant was discarded and the cells were
resuspended in freezing media, (90% FBS, 10% DMSO (Cell culture grade- Sigma
Aldrich®)). 1ml aliquots were pipettes into cryotubes, and placed in a Nalgene Cryo
1°C box at -80°C ON. Tubes were then transferred to liquid nitrogen for long-term
storage.
Cells were recovered from liquid nitrogen by thawing them quickly in a 37°C water
bath. They were subsequently added to 15ml of the appropriate media in a T75 dish.
Fresh media was replaced on the cells 24 hours after seeding.

2.3.3 Generation of stable cell lines
Stable cell lines were generated using a calcium phosphate transfection method.
Cells were seeded into a 150mm X 20mm tissue culture dish. 24 hours later, after
cells had reached about 50% confluence, transfections were carried out. Two 2ml
eppendorf tubes were prepared as follows: 800µL HEBS (16mg/ml NaCl, 1.5mM
Na2HPO4, 13mg/ml HEPES pH7.0) was added to one tube, and 10µg plasmid DNA,
710µL TE, and 80µL 2M CaCl2 was added to the other. The contents of the second
tube were mixed by pipetting and added drop wise to the HEBS buffer in the first
tube. This solution was incubated for 10 minutes at RT and added drop wise to the
cells. After a 5-7 hour incubation with the transfection reagent, media was removed
from the cells and they were washed with PBS. Media was supplemented with the
appropriate antibiotic 24 hours after the transfection. After 7-10 days colonies
became visible, and these were isolated using Scienceware® cloning discs (Sigma).

2.3.4 siRNA Transfection
UBF siRNA oligos were transfected into RPE cells with Transmessenger
transfection reagent in accordance with the manufacturers instructions. Cells were
seeded into 6 well tissue culture dishes 24 hours prior to transfection. Transfections
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were conducted at 40-50% confluence. A 1:5 ratio of oligos (µg) to Transmessenger
reagent (µL) was used. The smartpool duplex human UBF siRNAs described in the
table below were used to target UBF. Control transfections were performed using a
scrambled sequence of the human nucleolar protein RNA helicase II/Guα, originally
described in (Henning et al., 2003). 48 hours later a second round of transfections
was carried out. Cells were harvested 24 hours after the second transfection.

Control siRNA

Human UBF Smartpool

si-934Scr:

GUAACAAUGAGAGCACGG C

Sequence 1: UAACCAAGAUUCUGUCCAAUU
Sequence 2: GGACCGUGCAGCAUAUAAAUU
Sequence 3: CCAAUAAACGUAAGAGCAUUU
Sequence 4: GAAGUUCCGUACAUUGACAUU

Table 1.6 siRNA sequences

2.4 mRNA and gRNA Generation
Both mRNAs and gRNAs were transcribed using the MEGAscript® T7 kit
(Ambion®) in accordance with the manufacturers instructions. The gRNAs were
subsequently purified using the Phenol:chloroform extraction and isopropanol
precipitation method described in the Kit User Guide. After the transcription reaction,
a ≥150 base poly(A) tail was added to mRNAs using the Poly(A) Tailing Kit
(Ambion®). This was conducted in accordance with the manufacturers protocol. The
mRNA was purified as described above.

2.5 mRNA Transfection
mRNA was transfected into hTERT RPE1 cells using Lipofectamine® RNAiMAX
Transfection Reagent in accordance with the protocol provided by the supplier.
https://tools.thermofisher.com/content/sfs/manuals/Lipofectamine_RNAiMAX_Reag
_protocol.pdf
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2.6 Preparation of Native Chromatin
The preparation of native chromatin from cultured human cells was performed
according to the Abcam Native Chromatin Immuniprecipitation Protocol.
Mononucleosomal preps were achieved by doubling the micrococcal nuclease
digestion period.
(http://www.abcam.com/ps/pdf/protocols/n-chip.pdf)
2.7 Microscopy
2.7.1 Immunofluorescence
Cells were grown on either super frost plus microscope slides or glass cover slips.
Cells were fixed by incubation for ten minutes with 4% w/v PFA in PBS. Cells were
washed 3x with PBS. Permeabilisation buffer (0.5% (w/v) and 0.5% Triton X-100)
was added to the cells for a 10 minute incubation at RT. A further 3x PBS washes
were conducted. Primary antibodies were diluted in 4% (w/v) BSA in PBS and added
to cells. The slides/cover slips were then incubated for 1hour in a humid box at 37°C.
Unbound antibody was removed by washing 3x with PBS. The secondary antibodies
were diluted as above and incubated with the cells for 1hour. After washing 3x with
PBS, slides / cover slips were mounted with VectorShield® (Vector Laboratories).
This included DAPI if a blue secondary antibody had not been used.
Reactivity

Source

Host

IF Dilution

WB Dilution

UBF1/2

McStay Lab

Sheep

1/200

1/1000

Treacle

McStay Lab

Sheep

1/200

Fibrillarin

U Scheer,

Mouse

1/200

Wuerzburg
H3P-Ser10

Millipore

Rabbit IgG

1/500

PCNA

Kevin F.

Human IgG

1/100

Sullivan
Histone H3

Abcam

Mouse

Table 1.7 Primary Antibodies
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1/1000

Antibody

Source

Host

Working
Dilution

Working
(IF)

Dilution (WB)

Rhodamine
α-Rabbit
711-025-152
Rhodamine
α-Sheep
711-025-147
Rhodamine
α-Mouse
711-025-150

Jackson
ImmunoResearch

Donkey

1/200

Jackson
ImmunoResearch

Donkey

1/200

Jackson
ImmunoResearch

Donkey

1/200

Rhodamine
α-Human
711-025-149

Jackson
ImmunoResearch

Donkey

1/200

FITC
α-Mouse
711-095-150

Jackson
ImmunoResearch

Donkey

1/200

FITC
α-Human
711-095-149

Jackson
ImmunoResearch

Donkey

1/200

FITC
α-Sheep
711-095-147

Jackson
ImmunoResearch

Donkey

1/200

FITC
α-Rabbit
AMCA
α-Sheep
α-Sheep
HRP
A9452
α-Rabbit
HRP
711-035-152

Jackson
ImmunoResearch
Jackson
ImmunoResearch
SIGMA-Aldrich

Donkey

1/200

Donkey

1/200

Mouse

1/2000

Jackson
ImmunoResearch

Donkey

1/5000

Table 1.8 Secondary Antibodies

2.7.2 Click-IT Chemistry
Cells grown on glass slides or cover slips were incubated for 15 minutes in 1mM 5Ethynyl Uridine (EU) (LifeTechnologies™) or for 30 minutes in 10µM 5-ethynyl-2'-
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deoxyuridine (EdU)(Life Technologies™). Cells were subsequently fixed by
incubation in 4% (w/v) PFA/PBS for 10 minutes, and permeabilized in 0.5% (w/v)
Saponin, 0.5% (v/v) Triton X-100 /PBS for 10 minutes. Immunofluorescence was
conducted as above. EU and EdU incorporation were visualized using the Click-IT
RNA Alexa® Fluor 488 and Alexa® 594 Imaging Kit (Life Technologies™)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.7.3 3D Immuno-FISH
Cells were fixed and permeabilised as above. They were then incubated with 20%
(v/v) Glycerol in PBS for 2 hours at room temperature. Slides/cover slips were snap
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. Hybridization probes were generated
using the NickTranslation kit (Abbott Molecular) in accordance with the
manufacturers protocol. They were stored at -20°C.
3-5µL of each probe was used per cover slip/slide. This was added to 3µL herring
sperm DNA and 3µL Cot DNA. The DNA mixture was precipitated using a general
ethanol precipitation protocol. Precipitated DNA was resuspended in Hybrisol® VII
(Qbiogene).
Immediately prior to use, cells were thawed in PBS at RT. They were depurinated by
incubation in 0.1M HCl for 5 minutes. They were subsequently equilibriated in 50%
deionised formamide/ 2xSSC buffer for 15 minutes at 37°C. The prepared probe was
added to the slides. A cover slip was placed on top of the slide and sealed using
Marabu-Fixogum. Cells and probe were simultaneously denatured by incubation at
73°C for 12 minutes. Hybridisation occurred in a humid box at 37°C ON. Slides were
subjected to 3x 5 minute washes in 50% formamide / 2xSSC, and another 3x washes
in 0.1x SSC. After a final wash in PBS, immunofluorescence was conducted as
above.

2.7.4 X-gal Staining
Media was removed from cells, and they were fixed for 5 minutes at RT in 0.5%
w/w glutaraldehyde in PBS. Cells were washed 3x in PBS, and the stain (1mg/ml XGal, 5mM K4FE(CN6), 5mM K3FE(CN6), and 1.5mM MgCl2) was added. Cells were
incubated in the stain ON at 37°C and then examined.
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2.7.5 Preparation of Metaphase Spreads
Cells were seeded in a T75 dish and grown to ~70% confluence. Demecolcine
(Sigma) was added to the media to achieve a final concentration of 0.1µg/ml. Cells
were placed back in the incubator for 30 minutes to 1 hour depending on the cell line.
(This step was optimized for each cell line as too long spent in the Demecolcine
resulted in short chromosomes.) Cells were trypsinized as usual and spun at 1200 rpm
for 5 minutes. The cell pellet was gently resuspended in 3-5 ml 75mM KCl
depending on the size of the pellet. Cells were incubated in this hypotonic buffer for
30 minutes at 37°C. Fresh fixative solution, 3:1(v/v) methanol:acetic acid was
prepared and chilled in the -20°C. A few drops of cold fixative were added to the
cells, and they were spun at 1000 rpm for 5 minutes. The cell pellet was resuspended
in 5mL cold fixative. This was done drop-wise, while flicking the tube to mix in
between each drop. Adding the fixative too fast results in cells clumping together.
The cells were centrifuged for 5 minutes at 1200 rpm at 4°C. A small amount of
fixative was added to the cell pellet. Roughly 50µL was pipetted onto a glass slide
and allowed to air dry before inspection using a light microscope. The cell
concentration was adjusted by addition of more fixative, or pelleting the cells again
and resuspending in less fixative to increase concentration. The cells could be stored
in the fixative at -20°C. Alternatively, they were pipetted onto slides as above for
immediate use. Metaphase spreads used in simple FISH experiments were aged at RT
for at least 24 hours prior to use.

2.7.6 FISH of Metaphase Spreads
Aged slides were washed 2x with PBS to remove residual fixative reagent. They
were fixed with 1% PFA (w/v) in PBS for 10 minutes. Metaphase spreads were
subjected to the same FISH procedure as above, except for the post hybridization
washes. Slides were first washed in 0.4% SSC/0.3% NP-40 at 74°C for 2min. Next,
they were subjected to a 5min wash at RT in 2xSSC/0.1% NP-40. Residual buffer
was removed from slides by rinsing with deionized water. Slides were then allowed
to air-dry and mounted in VectorShield® with DAPI (Vector Laboratories).
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2.7.7 Immuno-FISH of Metaphase Spreads
Metaphase spreads were subjected to the same FISH procedure as above, except
slides were not aged. After the post hybridisation washes, slides were washed with
PBS. Primary antibody, diluted in 4% BSA (w/v) in PBS, was applied and the slides
were incubated at 37°C ON in a humid box. Unbound antibody was removed by 3x
10 minute washes with PBS and then slides were incubated with secondary antibody
for 2 hours at 37°C in a humid box. After a further 3x 10 minute washes with PBS,
slides were mounted with vectashield plus DAPI.

2.7.8 Silver staining of metaphase spreads
Metaphase spreads were prepared and aged as above. Residual fixative was removed
by washing in deionised water. Slides were air-dried. A 2% (w/v) gelatine and 0.1%
formic acid (v/v) solution was pipetted onto the slide. An equal volume of 50% (v/v)
silver nitrate solution was added to the slides, and they were placed on a 60°C heating
block until the solution had changed colour to a deep brown. The solution was
removed by vigorous washing with deionised water before air drying and mounting
the slide with vectashield plus DAPI.

2.7.9 Fixed Cell Microscopy
Fixed cell microscopy was performed using a Zeiss Axioplan2 microscope. Images
were collected with a 63x Plan Apochromat Zeiss objective using a Photometric
Coolsnap HQ. 0.2 micron z slices were captured and the resulting image was
subjected

to

iterative

deconvolution

using

Volocity

5

imaging

software

(Improvision). Data analysis was performed with this software.

2.7.10 Live Cell Microscopy
Cells were cultured in MatTek Corp Glass bottom 35mm uncoated culture dishes
(product code: P35G-1.5-10-C). Cell media was supplemented with 20mmol/L
HEPES (pH 7.2) before imaging. Live cell microscopy was conducted in a heated
chamber using a DeltaVision Core system (Applied Precision) controlling an interline
charge-coupled device camera (Coolsnap HQ2; Roper) mounted on an inverted
microscope (IX-71; Olympus). In most instances, the 63x oil objective was used.
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SoftWoRx (Applied Precision) was utilized for conducting maximum intensity
projection and deconvolution.

2.7.11 FRAP
Cells were cultured in MatTek Corp Glass bottom 35mm uncoated culture dishes
(product code: P35G-1.5-10-C). Immediately prior to conducting FRAP experiments,
a final concentration of 20mmol/L HEPES (pH 7.2) was added to the Media. FRAP
experiments were performed on the microscope described above. The region of
interest was bleached using the 488nm laser of the DeltaVision Laser Module
(QLM2) at 50% power. Three consecutive prebleach images were acquired followed
by a single bleach event and a postbleach image. Single section images were then
collected every 2 seconds for a total of 90 seconds. FRAP analysis was conducted
using ImageJ with the Frap Norm plugin designed by Phair et al. (2004) [282].
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Chapter 3. Characterization of the rDNA Content and Activity
Status of the NORs in Immortalized and Primary Human Cell
Lines
3.1 Background
NORs are crucial for cell viability. However their individual rDNA content
and corresponding activity status has proved difficult to determine. NORs are
positioned on the poorly characterized short arms of the acrocentric chromosomes,
which remain absent from the current genome drafts. There are 10 arrays of rDNA
genes in each human cell. The repetitive nature of the individual rDNA clusters,
along with their multiple loci confounds current sequence analysis pipelines. To date
it was therefore only possible to use indirect means to describe the size of rDNA
clusters without identifying the acrocentric chromosome on which each was located.
The arrangement of the ~ 600 copies of rDNA per human diploid cell across
individual NORs is subject to a high degree of variation with clusters ranging from 1
to over 120 gene repeats [30]. This was established by the release of intact NORs
from chromosomes using restriction endonucleases, which do not cleave the rDNA
gene. Individual NORs were then resolved by pulsed field gel electrophoresis, and
visualized using Southern blot analysis. The relative size of a given NOR is distinct
for each human individual with a meiotic rearrangement frequency of around 10%
per meiosis per cluster [30]. All samples studied by Stults et al. displayed 8-10
electrophoretic bands. The authors surmised that the reasoning for the missing bands
may be due to limitations in resolving the gene clusters > 10 Mb [30]. It is also
conceivable that some individuals may have no rDNA on one or more of their
acrocentric chromosomes. A limitation of the protocol described in this study is an
inability to link NOR size with chromosome identity and transcriptional activity
status.
Approximately half of the rDNA genes in mammalian somatic cells are
transcriptionally silent at any one point in time as indicated by psoralen crosslinking
techniques [179,188,283]. As described in the Introduction, this technique is based on
the accessibility of transcribed DNA. A study monitoring the replication timing of
murine rDNA also suggested a 50:50 ratio of active to silent genes [284]. These
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findings were based on the differential replication timing of the active and silent
rDNA, with active genes being replicated early and silent genes in late S-phase.
Nascent DNA was pulse labeled with BrdU at various stages during S-phase. AntiBrdU antibodies were used to isolate the newly replicated DNA. Real time PCR
allowed a comparison of the relative fraction of rDNA replicated in early versus late
S-phase [284]. It should be pointed out that both of these are indirect methods of
visualizing the relative abundance of transcribed and non-transcribed rDNA genes in
a population of cells.
The number of active NORs in a given cell line has commonly been identified
using silver nitrate staining of metaphase chromosomes [285]. This technique hinges
on the acidic/argyophilic domains of many of the proteins of the RNA Pol I
machinery such as Treacle, and UBF, which remain bound to NORs during mitosis
[286–289]. Another method of visualizing active NORs is immunofluorescence using
antibodies specific for these proteins [265,290,291]. Using these techniques, entire
NORs have been judged to be inactive. However, AgNORs reveal a high proportion
of silver staining NORs in many cell lines, e.g. 8.5 in lymphocytes [292–294]. As
suggested by the PFGE experiments described above, this may be an underestimate.
NORs with a minimal number of active genes might be below the threshold of
detection by the means described. It has been demonstrated that certain acrocentric
chromosomes are more likely than others to lack NOR associated silver staining. In
human lymphocytes, HSA15 and HSA22 generally exhibit smaller AgNOR foci, and
are less frequently stained than HSA13, HSA14, and HSA21 [294].
It is important to reconcile the finding that 50% of rDNA repeats are active
with the fact that on average 8.5/10 NORs are active. One possibility is a mosaic
model in which not all rDNA repeats in an “active” NOR are in fact transcribed. A
technique, termed epi-combing, suggests this may indeed be the case. The rDNA
genes are either hypo- or hypermethylated depending on their transcriptional status
[291]. (See Introduction for a full discussion of rDNA methylation patterns.) Epicombing conducted by immunodetection of 5mC on combed rDNA fibers, found the
coexistence of hypo- and hypermethylated rDNA repeats on individual fibers.[291] It
may therefore be assumed that an NOR defined as being active is composed of both
transcribed and silent rDNA genes. For the purpose of this thesis, when I make
reference to an active NOR, I am simply implying that at least a proportion of its
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rDNA genes are transcriptionally active. Conversely, a silent NOR is one in which all
rDNA repeats are all untranscribed.
While it may be simple to definitively identify the presence of active rDNA in
a given NOR, it is more problematic to discern whether an NOR is devoid of
transcriptionally active rDNA repeats. As nucleoli form around active NORs during
interphase, those not associated with nucleoli may be deemed inactive. It is thought
that silent NORs may be visualized as condensed rDNA foci unassociated with the
RNA Pol I machinery, located outside nucleoli in interphase cells [295]. A protocol
allowing the recognition of individual NORs and a description of their association
with nucleoli would provide a means of establishing activity status.
FISH probes specific for the rDNA have been used on both interphase cells
and metaphase spreads. It should be pointed out here that NORs containing few
rDNA repeats may not be easily detected by these means. Identification of NORs
independent of their rDNA content is essential. Probes specific for a sequence located
immediately distal to the rDNA have been developed in our lab. This distal element,
termed the distal junction or DJ, was shown to exhibit interchromosomal sequence
conservation among all human acrocentric chromosomes [296]. Unlike sequences
proximal to rDNA, which have a high degree of segmental duplication, the DJ
sequence is unique to the acrocentric short arms. The DJ probe can therefore be used
as a powerful tool to identify acrocentric chromosomes in metaphase spreads and
study NOR localization in interphase nuclei [280,297].
The sequence of the short arms of the acrocentric chromosomes, along with
the peri-centromeric regions remains undetermined. However, the sequences distal
and proximal to ribosomal gene arrays have been shown to be conserved among the
acrocentric chromosomes [280]. Therefore, in the absence of p arm probes specific
for individual acrocentric chromosomes, q arm probes were used. The McStay Lab
has optimized the use of probes specific for sequences on the q-arms or alpha satellite
regions of the individual acrocentric chromosomes for establishment of the
chromosomal identity of an NOR. Due to inter chromosomal sequence homology of
the short arms and centromeric regions, only probes specific for regions on the q-arm
allow identification of acrocentrics during interphase [280]. Alternatively, probes
specific for the alpha satellite DNA of each acrocentric chromosome can be deployed
for metaphase spreads. The protocol generates a probe set with which the alpha
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satellite region of HSA21 and HSA13, and HSA22 and HSA14 are simultaneously
hybridized. A third probe specific for alpha satellite sequence on HSA15 is used.
In order to study NOR association with nucleoli, a tool is needed that would
enable the visualization of the entire nucleolar volume. As described in the
Introduction, the nucleolus is tripartite in structure. The GC encapsulates the DFC
and contributes the greatest volume to the nucleoli. Visualization of the FC/DFC
components cannot provide an optimum indication of nucleolar association. An
antibody recognizing a GC component would be best to delineate the nucleolus. An
ideal candidate is the evolutionarily conserved essential GC protein Nop52. Typical
for GC proteins, Nop52 localizes to the periphery of the chromosomes during mitosis,
pre-nucleolar bodies in early G1, and subsequently accumulates in the GC in the later
stages of nucleogenesis [298]. Nop52 is involved in cleavage of pre-rRNAs at the
early stages of ribosome biogenesis [299].
In this chapter, I aimed to characterize the NORs in multiple cell lines. This
included a description of the relative abundance of rDNA on each NOR, along with a
determination of their activity status. To this end, a series of reagents and protocols
were generated and optimized. Firstly, FISH probing schemes were developed which
allowed the intra-metaphase spread comparison of rDNA abundance at each of the 10
NORs. Next, a combined Immuno-FISH protocol using an rDNA probe and UBF
antibodies on metaphase spreads was optimized to identify active NORs. Finally, a
NOP52 antibody was developed and used to reveal nucleolar volume such that
inactive NORs could be identified as a function of their dissociation from nucleoli.
The cell lines characterized in this manner each had a unique distribution of rDNA
genes across their 10 NORs. Some NORs reproducibly exhibited large rDNA FISH
probe foci, while others had less significant foci. Furthermore, rDNA could not be
detected at a few NORs using these experimental means. Most NORs containing a
detectable number of rDNA gene repeats were active. In most instances,
transcriptionally silent, nucleolar dissociated NORs were shown to be those with low
rDNA content.
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3.2 Results

3.2.1 Generation of Nop52 Antibody
In order to produce an antibody against Nop52, I chose to use full-length
recombinant Nop52 as the antigen. The McStay lab has excellent experience using
this tactic. An IMAGE cDNA clone that contained the full Nop52 reading frame was
identified. (cDNA clone MGC:8387 IMAGE:2820455) It was purchased from
Sourcebioscience. The N-terminus of the gene was PCR amplified using a forward
primer to introduce an NcoI site to facilitate cloning into pENTR4. The reverse
primer flanked an internal XhoI site. The PCR product was digested with NcoI/XhoI.
The C-terminal of the gene was liberated from the cDNA clone with an XhoI/EcoRI
digest. pENTR4 was digested with NcoI/EcoRI and the backbone was used in a 3
way ligation with the PCR product and the liberated C-terminus of the Nop52 gene.
The resulting construct was verified by sequencing. The Nop52 ORF was then
transferred into a pDEST17 construct for bacterial expression and a pDEST Ruby
plasmid using LR recombinase (Invitrogen). (See Figure 3.1 A. for a synopsis.)
The pDest17_Nop52 plasmid was transformed into the arabinose inducible
competent E. coli strain BL21AI for protein expression. Expression, induction, and
solubility of the protein were assessed. A large-scale induction was carried out and
the resulting protein was purified over a Ni-NTA column. A total of 20mg of
recombinant protein was recovered. This was diluted to a final concentration of
2mg/mL in Native Extraction Buffer. Western blot analysis using a commercial
Nop52 antibody confirmed the identity of the purified protein. Some proteolytic
degradation was observed, however, this was not deemed a problem for antibody
production. (See Figure 3.1 C.) Five 1mL aliquots of the recombinant Nop52 protein
solution were sent for the immunization of a sheep. (Sheep number S466D, Scottish
National Blood Transfusion Service, Penicuik, Scotland). The sheep was injected
with a protein sample every four weeks for four consecutive months. A bleed was
taken seven days after the second third and fourth injections. Approximately 200mL
crude sera of the preimmune, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd bleed were received from the company.
The 3rd and final bleed was used to verify the efficacy of the antibody, and in all
further experiments.
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An hTert-RPE1 stable cell line was generated to express the N-terminally
tagged Ruby-Nop52 construct. (See details regarding the hTERT-RPE1 cell line in
the Materials and Methods chapter.) Live cell imaging of this cell line illustrated the
characteristic localization of the Ruby-Nop52 protein throughout the cell cycle. As
can be seen in Figure 1 B, this protein localized to nucleoli during interphase and was
not found enriched at mitotic NORs. Rather, it could be seen at the periphery of
chromosomes during mitosis and early telophase. Western blot analysis was carried
out using crude serum from the 3rd bleed to detect Nop52 in protein samples prepared
from this stable cell line. As can be seen in Figure1 D., a strong band was observed
just above the 49kDa molecular weight standard for both samples. A second band
was observed between the 62 and 98 molecular weight standards in the lane
containing the protein sample generated from the Ruby-Nop52 cell line. The RubyNop52 recombinant protein was predicted to have a molecular mass of 79kDa.
Therefore, it would seem that the second band marked this protein. This approach
served two purposes. It allowed ascertainment that the Nop52 clone was correct,
along with validating the generated Nop52 antibody.
Immunofluorescence conducted on hTert-RPE1 cells using the crude sera
from the 3rd bleed resulted in robust staining of the nucleolar GC in interphase as seen
in Figure1 D. Furthermore the characteristic Nop52 localization was visualized in
dividing cells. The antibody stained the periphery of chromosomes during mitosis and
early telophase. As telophase progressed, it was visible at PNBs before being
relocated to nucleoli on resumption of rDNA transcription. A high level of dilution
resulted in robust nucleolar staining with little background. This illustrated the high
labeling efficiency of this antibody. Therefore, an AMCA secondary antibody could
be used in conjunction with the newly generated Nop52 antibody. It therefore
surpassed its commercial antibody counterparts. I had successfully generated an
antibody that could be used for the experiments described below.
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Figure 3.1 The generation of a Nop52 antibody A. A schematic of the cloning strategy used to
prepare the Nop52 plasmids for both bacterial expression and purification, and expression of a
Nop52_Ruby recombinant protein in human cells. B. Assessment of the cell cycle dependent
localization of the Nop52_Ruby recombinant protein expressed in the Nop52_Ruby hTERT RPE1 cell
line using a commercially available Nop52 antibody. Pictures show Nop52_Ruby localizes to nucleoli
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during interphase, chromosome peripheries in mitosis, and pre nucleolar bodies in the early stages of
G1. C. Bacterial expression and purification of the His tagged Nop52 protein. Samples were run on
protein gels, which were subsequently stained with coomassie blue before imaging. The arrow
indicates the band of interest. Western blot analysis conducted on the eluted protein sample using a
commercially available Nop52 antibody confirms successful expression and purification of Nop52
protein. This was subsequently sent for the immunization of a sheep. D. Immunofluorescence
conducted on hTERT-RPE1 cells using serum from the third bleed. A rhodamine coupled anti sheep
secondary antibody illustrated the characteristic cell cycle dependent localization of the Nop52 protein.
The newly generated NOP52 antibody was also validated with western blot analysis. Lysates from
both the WT hTERT RPE1 and Nop52_Ruby hTERT RPE1 cells were used. The membrane was
probed with a 1/2000 dilution of the serum derived from the third bleed. A GST coupled anti-sheep
secondary antibody yielded a band a little above the 49kDa protein standard in both samples. A very
bright band was also observed between the 62 and 98kDa polypeptide standards in the lane in which
the Nop52_Ruby hTERT RPE1 lysate was run. The expected size of the NOP52_Ruby fusion protein
is 79kDa. An antibody specific for RPA43 was used as a loading control.

3.2.2 DNA Probes for Visualizing NORs
FISH strategies were developed to enable the identification of NORs and to
study their localization and relative rDNA content. The DJ probe provided a means
for visualizing the acrocentric chromosomes in both metaphase and interphase. An
rDNA probe allowed comparisons of the relative rDNA content of each NOR. FISH
probes specific for sequences in the q-arm and alpha-satellite of each acrocentric
chromosome enabled their identification in metaphase spreads. Due to the unique
sequence of the q-arm probes, they could be used to identify individual acrocentric
chromosomes in interphase cells.
FISH probes were prepared by nick translation using the following templates.
To visualize the rDNA a 12 kb Eco-RI restriction fragment from the human rDNA
was used. It is positioned in the IGS immediately upstream of the gene promoter.
rDNA can therefore be visualized without any background due to hybridization to
rRNA. The DJ probe was prepared by labeling the DJ bacmid CH507-535F5[280].
The alpha-satellite probe template was prepared by PCR using the primers in Table
1.2 and DNA from somatic cell hybrids containing single human chromosomes. The
following BACs obtained from the BACPAC Resource Centre, RP11-420H1
(AC018739, chr13), RP11-115A12 (AC010766, chr14), RP11-32B5 (AC068446,
chr15), RPCI-11-89H21 (AZ517782, chr21) and RP11-278E23 (AC013360, chr22),
were used as templates for q-arm probe production. See Figure 3.2 for a schematic of
the use of these probes. Using these tools in conjunction with the Nop52 antibody, I
was able to describe the rDNA distribution and NOR activity status in multiple cell
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lines. Furthermore, this study could be conducted with chromosome specific
resolution.

A.

90

B.

Figure 3.2 Immuno-FISH probing schemes. Schematics of the strategies used to study the rDNA
content and corresponding activity status of NORs in several cell lines. Caricatures include
information about the template from which each probe was prepared. A. Methods used to examine
rDNA distribution across NORs in metaphase spreads. The DJ probe was used to distinguish
acrocentric chromosomes from others in metaphase spreads. The rDNA probe could then be used to
compare their relative rDNA abundance. Alpha-satellite and q-arm probes allowed the identification of
individual acrocentric chromosomes. A combination of these probes alongside the rDNA probe
enabled the characterization of the relative rDNA content of specific NORs. B. Active NORs were
identified using the rDNA probe and a UBF antibody. Inactive NORs were described as a function of
their dissociation from nucleoli in interphase cells. The NOP52 antibody marked nucleolar boundaries.
The DJ probe enumerated dissociated NORs. The rDNA and q-arm probes were then utilized to study
the rDNA content of dissociated NORs and identify them.
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3.2.3 Description of the Relative rDNA Content of NORs in Multiple Cell Lines
The differential distribution of rDNA across the individual acrocentric
chromosomes was assessed in several cell lines. hTERT RPE1 (ATCC: CRL-4000)
[300] cells were chosen as a key cell system for most of this work. They are an
hTERT immortalized retina pigmented epithelial cell line from a normal human
female. hTERT RPE1 cells are karyotypically normal, (therefore 10 NORs), except
for a derivative X chromosome containing additional chromosomal material on the q
arm. Checkpoints such as p53 are also intact [301].
Three primary cell lines, 1BR3, CCD-1079Sk, and BJ were also used. They
provided some reassurance that observations made were not an artefact of the
immortalization process. 1BR3 cells are human adherent fibroblasts derived from a
skin biopsy from a normal adult male. The CCD-1079Sk and BJ cell lines were
obtained from ATCC. They are adherent skin fibroblasts established from skin taken
from a normal newborn foreskin.
HeLa cells, derived from a highly transformed adenocarcinoma [302], and
HT1080, a fibrosarcoma cell line [303] were also examined. Both of these cancer cell
lines have unstable karyotypes. Commercial metaphase spreads prepared from
peripheral blood samples from two healthy human donors were included to further
rule out experimental bias in the results, and increase the sample size.
Metaphase spreads were prepared for each of the above cell lines. FISH
experiments were carried out using the DJ and rDNA probes. The DJ probe produced
a bright focus on every acrocentric chromosome. However, in accordance with the
findings of Stults et al. [30], rDNA appeared to be unevenly distributed across the 10
NORs of each cell line. Some NORs have large bright rDNA probe foci and while
others have less prominent probe staining. Each cell line displayed a characteristic
distribution pattern. (See Figure 3.3 for a comparison of rDNA distribution across
NORs in the CCD-1079Sk, hTERT RPE1, and the normal human metaphase sample
1 cell lines. The supplemental document contains the figures of metaphase spreads
from all the cell lines studied.)
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A.

B.

Figure 3.3 Characterization of the rDNA distribution across NORs of several cell lines. A. A
schematic of the FISH probing scheme applied to metaphase spreads using the rDNA and DJ probes.
B. Images demonstrate the unique distribution of rDNA across the NORs of three different cell lines.
Appendix 1 contains a sample metaphase spread from all the cell lines analyzed. The CCD-1079Sk
cell line had the largest number of NORs at which the rDNA probe could not be detected.
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The CCD-1079Sk cell line, (Figure 3.3), exhibited the most uneven
distribution of rDNA probe signal with very low levels at 4 NORs. It was in fact
difficult to distinguish any rDNA probe foci at some NORs in this cell line. A similar
situation was observed in hTERT RPE1, (Figure 3.3), and 1BR3 cells, (supplemental
document), which had 1 and 2 acrocentric chromosomes respectively at which the
rDNA was undetectable. Furthermore, one of the two donors from whom the
commercial metaphase spreads were generated also had a striking deficiency of
rDNA probe on one acrocentric chromosomes.
Next I set out to reconcile the relative rDNA content of NORs with their
chromosomal identity. These investigations focused on the CCD-1079Sk, hTERT
RPE1 and 1BR3 cell lines. Initially, a probing scheme using alpha-satellite and rDNA
probes identified the acrocentric chromosomes with the most and least rDNA signals.
FISH using the q-arm probes was then used to more thoroughly characterize the
rDNA distribution across acrocentric chromosomes.
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Figure 3.4 Identification of the NORs with relatively high and low rDNA content in key cell lines
using alpha-satellite probes in conjunction with the rDNA probe. A. A schematic of the FISH
probing strategy applied to metaphase spreads. The rDNA probe was used in conjunction with either
the alpha-satellite 15, 13/21, or 14/22 probe. B. In the hTERT RPE1 cell line, one of the HSA22s had
below perceptible levels of rDNA. An HSA15 also demonstrated very low levels of probe binding in
comparison to the rest of the NORs. C. The same probing strategy when applied to the 1BR3 cell line
indicated an absence of rDNA probe associated with the NORs on one HSA13 and one HSA22. D.
The low rDNA content NORs in the CCD-1079Sk cell line were identified as those on both HSA15s,
one on a HSA14 and one on a HAS22 E. A chart summarizing the results obtained from scoring each
NOR as having either a large, small, or no detectable rDNA probe foci. At least 10 metaphase spreads
were examined for each condition. A single experiment was conducted. There was no variation in
observations made in different cells within each of these data sets.

Metaphase spreads for each cell line were first subjected to 3 FISH
experiments using the rDNA probe in combination with either the alpha-satellite 21,
22, or 15 probes. As previously stated, there are sequence similarities in the
centromeric regions of certain acrocentric chromosomes. Therefore, the alphasatellite probes for HSA21 and HSA22 also hybridize to HSA13 and HSA14
respectively. HSA21 and HSA22 are easily distinguished from HSA13 and HSA14
on the basis of size. By this method I was able to identify the NORs that exhibited
substantial or below detectable rDNA probe signal. Figure 3.4 contains representative
images of these metaphase spreads, along with NOR ideograms summarizing
findings generated by this experiment. These ideograms were developed as graphical
representatives of NOR structure. Based on these results, a probing scheme was
designed for each cell line that would allow the identification of each NOR within a
single metaphase spread and a comparison of their relative rDNA abundance. It was
necessary to enable the identification of all acrocentric chromosomes in each spread.
The experimental measures described here were constrained to using just two
fluorescence channels, FITC and TRITC. Therefore several factors were used to
determine the optimum probing scheme. Firstly, HSA21 and HSA22 are the smallest
in the human genome, therefore they can be easily differentiated from the rest of the
acrocentric chromosomes. In addition, acrocentric chromosomes containing large
NORs can be easily identified in a metaphase spread by simply using an rDNA probe.
Using the alpha-satellite probing scheme as described above illustrated an
abundance of rDNA in the NORs located on both of the HSA14s and both of the
HSA21s in the 1BR3 cell line. Therefore, all four of these chromosomes could be
easily identified by their red rDNA probe foci. One of the HSA13s and one of the
HSA22s had below detectable levels of rDNA probe foci. They were identified using
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green q-arm probes. Finally, the HSA15s were differentiated from the rest using a
combination of red and green 15 q-arm probe. This strategy enabled the identification
of all acrocentrics in each spread. The same approach was applied to tailoring a FISH
strategy for the CCD-1079Sk and hTERT RPE1 cell lines. (See Figure 3.5 for the
details of the probe combinations used for each.)
At least 10 metaphase spreads were analyzed for each cell line. The relative
rDNA probe fluorescence intensity was measured using Volocity software. For each
spread, the chromosomes were ranked from highest fluorescence intensity to lowest.
Figure 5 contains the tabulation of these results. Some inter-spread differences were
observed in the ranking of the NORs with intermediate rDNA content. This may be
interpreted as being caused by their similarity in rDNA content. Interestingly, in all
three cell lines, HSA21s were most likely to exhibit the largest rDNA probe foci.
Conversely, NORs on HSA22s generally had less rDNA. In fact, one of the NORs
devoid of rDNA probe foci from each cell line was located on an HSA22.
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Figure 3.5 Inter-Spread comparison of rDNA content of NORs. A. A schematic of the probing
scheme used to compare rDNA probe abundance across the NORs of three key cell lines. Metaphase
spreads were subjected to FISH using the rDNA and q-arm probes. B. An array of the 10 acrocentric
chromosomes from each cell line arranged in order of relative rDNA abundance. Each image was
derived from a single metaphase spread. The colored numbering below each array indicates the
identity of the chromosome as determined by the q-arm probes. C. Simplistic heat maps illustrate the
ranking of NORs with respect to their rDNA probe foci intensity. The sum of the fluorescence
intensity of each NOR was measured using Volocity software. This measurement was compared to the
others in the metaphase spread, enabling the ordering of NORs from 1 to 10, where 1 represented the
lowest rDNA probe binding and 10 the most. The data is representative of 10 metaphase spreads per
cell line. A single experiment was conducted. In instances where rDNA probe foci were undetectable,
such as on HSA15s, HSA22 and HSA14 in the CCD-1079Sk cell line, NORs were randomly assigned
an order at the bottom of the list.

3.2.4 Determining the Activity Status of NORs in Multiple Cell Lines
The above experiments indicate some NORs have relatively low rDNA
content. It is interesting to speculate that this could impact on number of foci
observed in silver stained metaphase spreads. Silver staining of hTERT RPE1 and
CCD-1079Sk chromosomes resulted in 9 and 5 foci respectively. This indeed
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appeared to indicate a relationship between the number of rDNA probe and silver foci
in these cell lines. To further examine the activity status of NORs in combination
with their rDNA content, immuno-FISH was performed with the rDNA probe and a
UBF antibody. Firstly, this labeling approach was carried out on metaphase spreads
derived from all the cell lines described above. Unfortunately, the commercial
metaphase spreads proved incompatible with immunofluorescence protocols, and
therefore are not included in this experiment. A striking co-localization between the
probe and the antibody was observed, with UBF associated with most NORs that
contained visible levels of rDNA probe signal. NORs with below detectable rDNA
probe binding were always devoid of UBF antibody staining.
The NORs of the HeLa and HT1080 cell lines exhibited the greatest exception
with some large rDNA foci at which UBF could never be detected. This may be
suggested to be an artefact of the aberrant nature these cell lines. UBF colocalized
with rDNA in the three key cell lines, CCD-1079Sk, hTERT RPE1-1, and 1BR3,
whilst being imperceptible at NORs deficient of rDNA probe signal. However, one
NOR in the 1BR3 cell line had a large rDNA foci, but very little or no UBF antibody
association. (See Figure 3.6 and supplemental chapter for images.) It was necessary to
confirm that the described metaphase spreads were representative of all NOR-bearing
chromosomes. Therefore, 3-D Immuno-FISH was conducted on log-growth cells, and
examined the metaphase cells. The same results were observed in the metaphase
cells, and metaphase spreads for all cell lines analyzed.
A.
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Figure 3.6 Description of the transcriptionally active NORs in key cell lines using combined
Immuno-FISH. A. Images captured of silver stained metaphase spreads from hTERT RPE1 and
CCD-1079Sk cells. 9 and 5 silver stained NORs were observed in the metaphase spreads of each cell
line respectively. B. A caricature illustrating the Immuno-FISH strategy used to visualize active NORs.
C. Metaphase spreads prepared from hTERT RPE1, CCD-1079Sk and 1BR3 cells subjected to
Immuno-FISH demonstrated striking colocalisation between the rDNA probe and UBF antibody
staining. An exception was observed in the 1BR3 cell line. A white circle and arrow show an NOR
having significant rDNA probe staining and no perceptible UBF. At least 10 metaphase spreads were
examined from each of these cell lines. D. Metaphase cells exhibited the same overlap of rDNA probe
and UBF antibody at NORs. Slides were prepared of cells in log-phase growth. 3D Immuno-FISH was
conducted. Only NORs having visible rDNA foci were definitively identified as being active. None of
the NORs at which rDNA probe was absent had a visible presence of UBF. Across these three cell
lines, only one NOR from the 1BR3 cell line had significant rDNA probe foci and no detectable UBF.
As above, this NOR is highlighted using a white circle and arrow.
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3.2.5 Characterization of Nucleolar Dissociated NORs in Multiple Cell Lines
I had identified NORs in several cell lines at which UBF, and silver staining,
cannot be detected. However, these NORs could not be definitively described as
transcriptionally silent as low levels of UBF may simply not be visible using the
methods described above. Dissociation of an NOR from nucleoli is indicative of its
inactivation. Therefore, 3D immuno-FISH strategies were developed by which
nucleolar association of NORs could be studied.
I had illustrated that rDNA could be easily detected on all of the 13 NORs of
the HT1080 cell line during mitosis (see supplemental chapter). Therefore a pilot
experiment was carried out on interphase HT1080 cells. 3D immuno-FISH was
conducted using the DJ and rDNA probes and the Nop52 antibody. This experiment
would allow me to validate a 3-colour labeling approach, and illustrate that nucleolar
dissociated DJ foci represented inactive NORs.
By employing an AMCA labeled secondary antibody to visualize Nop52,
nucleoli, rDNA, and DJ could be visualized within the same cell. Blue fluorescence is
not as easily detected as other wave-lengths. Therefore, it was necessary that the
primary antibody used was sufficiently robust. Fortunately, the Nop52 antibody
generated here proved to be of sufficient quality to allow for this experimental
approach. FISH of the DJ and rDNA probes could then be used on the same sample
[304]. As can be seen in Figure 6, the nucleolar volume was easily visualized
allowing analysis of the nucleolar associated and dissociated NORs. A total of 187
nucleolar dissociated DJ foci were imaged. Each of these was closely associated with
a condensed rDNA focus. This suggests that DJ elements located a distance from
nucleolar boundaries represent dissociated and transcriptionally silent NORs.
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Figure 3.7 Description of the fraction of dissociated NORs in Four key cell lines. A. Caricature
depicting the 3D Immuno-FISH approach used for this experiment. B. Representative images of four
different cell lines showing the dissociated NORs typical for each. The dissociated NORs in HT1080
cells always had a large rDNA probe foci. Dissociated NORs from the other cell lines were
comparatively unlikely to have visible rDNA probe binding. C. Graphs showing the fraction of cells
in which 0, 1, 2, or 3 NORs were dissociated. Cells in which more than three NORs were dissociated
were rarely observed. (The only instances of this occurring were seen in the CCD-1079Sk cell line in
which 1.78% of cells had 4 dissociated NORs.) For the HT1080 and CCD-1079Sk cell lines, the
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number of nucleolar dissociated DJ foci were counted in at least 200 cells. The graphs are
representative of a single experiment. The 1BR3 and hTERT RPE1 bar graphs represent the mean
percentage of cells from 5 experiments. At least 50 cells were examined for each experiment. Error
bars were derived from the standard deviation of these experiments. The hTERT RPE1 and CCD1079Sk cell lines exhibited respectively the lowest and highest propensity for nucleolar dissociated
NORs. D. A graph depicting the percentage of dissociated NORs, which had visible rDNA probe foci
for each of the four cell lines. The graph is representative of a single experiment for each cell line in
which at least 200 cells were analyzed.

These experimental protocols were repeated on the karyotypically normal cell
lines hTERT RPE1, CCD-1079Sk, and 1BR3. The number of dissociated NORs was
recorded in each cell. At least 200 cells were analyzed for each cell line. All NOR
were associated with nucleoli in the majority of cells. The percentage of cells in
which 1 NOR was dissociated ranged from roughly 10-30% depending on the cell
line. Only 0-20% of cells had 2 dissociated NORs and very few had 3. (See Figure
3.7) I had previously demonstrated that the CCD-1079Sk cell line had the largest
amount of mitotic NORs at which rDNA and UBF could not be detected. Therefore I
predicted that this cell line would exhibit the highest number of inactive NORs. As
can be seen in Figure 6 C., the CCD-1079Sk cell line did indeed have a higher
fraction of dissociated NORs.
I then set out to describe the relative rDNA content of NORs located outside
nucleoli. It was noted that in the hTERT RPE1 CCD-1079Sk, and 1BR3 cell lines,
most of these inactive NORs had no rDNA probe staining. The CCD-1079Sk cell line
was further analyzed. A total of 233 dissociated NORs were scored as either having
or not having a visible rDNA probe foci. rDNA was only detectable at 2.28% of these
NORs. This suggested that the dissociated NORs represented those at which rDNA
and UBF were imperceptible on metaphase spreads. The 1BR3 cell line had the
highest percentage of nucleolar dissociated DJ foci paired with rDNA foci. 34% of
dissociated NORs in this cell line had visible rDNA probe staining. In the hTERT
RPE1 cell line this value was reduced to 9%.
Next I sought to determine the identity of nucleolar dissociated,
transcriptionally silent NORs in the hTert-RPE1 cell line. 3D immuno-FISH was
conducted as above using the DJ probe in conjunction with the Nop52 antibody. Qarm probes were used in place of the rDNA probe, therefore allowing the
identification of the acrocentric chromosome upon which a dissociated NOR was
located. My previous work demonstrated that hTERT RPE1 cells have an rDNA
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deficient NOR located on HSA22. Interestingly, nucleolar dissociated DJ foci were
most likely to co-localize with the 22 q-arm probe in this cell line. As can be seen in
Figure 8D, the NOR located on HSA22 was dissociated from nucleoli in 10% of
cells. Furthermore, the NOR located on HSA15, which was illustrated above to have
the smallest detectable rDNA foci, was dissociated from nucleoli in 1.5% of cells.
Conversely, the NORs that I had demonstrated to have significant rDNA probe and
UBF antibody binding located on HSA13, HSA14, and HSA21, were always
associated with nucleoli.
This experimental measure was repeated on the primary human cell line
1BR3. As can be seen in Figure 8 D., similar results were observed. NORs located
on the acrocentric chromosomes at which rDNA could not be detected, HSA13 and
HSA22, were most likely to be dissociated from nucleoli. A similar dissociation rate
was observed for these NORs. The NOR located on HSA13 was dissociated from
nucleoli in 15.5%, and the HSA22 NOR had a dissociation rate of 12.7%. However,
NORs shown to have substantial rDNA content were relatively unlikely to dissociate.
These results suggested that the NORs in these cell lines with below detectable rDNA
content were indeed transcriptionally silent.
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Figure 3.8 Identification of the nucleolar dissociated NORs in key cell lines. A. Schematic
outlining the 3-D Immuno-FISH approach used for this experiment. Cells in log-phase growth were
fixed and nucleolar dissociated NORs were visualized using the DJ probe and Nop52 antibody. The qarm probe identified the acrocentric chromosome on which the dissociated NORs were located. B.
Images of the nucleolar association status of the NORs of the hTERT-RPE1 cell line. Nucleolar
dissociated NORs were observed in a small fraction of cells. These were either paired with a 15 or 22
q-arm probe foci. C. Representative images of 1BR3 cells showing the localization of NORs. NORs
dissociated from nucleoli were identified as those on HSA13 and HSA22 using the q-arm probes. Only
nucleolar associated NORs were found in close proximity to the 21, 15, or 14 q-arm probes. D. Bar
graphs describing the percentage of cells in which the NORs on either acrocentric chromosomes 13,
14, 15, 21, or 22 were found to be dissociated from nucleoli. At least 100 cells were analyzed for each
q-arm probe. The results presented for the hTERT RPE1 cell line were generated by the average of 3
experiments. The error bars are reflective of the standard deviation of these three experiments. A single
experiment was conducted for the 1BR3 cell line. Below each graph is a snap shot of the acrocentric
chromosomes illustrating their relative abundance of rhodamine labeled rDNA. Dissociated NORs
were paired with the 15 q-arm probe in 1.5% and the 22 q-arm probe in 10% of hTERT RPE1 cells. In
the 1BR3 cell line, NORs located on HSA13 and HSA22 were dissociated in 15.5% and 12.7% of cells
respectively.
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3.3 Discussion
The results presented here, firstly describe the generation of an antibody and
the development of an Immuno-FISH approach which will enable a more in depth
investigation of NOR biology than was previously possible. These tools may
foreseeably be used to answer many biological questions concerning NORs and
nucleoli. Factors effecting NOR activity and localization could be determined. The
specific NORs around which a nucleolus is formed could be identified. The
heritability of the NOR content of nucleoli could also be queried. Furthermore, the
effects of the differential distribution of rDNA across the acrocentric chromosomes
can now be investigated.
The Immuno-FISH strategies I developed were subsequently used to
characterize the rDNA content and transcriptional activity status of NORs in key cell
lines. These include the karyotypically normal human cell model hTERT RPE1,
along with the primary human cell lines 1BR3 and CCD-1079Sk. Results illustrated a
significant variation in the distribution of rDNA across NORs, with rDNA probe
being imperceptible at some. It is conceivable these acrocentric chromosomes may be
devoid of rDNA genes. Alternatively, NORs with few rDNA genes may fall below a
threshold for detection by these experimental means. It would be of interest to
determine the exact rDNA content of these NORs.
All acrocentric chromosomes studied still exhibit bright DJ foci. Therefore, it
is clear that even in the absence of substantial rDNA gene numbers, there has not
been a gross deletion on the distal side of NORs. It is more problematic to rule out a
deletion on the proximal side of the NOR. Sequence duplications on the “proximal
junction” make ascribing a FISH probe signal to this region significantly more
difficult [280].
Much evidence has supported a view that the rDNA gene copy number is in
excess of that required to maintain ribosome biogenesis. The apparent redundancy of
a large fraction of the rDNA genes is evidenced by Robertsonian translocations,
which predominantly occur between the acrocentric chromosomes [305]. They are the
result of two chromosomes fusing at the centromeres leading to two aberrant
chromosomal products, one containing the long arms, and one containing the short.
The resulting smaller product is usually lost within a few cell divisions. The cells
remain viable, even after the loss of two of their ten NORs. Moreover, an individual
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who is a heterozygous carrier of a Robertsonian translocation is phenotypically
normal. It would be of interest to apply the techniques described here to determine the
rDNA content of the lost NORs. Due to the low rate of meiotic recombination at
these sites[30], this could be accomplished by examining the rDNA distribution on
parental NORs. Information gathered from such an experiment could be used to query
the influence of the relative rDNA content upon the rate of translocation and
moreover, the outcome. It is also interesting to speculate that sperm and oocytes
combinations which inherit many low rDNA content NORs may have viability issues.
Perhaps maintaining a higher that necessary number of rDNA genes provides a buffer
against this happening.
Most NORs containing appreciable levels of rDNA are active as seen by
combined Immuno-Fish of metaphase spreads. A study conducted on human
peripheral blood lymphocytes from 14 healthy individuals showed that HSA15 and
HSA22 are less frequently silver stained than HSA13, HSA14, and HSA21 [294].
Relative rDNA abundance of the NORs studied here mirrored these results. HSA15
and HSA22 generally exhibited a lack of rDNA probe, or relatively small foci. The
HSA21s were ranked as having the most substantial rDNA probe foci in most
instances. Therefore, the work conducted here suggests that often this lack of silver
staining on specific chromosomes may simply reflect reduced rDNA gene numbers.
In order to assess if this is indeed the case, a larger number of cell lines should be
analyzed. If specific acrocentric chromosomes display a higher frequency of having
either larger or smaller NORs, it would be interesting to speculate about the driving
force behind this tendency. Is it possible that having a higher distribution of rDNA in
NORs located on HSA13, HSA14, and HSA21 is favorable in some way and
therefore selected for?
Combined 3D immune-FISH experiments conducted on CCD-1079Sk,
hTERT RPE1-1 and 1BR3 cell lines enabled the study of nucleolar dissociated, and
therefore transcriptionally silent, NORs. NORs with low levels of rDNA were
dissociated from nucleoli in a small proportion of cells. NORs with comparatively
high levels of rDNA were less likely to be dissociated from nucleoli in these cell
lines. Thus, the occurrence of transcriptionally inactive NORs containing significant
numbers of rDNA genes in primary human cells may be even lower than the 15%
suggested by silver staining [293,294,306]. This further supports a mosaic model in
which both active and inactive rDNA genes can be found in a single NOR [291]. A
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study applying these techniques to a larger number of primary human cell lines would
be valuable. If large, transcriptionally inactive NORs are indeed an exception rather
than the rule, it would be informative to identify such NORs and determine the cause
of their silencing. Studying a larger data set of cell lines may also be used to better
inform our understanding of chromosomal nondisjunction among acrocentric
chromosomes. It is conceivable that rDNA-rich, highly transcriptionally active NORs
would be more prone to segregation issues.
Large rDNA-rich inactive NORs were observed in both of the cancer cell
lines, HeLa and HT1080, studied here. It is not clear why this is the case. Perhaps
analysis of a larger number of primary cell lines may furnish further examples of such
NORs in normal cells. However, it may be suggested that a high incidence of rDNArich inactive NORs may be a consequence of carcinogenesis. Human rDNA clusters
have been shown to be particularly susceptible to aberrant homologous recombination
events leading to an increase in structural rearrangements within the rDNA genes
[32]. These non-canonical genes could be heterochromatinized. Furthermore, aberrant
DNA methylation is common in cancer cells. This may conceivably lead to
transcriptional silencing of high rDNA content NORs. Alternatively, this silencing of
rDNA rich NORs may be driven by the increase in the number of NORs in cancer
cells. Both the HeLa and HT1080 cell lines analyzed here have 13 NORs in each cell.
(See supplemental chapter for FISH images.) A comparison of NORs derived from
healthy and cancerous tissue from a number of individuals would be valuable in
querying the effects of carcinogenesis on the activity status of NORs.
In this study, dissociation rates for NORs at which rDNA could not be
detected ranged from 10% to 13%. It should be pointed out that the low percentage of
cells in which a given NOR is dissociated does not necessarily infer a concurrent low
incidence of their transcriptional silence. Elucidation of the true percentage of cells in
which a given NOR is transcriptionally silent requires a disentanglement of multiple
factors.
Acrocentric chromosomes with transcriptionally silent NORs have been
shown to associate with nucleoli. This was achieved in a panel of mouse A9 cell lines
containing individual human acrocentric chromosomes. Human rDNA is not
transcriptionally competent in murine cells. Therefore these cells provided an ideal
tool for the study of transcriptionally inactive NORs with nucleoli. An average of
85% of human NORs were shown to be associated with mouse nucleoli [307]. Even
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in the absence of transcription, these human NORs have been shown to recruit UBF
and other transcription machinery [307]. Association with these factors may be
argued to drive the embedding of an NOR into a nucleolus. However, the PseudoNOR cell line generated in the McStay lab provides evidence to the contrary. This
cell line was constructed by integrating tandem arrays of a heterologous DNA
sequence with high affinity for UBF into a non-NOR bearing chromosome. The
resulting pseudo-NOR mimics endogenous NORs in many respects. Binding of UBF
to these structures triggers the recruitment of the Pol I machinery along with factors
required for early events in pre-rRNA maturation [308]. However the majority of
pseudo-NORs do not associate with nucleoli (unpublished data from the McStay lab).
Therefore, it would seem that some un-described element of the acrocentric
chromosomes drives nucleolar association.
Evidence supporting the importance of the chromosomal context of an NOR
in nucleolar association comes from synthetic nucleoli constructed by Grob et al.
[145]. These were generated by integrating arrays of a neo-NOR cassette into
chromosome 4 in HT1080 cells. These arrays were composed of an engineered
human rDNA promoter, and mouse pre-RNA coding sequence and transcriptional
terminators. Upon transcriptional inactivation, 98% of neo-NORs were clearly
dissociated from nucleoli [309].
As discussed, the sequences distal to the NOR (DJ) are predominantly unique
to the acrocentric chromosomes, and are embedded in heterochromatin at the
periphery of nucleoli. Treatment of cells with actinomycin D results in transcriptional
inhibition and collapse of the rDNA repeats to form “caps” at the nucleolar periphery.
These are located immediately adjacent to DJ sequences. These results suggested that
the DJ anchors the rDNA to the peri-nucleolar heterochromatin [280]. Furthermore,
findings from our lab suggest that the DJ is sufficient to drive the observed nucleolar
association. HT1080 cells were transfected with 3 BACs spanning the DJ contig. Two
stable cell lines were isolated each containing a large integrated array of DJ sequence
on a metacentric chromosome. These arrays were associated with nucleoli in 71%,
partially associated in 22.5%, and dissociated in just 6.5% of cells [280]. This
suggests that elements within the DJ drive association of NORs with nucleoli
regardless of the presence of transcriptionally active rDNA genes. Moreover, random
association of a given chromosomal loci may be expected to occur. This is
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exemplified by 39% nucleolar association rate of the human X chromosome in a
human-mouse hybrid cell line [307].
Based on the results I have presented in this Chapter, I propose the following
model: Most NORs are composed of a mosaic of both transcribed and silent rDNA
genes. However, NORs with fewer rDNA genes have a greater tendency towards
having only transcriptionally inactive rDNA. In rare instances, like those seen in the
cancer cell lines studied here, large rDNA gene rich NORs may also be inactive and
therefore devoid of transcribed genes. I refer to these as silent NORs. These silent
NORs still associate with nucleoli in the majority of cells. An unknown tethering
function performed by the DJ domain is suggested to maintain this association. I
further propose that this “tethering” function is dependent on exposure to the
nucleolar periphery. During interphase, the DJ element adjacent to active NORs will
be exposed and therefore tethered to nucleoli. However, silent NORs and their DJ
elements will only become nucleolar associated if they come into contact with one.
(See Figure 3.9)
Until the development of the DJ probe, it was only possible to visualize
dissociated NORs using rDNA probes. However, as this work has highlighted, some
NORs contain relatively few rDNA genes. They may therefore prove difficult to
visualize by these means. The DJ FISH probe offers a more accurate means of
quantifying dissociation, and furthermore, localization of NORs in a given cell line.
Used in concert with the q-arm probes described here, the DJ probe enables
identification of NORs. The techniques described here will allow more
comprehensive studies of NORs in different cell lines and states than was previously
possible. This is illustrated by the work conducted in Chapter 4.
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A.

B.

Figure 3.9 Schematic of the proposed model for the nucleolar association status of NORs. A.
Caricature of the low rDNA content NORs on HSA22 and HSA15 in the hTERT RPE1 cell line. I
suggest that a minimal number of rDNA genes exists on the first. In most cells all of these genes are
transcriptionally inactivated rendering the NOR “silent”. A slightly higher, but still comparatively low
number of genes is present on the NOR of HSA15. However, in the majority of cells, a fraction of
these are transcribed. Therefore the NOR is defined as “active”. B. Drawing describing the proposed
determining factors for NOR association with nucleoli. During interphase all active, and most silent
NORs are associated with nucleoli. During mitosis, nucleoli are disassembled. During telophase, small
nucleoli are reformed around active NORs. Silent NORs are suggested to rely on positional inheritance
to ensure association with nucleoli. As nucleoli increase in volume, they would capture silent NORs
with which they come into contact. However, in a small fraction of cells a given silent NOR may be
located outside the range of expanding nucleolar territories during early G1 phase. These silent NORs
remain dissociated from nucleoli.
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Chapter 4 Hierarchical Shut Down of NORs in Response to UBF
Depletion
4.1 Introduction
Transcriptionally active rDNA genes and NORs can be differentiated from
their silent counterparts by the presence of UBF. As discussed in the Introduction,
UBF binds extensively across the actively transcribed rDNA gene. Moreover, UBF
abundance has been shown to influence the fraction of active rDNA genes [145,150].
A sufficient increase in the fraction of transcriptionally silent rDNA genes
located on a given NOR may foreseeably drive its inactivation. Accordingly, work in
the McStay lab has illustrated an increase in the number of nucleolar dissociated
NORs in human cells upon UBF depletion [145]. Furthermore, a recent study
illustrated that UBF elimination in murine cells resulted in somatic nucleolar
precursor bodies devoid of all visible rDNA [310]. However, the possibility that
specific NORs are preferentially silenced in a hierarchical manner has not been
explored.
UBF is a highly abundant protein. Quantification of UBF in the primary
human fibroblast cell line 1BR.2 suggests up to 106 molecules per cell [307]. UBF
abundance is upregulated in many cancer cell lines [236], and declines during
differentiation in concert with reducing transcribed rDNA gene numbers
[150,224,311]. Conditional deletion of UBF in a mouse model lead to transcriptional
inhibition and illustrated UBF to be essential for embryonic development [310].
However, two studies have suggested a tolerance to reduced UBF levels in cultured
cells. The siRNA mediated depletion of UBF levels in murine cells by 80% resulted
in a 70% reduction in the number of active rDNA genes, as judged by the psoralen
cross linking technique [145,150]. No effects were observed on cell proliferation
under these conditions [150]. Similarly, using an inducible UBF shRNA HT1080 cell
line to study the effect of moderate UBF depletion, Grob et al. found no marked
effect on proliferation rates [145]. Taken together, these results suggest that a fraction
of the UBF molecules normally found in cells is sufficient to maintain the activity
status of enough rDNA genes to sustain cell growth and proliferation. It would be of
value to recapitulate these experiments in a normal human cell lines.
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The work described in this chapter was aimed at characterizing the flux in
activity status of NORs in a normal human cell model upon UBF depletion. This was
accomplished using tools developed in Chapter 3 applied to complete two primary
objectives. Firstly, to determine the fraction of nucleolar associated/dissociated NORs
in UBF-depleted cells. Second, discriminate between a stochastic or hierarchical
model for the inactivation of NORs.
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4.2 Results
4.2.1 siRNA mediated UBF depletion leads to transcriptional silencing of NORs in
primary human cells.
The levels of both isoforms of UBF were depleted in hTERT-RPE1 and CCD1079Sk cells using a SMARTpool of siRNAs designed to target different regions of
human UBF (Dharmacon). Control transfections were conducted using si934Scr,
originally described by Hennining et al.[312] Two rounds of transfection were carried
out due to the apparent stability and abundance of UBF.[145] After the second
iteration of siRNA transfection, cells were seeded on Superfrost® Plus microscope
slides. 24 hours after seeding, cells were fixed with formaldehyde. As can be seen in
Figure 1, western blot analysis confirmed the successful knock down of UBF to
around 10% of that detected in cells transfected with Control siRNA. See Figure 4.1
for details.
After UBF depletion by these means, there was indeed a distinct increase in
the number of nucleolar dissociated NORs in both cell lines. (See Figure 4.2)
Combined 3D immuno-FISH experiments were conducted using the Nop52 antibody
in conjunction with the DJ and rDNA probes. The number of nucleolar dissociated DJ
foci was counted in at least 200 cells for each cell line. The results are presented in
graphs in Figure 2. In Chapter 3, I illustrated that all NORs bearing detectable rDNA
were UBF loaded and therefore transcriptionally active in both the CCD-1079Sk and
hTERT RPE1 cell line. After UBF depletion by siRNA, many dissociated NORs
contained large rDNA probe foci. Moreover, some cells exhibited gross dissociation
of NORs from nucleoli. In a minority of cells, all NORs were dissociated from a
single Nop52 positive structure. (See Figure 3 B) Therefore, it seems clear that UBF
depletion is indeed driving the transition of NORs from a transcriptionally active to
silent state in karyotipically normal human cells.
These experimental measures recapitulated work done by Dr. Christine
Colleran in the McStay lab. However, the 3D immuno-FISH strategy used here
allowed a more in depth study of the dissociated NORs as nucleoli, rDNA, and the DJ
could be visualized simultaneously. It was also of value to observe the same response
to UBF depletion by this means in primary human cells.
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A. hTERT RPE1

B. CCD-1079Sk

Figure 4.1 siRNA Mediated Depletion of UBF in both hTERT RPE1 and CCD-1079Sk cells.
Western Blot analysis was used to assess UBF abundance in cells after transfection with UBF siRNA.
Lysates derived from cells transfected with si934Scr were used as a control. Cells were lysed in the
appropriate volume of NuPAGE® LDS Sample Buffer to yield a concentration of 1x104 cells/µL.
10μL of each lysate was loaded onto the gel. To ensure equal loading of samples, the membrane was
first stained with ponceau, and subsequently probed with a Histone H3 antibody alongside the UBF
antibody. The two bands visible after probing the membrane with UBF antibody represent the 2 splice
variants. The UBF/H3 ratio was then calculated using ImageJ, and the results illustrated in a bar graph.
These results are representative of three independent replicates. A) An average reduction of around
86% in UBF abundance was observed in hTERT RPE1 cells after siUBF transfection. B) Western Blot
analysis conducted on lysates from CCD-1079Sk cells depleted of UBF using siRNA suggested a 90%
drop in UBF protein abundance.
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Figure 4.2 Description of the fraction of nucleolar dissociated NORs in the hTERT RPE1 and
CCD-1079Sk cell lines after UBF depletion. As above, cells were either transfected with UBF
siRNA or si934Scr. They were subsequently fixed and subjected to a combined 3D Immuno-FISH
experiment. The NOP52 antibody allowed the visualization of nucleoli. The DJ probe was used to
count nucleolar dissociated NORs, and the rDNA probe enabled a description of their rDNA content.
The number of nucleolar dissociated NORs was counted in at least 200 cells for each condition. A) A
panel of images captured of CCD-1079Sk cells having 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 dissociated NORs. B) A graph
was generated from a single experiment to indicate the percentage of CCD-1079Sk cells having 0, 1, 2,
3, 4, or 5 dissociated NORs. As expected, an increase in the number of inactive NORs was observed in
UBF depleted cells. C) This data set was analyzed to assess the percentage of dissociated NORs that
displayed rDNA probe foci. Each nucleolar dissociated NOR was scored for the presence of visible
rDNA probe binding. The fraction of nucleolar dissociated NORs having visible rDNA probe foci
increased from 3% to 24% upon UBF depletion. D) A graph was used to illustrate the percentage of
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cells having 0, 1, 2, or 3 nucleolar dissociated NOR in UBF depleted hTERT RPE1 cells. At least 50
cells were examined for each experiment. 5 independent replicates were conducted and the bar graph
generated from the average of these results. The standard deviation was calculated for these
experiments and illustrated in the error bars. A decrease in the percentage of cells having 0 dissociated
NORs was observed. There was a concurrent increase in the fraction of cells having 1, 2, and 3
dissociated NORs. E) The fraction of the dissociated NORs which were paired with an rDNA foci
increased from 12% to 51%. This result is representative of a single experiment.

A.
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B.

Figure 4.3 Transfection of cells with UBF siRNA resulted in a population of cells
heterogenous for UBF abundance. A) Cells exhibited a range of UBF abundance after
transfection with siUBF. CCD-1079Sk cells were fixed after the transfection procedure and
subjected to immunofluorescence using a UBF antibody. Images show cells with different levels
of UBF antibody staining. Some still had a substantial amount of UBF, while others had none that
could be detected. These results were mirrored in siUBF transfected hTERT RPE1 cells. B) Cells
depleted of UBF by siRNA transfection displayed varying degrees of NOR inactivation. 3D
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ImmunoFISH was conducted on siUBF transfected CCD-1079Sk cells. The Nop52 antibody was
used to delineate nucleoli. The DJ and rDNA probes indicated nucleolar dissociated inactive
NORs. Some cells were unchanged from that observed in si934Scr transfected cells. However,
others had a large fraction of inactive NORs. These inactive NORs included ones with large rDNA
probe foci. A small fraction of cells were observed in which all NORs were inactive and
dissociated from nucleoli. This can be seen in the last image.

In both cell lines, siUBF transfection resulted in a population of cells with
heterogeneous levels of UBF. Some cells appeared to have escaped transfection all
together, while the others exhibit a gradation of knock down. The heterogeneous
nature of this population can be visualized by immunofluorescence using a UBF
antibody. As illustrated in Figure 4.3 A, some cells in the population retain robust and
characteristic UBF antibody staining, while others have none. 3D Immuno-Fish
experiments conducted after siRNA transfection, also illustrated differential nucleolar
and NOR arrangements within the cell population. As can be seen in Figure 4.3 B,
some cells closely resemble those in the control. However, other cells display varying
degrees of nucleolar changes and dissociation of NORs. It was suggested that this
differential response was driven by the varying levels of UBF abundance within the
population of cells.

4.2.2 Generation and characterization of an inducible UBF knockdown human cell
line
In order to study the effects of UBF depletion in a more controlled manner, an
experimental strategy was needed for uniform levels of UBF depletion in all cells. To
this end, an hTert-Rpe1 cell line was developed in which UBF could be depleted by
the addition of doxycycline. The tetracycline derivative, doxycycline was used for
induction. It has a longer half-life than tetracycline, exhibits low toxicity, and is
comparably inexpensive. This cell line was generated in two stages using the TREx™ System (Invitrogen). Figure 4.4 includes an illustration outlining this system.
Firstly, cells were transfected with pcDNA6/TR (Invitrogen), for expression of the
tetracycline repressor protein. Clone selection was carried out in 5µg/mL Blasticidin
(GIBCO) containing medium. Screening of colonies was conducted by transfection
with a positive control vector containing the lacZ gene, pT-REx/GW-31/lacZ. The
clone exhibiting the highest β-galactosidase levels after addition of 1µg/mL
doxycycline was expanded. It should be noted that all cell culture from this point was
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carried out using tetracycline-free FBS. The resulting hTert-Rpe1_pcDNA6/TR cell
line was subsequently transfected with an inducible expression construct containing
the sequence for a human UBF shRNA. This is a modified version of the
pcDNA™3.1/Zeo plasmid containing an RNA Pol III H1 promoter with a Tetoperator (TetO) sequence. (See Grob et al. for details.[145]) Please refer to Table 1.6
in Materials and Methods for the sequence of the shUBF oligonucleotides. Selection
was conducted in complete medium supplemented with 250µg/mL Zeocin and
5µg/mL Blasticidin. Colonies were screened by western blot analysis to assess UBF
protein levels after treatment with 2ng/mL Doxycycline for 72 hours. The colony that
exhibited the most pronounced depletion in UBF levels after addition of Doxycycline
was expanded. This cell line was termed hTERT RPE1-UBFkd.

A.
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B.

Figure 4.4 An illustration of the Doxycycline regulated expression system used for controlled
depletion of UBF protein levels in hTERT RPE1 cells. A) hTERT RPE1 cells were transfected with
the pcDNA6/TR (Invitrogen) plasmid. They were subsequently cultured in Blasticidin supplemented
media. The resulting clones were expanded and transiently transfected with the LacZ Control plasmid.
X-gal staining was conducted on all clones with and without Doxycycline. Cells containing a stable
integration of the pcDNA6/TR (Invitrogen) plasmid expressed the Tet repressor protein. This bound to
the TetO on the transiently transfected LacZ control plasmid, thereby repressing expression of βgalzactosidase. Therefore, the desirable clone was negative for X-gal staining in the absence of
Doxycycline. Doxycycline binds with high affinity to the Tet repressor protein and induces
conformational changes that render it incompatible for binding to the TetO sequences. Addition of
Doxycycline resulted in expression of β- galactosidase, and therefore the characteristic blue X-gal
staining. The clone having the highest expression of the Tet repressor protein was termed hTERT
RPE1_pcDNA6/TR. B) In order to generate a cell line for the inducible expression of UBF shRNA,
the hTERT RPE1_pcDNA6/TR cell line was transfected with a UBF shRNA pcDNA™3.1/Zeo
plasmid. Western blot analysis using the UBF antibody was used to screen for stable integration of this
plasmid. In the absence of Doxycycline, the Tet repressor binds to the TetO sequence and prevents
expression of the UBF shRNA. Therefore UBF levels should remain unchanged. However, if
Doxycycline is added, it binds to the Tet Repressor protein preventing its interaction with the TetO
sequence. shUBF expression is enabled thereby downregulating UBF protein abundance.
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Despite being cultured in tetracycline free media, the hTERT RPE1 UBFkd
cell line exhibited a degree of "leakiness" with UBF levels being substantially lower
than that in the WT cells prior to addition of Doxycycline. Western blot analysis
indicated a reduction in UBF protein levels to around 20% of that observed in WT
hTert-Rpe1 cells. However, growth curves suggested that cells continued to
proliferate at the same rates. (Figure 4.5) Thus this cell line provided a system in
which I could study the effects of chronic UBF depletion.
A.

B.
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Figure 4.5 B. Validation and charchterization of the hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cell line A) The
hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cell line was validated using western blot analysis. Samples were generated
from WT hTERT RPE1 cells, and the hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cell line before and after the addition of
2ng/mL Doxycycline. Samples were cultured in the presence of Doxycycline for 96 hours before
harvesting. Cells were trypsinized, counted and lysed in NuPAGE® LDS Sample Buffer to a
concentration of 1x104 cells/μL. The membrane was ponceau stained and probed with an αH3
antibody to ensure equal loading. Volocity software was used to calculate the UBF/H3 ratio in
five replicates of this experiment. UBF was no longer detectable in the sample treated with
Doxycycline. Furthermore, in the absence of Doxycycline, a fold change of -0.783 in UBF
abundance was observed. Therefore it would seem that some expression of the UBF shRNA
occurs in this cell line without the presence of Doxycycline. B) Growth curve showing similar
proliferation rates for the WT hTERT RPE1 and hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cell lines. 1x105 cells were
seeded into each T25 flask. Three flasks were seeded per cell line for each time point. After 24,
48, 72, and 96 hours in culture, cells were trypsonised and counted using trypan blue to visualize
viable cells. The mean number of cells in each of the three flasks was calculated and used to
generate the growth curve. Error bars were derived from three independent experiments.

4.2.3 Description of the impact of both moderate and gross depletion of UBF
abundance on the fraction of nucleolar associated NORs.
The hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cell line provided an ideal tool for monitoring
NOR inactivation and dissociation from nucleoli in UBF depleted and deficient cells.
The effects of reducing UBF abundance by 80% could be studied in the absence of
doxycycline. Treatment of the cells with 2ng/mL Doxycycline resulted in
undetectable levels of UBF after 4 days. Therefore, treating this cell line with
doxycycline enabled the time resolved observation of NOR localization after
substantial depletion of the UBF protein pool.
I proposed that the moderate reduction in UBF levels observed in this cell line
in the absence of Doxycycline would impact the number of active NORs. Combined
immuno-FISH was conducted on metaphase spreads prepared from this cell line. As
shown in Figure 4.6, it became difficult to detect UBF antibody at some rDNA foci,
suggesting an increase in the number of inactive NORs.
In order to describe the fraction of nucleolar dissociated NORs, combined 3D
Immuno-FISH was conducted on cells using the Nop52 antibody alongside the DJ
and rDNA probes. (See Figure 4.6) The percentage of dissociated NORs was
compared in hTERT RPE1 UBFkd and WT cell line. A moderate increase in the
percentage of cells having 1, 2, or 3 dissociated NORs was observed in the hTERT
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RPE1 UBFkd cell line. The dissociated NORs in this cell line were also significantly
more likely to have visible rDNA probe foci. This indicated that the reduced UBF
abundance in these cells had driven the transcriptional silencing of a fraction of the
hTERT RPE1 NORs.
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Figure 4.6 Description of the fraction of nucleolar dissociated NORs in the hTERT RPE1
UBFkd cell line. A) hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cells exhibit a greater number of UBF negative mitotic
NORs than the WT hTERT RPE1 cells. An illustration of the ImmunoFISH strategy used to assess
the number of UBF positive and therefore transcriptionally active NORs in the newly generated
hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cell line is included in this figure. Cells were cultured in the absence of
Doxcycline. Metaphase spreads were prepared and subjected to ImmunoFISH with the UBF
antibody and DJ probe. Panel of acrocentric chromosomes derived from individual metaphase
spreads allow a comparison of the number of UBF loaded NORs in both WT hTERT RPE1 cells
and the UBFkd cell line. The number of rDNA probe positive NORs with detectable UBF antibody
was reduced in the hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cell line. B) A representative sample of images captured
of the hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cells having either 0, 1, 2, or 3 dissociated NORs.
C) Graph illustrating an increase in the percentage of dissociated NORs with rDNA foci observed
in hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cells. Cells were cultured in Tetracycline free media in the absence of
doxycycline. Log-phase growth cells were fixed and subjected to 3D ImmunoFISH experiments.
The Nop52 antibody delineated nucleoli, while the DJ probe indicated dissociated nucleoli, and
the rDNA probe enabled a comparison of their relative rDNA content. At least 50 cells were
examined for each cell line. The bar graph was generated from the mean of 5 experimental
replicates, with the error bars reflecting the standard deviation. The DJ probe illustrated a
reduction in the percentage of cells having 0 nucleolar dissociated NORs, while the fraction of
cells with 1, 2, and 3 dissociated NORs increased. D) shUBF mediated depletion of UBF in the
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hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cell line lead to an increase in the percentage of nucleolar dissociated NORs
which had visible rDNA probe foci. In the WT cell line only 9% of dissociated NORs had a visible
rDNA probe foci. However, this value was increased to 56% in the UBFkd cell line. This bar graph
illustrates the results from a single experiment in which at least 200 cells were examined from
each cell line.

Treatment of this cell line with doxycycline resulted in the extensive
reduction in UBF abundance. After 4 days of treatment, UBF was no longer
detectable by western blot analysis. Therefore, the localization of NORs could be
monitored in a time resolved manner after elimination of UBF. FISH experiments
with the Nop52 antibody and the DJ probe were used to determine the number of
nucleolar dissociated NORs in cells after addition of doxycycline. These results are
shown in Figure 4.7. At least 100 cells were analyzed for each condition. Upon
addition of doxycycline, the fraction of nucleolar dissociated NORs steadily
increased over time. After 5 days of doxycycline treatment, the number of dissociated
NORs in the cell population was notably increased with almost 10% of cells having 4
such NORs. In order to determine the more long-term effects of UBF depletion in this
manner, a sample was collected 10 days after initial addition of doxycycline. As can
be seen in Figure 4.7 C and D, substantial NOR inactivation and dissociation was
observed in these cells. The number of dissociated NORs ranged from 5 to 10 in
comparison to 0 to 2 in the control. At this point, only a single Nop52 positive
nuclear body was observed in each cell.
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Figure 4.7 Description of the fraction of nucleolar dissociated, and therefore
transcriptionally silent NORs after gross depletion of UBF abundance. hTERT RPE1 UBFkd
cells were cultured in the presence of 2ng/mL Doxycycline for 5 days. A sample of cells was fixed
every 24 hours. A 3D immunoFISH experiment was conducted using the Nop52 antibody to
visualize nucleoli, and the DJ probe to enumerate the nucleolar dissociated NORs in each cell. At
least 100 cells were examined for each condition. A) Sample of images showing a cell with 0, 1, 2,
or 3 dissociated NORs. B) Graphs derived from a single experiment illustrating the fraction of
dissociated NORs in hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cells after treatment with 2ng/mL Doxycycline for 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5 days. Between days 1-4, only a conservative dissociation of NORs was observed.
However, by day 5, a more substantial increase in the fraction of dissociated NORs was seen. C)
Images of hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cells cultured in 2ng/mL Doxycycline for 10 days. Many cells were
observed which had only a few NORs associated with nucleoli. A small fraction of cell had no
nucleolar associated NORs. D) Graph showing the large fraction of nucleolar dissociated NORs
after 10 days of Doxycycline treatment. The graph is representative of a single experiment. The
number of nucleolar dissociated NORs was found to range between five and ten.
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4.2.4 UBF depletion resulted in a hierarchical transcriptional silencing of NORs.
Next, I sought to determine the identity of the dissociated NORs. hTERT
RPE1 cells were depleted of UBF by siRNA transfections. Combined 3D immunoFISH was conducted using the Nop52 antibody and the q-arm and DJ probes. At least
100 cells were examined for each q-arm probe. Results are presented in Figure 4.30.
In the sample depleted of UBF by siRNA, the percentage of cells in which a HSA22
NOR was dissociated increased from 12.5% to 22% HSA15 also showed a significant
increase in dissociation rates from 0.5% to 18%. Even the dissociation rates for the
NOR located on HSA14, at which significant levels of UBF could be detected in WT
cells, rose from 2.7% to 9.5%. The NORs on HSA14 and HSA15 had been shown to
be transcriptionally active in Chapter 3. Therefore, this result was the first indication
of a hierarchical transcriptional shut down of NORs. A confounding factor in this
experimental procedure was the described heterogeneity of UBF depletion levels
among the cells. Therefore, even high rDNA content NORs increased their propensity
for dissociation from NORs. Dissociation rates for HSA13 and HSA21 rose from
around 0% to 4%. Furthermore, even the cells transfected with siControl exhibited a
slight increase in dissociation rates from those observed in the WT cells. This could
conceivably be due to the effects of the transfection procedure.
hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cells were used to identify the NORs dissociated upon
modest and uniform UBF depletion in proliferating cells. As expected, a more
tempered hierarchical dissociation of NORs was observed in the hTERT RPE1
UBFkd cell line. In agreement with the trend shown after siUBF transfection,
preferentially inactivated NORs were those on HSA22, HSA15 and HSA14. The
percentage of cells in which these NORs were dissociated from nucleoli rose to 14%,
16%, and 10% respectively. Interestingly, in this cell line, the increase in the
dissociation rate of chromosome 22 was not as significant as that of chromosomes 15
and 14. There was minimal increase in the propensity of the high rDNA content
NORs on HSA13 and HSA21 to be silenced as predicted.
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Figure 4.8 NORs are transcriptionally silenced in a hierarchical manner upon UBF
depletion. A) Probing scheme used to identify the dissociated NORs in UBF depleted cells.
Combined 3D ImmunoFISH was conducted using the Nop52 antibody alongside the DJ probe.
The q-arm probes allowed identification of the dissociated NORs. B) Representative sample of
images taken of cells depleted of UBF by siRNA transfection. The NORs located on the HSA13s
and HSA21s were not dissociated in any cells examined here. However, NORs located on the
HSA14s, HSA15s, and HSA22s, were dissociated in a small fraction of cells. C) A representative
panel of pictures of the hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cells. These cells were cultured in the absence of
Doxycycline in order to assess the identity of transcriptionally silenced NORs after moderate
UBF depletion. Once again, dissociated NORs were paired with either the 14, 15, or 22 q-arm
probes. D) Graphs comparing the percentage of cells in which NORs on specific acrocentric
chromosomes were dissociated for all three conditions. At least 100 cells were analyzed for each
q-arm probe. Therefore the data set for each treatment was composed of a minimum of 500 cells.
Each graph includes a control data set. This allows a direct comparison of the increase in the
dissociation rates of NORs located on specific acrocentric chromosomes. The graph describing
the impact on the nucleolar association rates of specific NORs after UBF depletion by
transfection of siRNA was derived from the average of 3 experiments. Error bars express the
standard deviation of these. However, the bar graph describing the UBFkd data was generated
from one experiment. Depletion of UBF by siRNA resulted in the greatest increase in dissociation
rate for all NORs. Even NORs located on the HSA13s and HSA21s were dissociated from nucleoli
in a small percentage of cells. A more moderate change was observed in the hTERT RPE1 UBFkd
cell line. In both instances, the percentage of cells in which NORs located on HSA14, HSA15, and
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HSA22 were dissociated were most notably elevated from that in the control population. A panel
of acrocentric chromosomes with rDNA probe staining is included in this Figure. It serves as a
visual aid to indicate the relative rDNA content of NORs in the context of their nucleolar
dissociation rates. As described in Chapter 3, one of the NORs located on an HSA22 has no
detectable rDNA. One of the HSA15s has an NOR with the lowest detectable rDNA probe signal,
and one of the HSA14s ahs the second lowest.
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4.3 Discussion
In this chapter, I aimed to determine the effects of UBF abundance on the
transcriptional activity status of NORs in a karyotipically normal human cell line.
Tools developed here enabled me to describe the impact of both moderate and gross
depletion of UBF levels on individual NORs.
An 80% reduction in UBF abundance was observed in the hTERT RPE1
UBFkd cell line in the absence of Doxycycline. This depletion of UBF did not impact
on cell proliferation rates. This result parallels that observed after chronic depletion of
UBF, in the HT1080 cell line [309]. It is also similar to the findings made in murine
cells upon reduction of UBF abundance by 80%. As discussed in the introduction,
this study found no change in cell proliferation. Interestingly, a 70% reduction in in
the population of transcribed rDNA genes was observed by psoralen cross linking
[150]. A comparable depletion in UBF abundance (80%) was observed in the hTERT
RPE1 UBFkd cell line. Therefore, it would be of interest to employ this technique to
determine the fraction of transcriptionally silenced rDNA genes in this cell line.
Results presented here suggest only two of the lower rDNA content NORs have
transitioned into a transcriptionally silent state. Therefore, if the fraction of active
rDNA genes decreases by around 70%, it may be suggested that a percentage of
rDNA genes on each NOR is silenced. A model discussing the possible mode of
NOR silencing is included in the next chapter.
I proposed that transcriptional silencing of NORs would occur in a
hierarchical rather than a stochastic manner. Accordingly, UBF depletion by both
siRNA and shRNA was shown here to result in a hierarchical silencing of NORs. It
would appear that this inactivation was underpinned by rDNA content, with NORs
having fewer rDNA genes being more susceptible to transitioning to a silent state.
Intuitively, as the fraction of transcriptionally silent rDNA genes increases, one might
expect that an NOR with relatively few repeats of the gene may become inactivated
first. Results presented here provide the first illustration of a hierarchy for NOR
silencing.
Only a modest increase in the dissociation rates of specific NORs was
observed after moderate UBF depletion by both siRNA and shRNA. As discussed in
Chapter 3, specific unidentified elements within the DJ sequence are sufficient to
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drive association of NORs with nucleoli regardless of the presence of
transcriptionally active rDNA genes.
It would be of interest to further describe the role of a proposed DJ element in
nucleolar association. Multiple transcripts are expressed from the DJ. It is
conceivable that one or more of these transcripts is involved in this function.
Therefore siRNA mediated degradation of these candidate transcripts in the mousehuman cell hybrids may prove informative.
Results shown illustrate that gross reduction of UBF abundance, by both
siRNA and shRNA, leads to extensive NOR inactivation and dissociation from
nucleoli. Moreover, all NORs were observed to be inactive and dissociated in a small
fraction of cells. In these instances, a single round nucleolar like structure was
observed in each cell using the Nop52 antibody. I propose these could be the somatic
nucleolar precursor bodies described in murine cells upon loss of UBF [310]. These
structures are similar to the nucleolus precursor body (NPB) found in mammalian
oocytes. They have only been described in murine cells using an rDNA probe. As my
work has illustrated, NORs with low levels of rDNA genes may not be visible using
the rDNA FISH probe. A more effective means is needed in order to determine that
NORs are not contained within this structure. The DJ probe allowed a more definitive
indication of the dissociation of all NORs. Furthermore, it enabled the first
description of these somatic nucleolar precursor bodies in primary human cells. It is
also of interest that the mean number of 2 somatic NPBs was reported for each
murine cell. However, in all instances observed in the human cells, there was only 1
somatic NPB. It is interesting to consider that this is the result of the fusion of all GC
bodies due to the removal of positional constraints imposed by associated NORs.
Loss of UBF has been reported to arrest cell proliferation and induce p53
independent apoptotic death in murine cells subjected to oncogenic stress. The author
suggested that cell death was a consequence of their inability to assume a quiescent
state [313]. This may indeed hold true. Grob et al. detected evidence of cell death
after chronic depletion of UBF in HT1080 cells [145]. However, cell death was not
overtly apparent in the UBF depletion experiments described above. Even after 10
days of Doxycycline treatment, proliferation appeared to be halted, but cells remained
alive. This apparent exit from the cell cycle will be investigated further in the next
chapter.
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Taken together, this body of work demonstrated the size based hierarchical
shut down of NORs in two normal human cell lines upon UBF depletion. It further
characterized the effects of both moderate and gross depletion of UBF abundance in
the karyotypically normal hTERt-RPE1cell line. The description of NOR localization
was previously restricted by a limited tool set. Conducting such experiments would
have been impossible before the development of the DJ probe. Thus, this study is the
first to consider the spatial rearrangement of NORs/nucleoli in different cell states.
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Chapter 5 Hierarchical Silencing of NORs in Response to
Growth Inhibition
5.1 Introduction
Results presented in the previous chapter suggested that extensive reduction in
UBF levels in non-cancerous cell lines results in an apparent halt in cellular
proliferation. Therefore, the impact of UBF depletion on cell cycle was further
explored. This was conducted by comparing the outcomes of UBF depletion and
growth inhibition driven by serum deprivation and contact inhibition. Firstly, changes
occurring in nucleolar morphology and transcription were compared. Next,
expression of the proliferation marker Ki67 was determined. And finally, the activity
status of NORs was compared. A brief examination of UBF abundance and
localization during growth inhibition was also included.
Numerous reports have been made regarding the changes in nucleolar
morphology that occur upon growth inhibition by serum deprivation. Nucleoli
generally become smaller and less amorphous in structure. The FCs are also larger
and less numerous than those observed in proliferating cells [64,314–316]. Dr.
Christine Colleran used TEM to compare nucleolar structure before and after UBF
depletion in the HT1080 cell line. She noted 1-2 distinct circular nucleoli in UBF
depleted cells. However, she found that it was difficult to decipher any major changes
in the nucleolar sub-compartments using this method. The Immuno-FISH reagents
and protocols developed and optimized in our lab provided the tools to compare and
contrast changes occurring in nucleolar sub-structure after growth inhibition and UBF
depletion.
rDNA transcription is tightly coupled with the rate of cell growth. Therefore,
growth inhibition results in a downregulation of rDNA transcription rates.
Conditional deletion of UBF in murine cells illustrated that UBF is essential for
rDNA transcription [310]. However a surprising tolerance to significantly reduced
UBF abundance has been reported in both HT1080 and murine cells. In both
instances, transcription rates remained unperturbed, even after UBF depletion by as
much as 80% [145,150].
My work has demonstrated the silencing and nucleolar dissociation of NORs
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upon depletion of UBF. However, the activity status of specific NORs in cells that
have been driven into a quiescent state by serum deprivation and/or contact
inhibition, has never been described. Changes in Pol I transcription rates in growth
inhibited cells are well documented at the biochemical level. However, no studies
have explored this process at the level of NORs [317–319]. Furthermore, a longstanding model dictates that the fraction of active and inactive rDNA genes remains
static in higher eukaryotes. Modulation of rRNA output is therefore thought to be
managed by regulating transcription rates from the stably maintained active rDNA
pool. This has been illustrated by serum deprivation and growth stimulation with
EGF [168,317]. However, recent findings showing a reduction in the fraction of
active rDNA genes during differentiation in mice suggest this may not always be the
case [150]. The possibility that the pool of transcriptionally active rDNA genes may
be reduced in growth inhibited karyotipically normal human cells, driving silencing
of a fraction of NORs, was examined.
Conflicting reports have been made regarding the flux of UBF abundance
during serum starvation and stimulation in murine cells. One suggested that UBF
levels are depleted during serum deprivation [320], while another demonstrated no
change [321]. Furthermore, UBF has also been shown to relocate to the nucleoplasm
in instances of serum deprivation in CHO cells [315].
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5.2 Results

5.2.1 Changes induced in the nucleolar substructure after siRNA mediated
depletion of UBF resemble that of growth inhibited cells.
Nucleolar organization was compared in UBF depleted, serum starved and
contact inhibited cells. hTERT RPE1 cells were either serum starved for up to ten
days, or grown to confluence. UBF protein levels were depleted in cells using siRNA.
Combined 3D immuno-FISH experiments were conducted using a combination of
FC/DFC and GC antibodies and the rDNA probe. In this way it was possible to
compare the structural changes which occurred in nucleoli upon UBF depletion and
induction of quiescence. Striking changes in the structure of the FCs, and the
arrangement of the rDNA were observed. As reported in the literature, the number of
FCs was reduced in serum-deprived cells. This response was mimicked in both
contact inhibited and UBF depleted cells. In all treatments, nucleolar associated
rDNA appeared more condensed than that observed in the WT control. It formed
aggregated foci in the GC, in some cases wrapping around the enlarged FCs as
visualized by UBF and Fibrillarin antibodies. The nucleolar reorganization occurring
upon UBF depletion was indeed strikingly reminiscent of that reported in growthinhibited cells. In this instance, cells depleted but not devoid of UBF, as identified
with the UBF antibody, were imaged. Fibrillarin and nucleolar associated rDNA
formed structures reminiscent of nucleolar caps in cells where UBF was no longer
detectable. See Figure 5.1 for images.
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Figure 5.1 Morphological changes occurring in cells after UBF depletion resemble those
observed in quiescent cells. hTERT RPE1 cells were either serum starved for 10 days, grown to
confluence, or depleted of UBF using siRNA. Cells in log-phase growth were used as the control. 3D
ImmunoFISH was conducted on these cells using a variety of combinations of FC, DFC, and GC
markers, alongside the rDNA probe. A) Changes in the structure of the GC and the DFC upon UBF
depletion were strikingly reminiscent of that in growth inhibited cells. The Nop52 antibody was used
to visualize the GC and a fibrillarin antibody for the DFC. GC volume of individual nucleoli was
reduced, becoming less amorphous and more round in shape. The DFCs became larger and less
numerous. However, as discussed above, UBF siRNA transfection resulted in a population of cells
heterogenous for UBF abundance. Some cells appeared to be completed devoid of UBF, and fibrillarin
appeared in cap like structures at the periphery of their nucleoli. B) In the control nucleoli, many small
FCs were clustered together often too close to be distinguished from others. The rDNA was dispersed
throughout these masses of FCs with many small foci visible. In the serum deprived and contact
inhibited cells, the FCs became larger and more distinct. A reduction in their number was also
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apparent. Large, more tightly organized foci of rDNA were observed in these cells. Pockets and
grooves were often visible in these rDNA structures into which the FCs sat. Cells with reduced UBF
abundance, as judged by the UBF antibody, had remarkably similar nucleolar morphology to the
growth inhibited samples. However, in cells in which UBF protein levels were completely depleted,
the rDNA was clustered at what appeared to be the nucleolar periphery in structures reminiscent of
caps.

5.2.2 UBF depletion by siRNA results in a concurrent drop in nucleolar
transcription.
Contact inhibition and serum starvation both down regulate rDNA
transcription. Furthermore a correlation between rDNA transcription rates and FC
number has been described in many studies [322]. Therefore, a decrease in the
number of FCs visualized in cells depleted of UBF was indicative of reduced
transcription rates. However, previous studies have suggested a transcriptional
tolerance to UBF depletion. Results shown above illustrate similarities in both
nucleolar morphology and NOR activity status after growth inhibition and siRNA
mediated UBF depletion. I therefore suggested short-term depletion of UBF levels
would also lead to a concurrent reduction in rDNA transcription rates in normal
human cells.
EU incorporation was used to analyze the effects of UBF depletion on
transcription in the nucleolus. Click-It chemistry was used to visualize the EU
incorporated into newly transcribed RNA. Using this technique, nucleoli are easily
distinguished from the surrounding nucleus due to high rDNA transcription rates. The
experimental measures were firstly applied to serum starved and confluent cells. As
expected, EU staining in the nucleolus of these cells was overtly reduced. In most
instances it was reduced to the levels observed in the rest of the nucleus. See Figure
5.2.
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Figure 5.2 EU incorporation illustrates the drop in nucleolar transcription rates in growth inhibited cells.

EU incorporation and CLICK chemistry were used to visualize the reduction in nucleolar transcription
occurring in cells upon growth inhibition. Cells were subjected to a 15minute EU pulse. They were
subsequently fixed before being subjected to Click-It chemistry in order to visualize incorporated EU.
Immuno-Fluorescence was also conducted with the Nop52 and UBF antibodies to identify nucleoli. As
can be seen in these images, the EU fluorescence intensity inside nucleoli was greatly reduced in cells
that were serum deprived or grown to confluence.

EU incorporation experiments were repeated to determine the effects of UBF
depletion on nucleolar transcription rates. hTERT RPE1 cells were depleted of UBF
by siRNA transfections. EU incorporation was carried out, and immunofluorescence
was conducted using Nop52 and UBF antibodies. The NOP52 antibody staining was
used as a “mask” to delineate nucleoli and define the area to be analyzed. Imaging
was conducted using fixed exposure conditions. The relationship between UBF
abundance and nucleolar transcription in these cells was analyzed using two methods.
A schematic of both these approaches can be found in Figure 5.3 B. In the first
method, the sum of the nucleolar EU fluorescence intensity was compared to the sum
of the nucleolar UBF antibody fluorescence intensity. For the second method, a
region of interest approximately 20µm3 in volume was defined in the nucleoplasm.
The mean fluorescence intensity of nuclear UBF antibody was measured in this
region. A similar region outside the cell provided the background measurements. The
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background corrected mean fluorescence intensity of the nucleolar EU was compared
to that of the UBF measurement made in the nucleoplasm. An experiment is
described below which suggests nucleoplasmic UBF antibody fluorescence intensity
can be used to identify a global reduction in UBF abundance. (See Figure 5.12)
Data was analyzed using simple linear regression to determine if UBF levels
were significantly correlated with EU levels. Normality of data was tested using
PAST (Hammer et al., 2001) and Pearson’s (r) correlations were utilized to
investigate the relationship between EU and UBF. This experiment illustrated a direct
correlation between the UBF antibody and EU staining intensity levels. (See Figure
5.3 C. for graphs.)
In this instance a population of cells with heterogeneous levels of UBF proved
useful. It allowed me to assess the effects of various levels of UBF abundance on
nucleolar transcription. This experimental measure therefore suggests a correlation
between UBF levels and transcription in the nucleolus in normal human cells after
short term UBF depletion.
As illustrated in Chapter 4, the hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cell line exhibits a ~
80% reduction in UBF abundance in the absence of Doxycycline treatment. However,
cellular proliferation does not appear to be effected. Therefore, I suggested nucleolar
transcription rates would resemble those of the control hTERT RPE1 cells.
Doxycycline induced reduction of UBF levels in this cell line results in gross
dissociation of NORs and growth inhibition. Therefore, a cessation of rDNA
transcription was predicted upon UBF shRNA expression. This cell line can
furthermore be used to monitor the effects of UBF depletion in a time resolved
manner. I repeated the EU incorporation experiment on these cells after 1, 2, 3, 4, and
5 days of Doxycycline treatment. A control sample was also analyzed which had not
been cultured in the presence of Doxycycline. EU staining in these cells was
comparable to that observed in WT hTERT RPE1. This suggests transcription rates
are not grossly affected by the reduction of UBF abundance by ~80%. As shown in
Chapter 4, after 4 days of Doxycycline treatment, UBF is no longer detectable by
western blot analysis. (See Figure 4.27.) 3 days after addition of Doxycycline to
media, transcription in nucleoli appeared visibly reduced. By day 5, only residual
transcription was visible.
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Group one: r2=0.806, P < 0.0001

Group two: r2=0.543, P < 0.0001
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Figure 5.3 Transcription rates in the nucleolus are reduced upon UBF depletion,
reminiscent of that occurring after serum deprivation and contact inhibition. A) A
reduction in transcription was observed in cells depleted of UBF by siRNA. Immunofluorescence
was conducted on these cells with the Nop52 antibody to delineate nucleoli, and the UBF
antibody to illustrate relative UBF abundance. The EU staining appeared unchanged from the
control sample in cells that still had substantial UBF. However, in cells where UBF levels were
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very obviously depleted, EU staining was greatly reduced. B) Schematics of the methods used to
compare the nucleolar transcription rates with UBF abundance in individual cells. Data analysis
was carried out using Volocity software. In Method 1, the sum of the nucleolar EU intensity was
measured for each cell and compared to the sum of the nucleolar UBF antibody intensity. The
Nop52 antibody was use to define the region to be measured. For Method 2, the mean intensity
of the EU staining in the background was subtracted from the mean intensity of the nucleolar EU
staining. The mean fluorescence intensity of the UBF antibody in the background was subtracted
from that of the nucleoplasm. C) Results suggest a correlation between UBF abundance and
transcription levels in the nucleolus. hTERT RPE1 cells were transfected with UBF siRNA. EU
incorporation was carried out. Cells were then fixed and Immunofluorescence conducted using
Nop52 and UBF antibodies. 150 cells were imaged and measured. Both methods described above
were used to compare UBF and EU intensity. An independent replicate experiment was
conducted with similar results. Normality of data was tested using PAST (Hammer et al., 2001)
and Pearson’s (r) correlations were utilized to investigate the relationship between EU and UBF
levels. Both methods of analysis suggest a correlation between UBF abundance and transcription
rates in the nucleolus. D) Description of the reduction in nucleolar transcription rates in hTERT
RPE1 UBFkd cells after 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 days of Doxycycline treatment. Characteristic EU staining
is observed in this cell line in the absence of Doxycycline. EU fluorescence is slowly reduced over
the 5 days of Doxycycline treatment.

5.2.3 UBF Depletion drives cells into a G0 like state.
Progression through the cell cycle is dependent upon sufficient ribosome
biogenesis. UBF depletion driven down-regulation of rDNA transcription rates could
conceivably lead to cells being arrested in a quiescence like state. This would explain
the striking resemblance of nuclear and nucleolar changes occurring in the growth
inhibited and UBF depleted cells. Expression of the protein Ki67 is strictly associated
with

proliferating

cells

[323].

hTERT

RPE1

cells

were

subjected

to

immunofluorescence using a Ki67 antibody. All cells examined exhibited substantial
antibody staining as expected from a proliferating population. Next, hTERt-RPE1
cells were either serum starved or grown to confluence. Immunofluorescence
illustrated a lack of robust Ki67 staining in a large proportion of cells. Thus I was
able to confirm that these treatments were indeed successfully rendering cells
quiescent. (See Figure 5.4.)
I then set out to test the theory that UBF depletion was driving cells into a G0
like state. hTERT RPE1 cells were depleted of UBF using siRNA. Once again,
immunofluorescence was conducted on these cells using a Ki67 antibody. Cells with
low levels of UBF were indeed deficient in Ki67 staining. Gross depletion of UBF by
the addition of 2ng Doxycycline to the hTERt-RPE1 UBFkd cell line also resulted in
a loss of Ki67 staining.
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Figure 5.4 A reduction in UBF abundance drives cells into a Ki67 negative quiescence like state.
A) Depletion of UBF by siRNA leads to the same Ki67 negative status as that observed in serum
deprived and contact inhibited cells. hTERT RPE1 cells in log-phase growth were used as a control.
Immunofluorescence was conducted with the Nop52 and Ki67 antibodies. Images illustrate the bright
Ki67 antibody staining observed in the control population of cells. This is absent in growth inhibited
and UBF siRNA transfected cells. B) Reduction of UBF abundance in the hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cells
by Doxycycline treatment results in a Ki67 negative status. Images show a control cell that was
cultured in the absence of doxycycline. Bright Ki67 antibody staining is visible. After 4 days of
treatment with 2ng/mL Doxycycline only a small fraction of cells had visible Ki67 antibody. By day 5,
Ki67 was absent from most cells. C) Graph indicating the Ki67 status of hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cells
before and after UBF depletion by Doxycycline treatment. At least 100 cells were imaged and
analyzed for each condition. A single experiment was conducted. 100% of cells were found to be Ki67
positive in the control population. This was reduced to 24% after 4 days of Doxycycline treatment and
1% by day 5.

5.2.4 An increase in the incidence of nucleolar dissociated NORs was observed
upon growth inhibition.
In all the aspects described above, UBF depletion was remarkably similar to
that observed after serum deprivation and contact inhibition. I therefore considered
the possibility that upon growth inhibition, an increased number of NORs may
become silent. This may be reflected in the fraction of nucleolar dissociated NORs.
To investigate this, hTERT RPE1 cells were serum starved for up to ten days or
grown to confluence until no more mitotic cells were observed. They were
subsequently fixed and subjected to combined 3D immuno-FISH using the NOP52
antibody to delineate nucleoli and the DJ probe to count dissociated NORs.
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Figure 5.5 Description of the fraction of nucleolar dissociated NORs in hTERT RPE1 cells
upon contact inhibition and serum deprivation. hTERT RPE1 cells were serum deprived or
grown to confluence. The Nop52 antibody was used to visualize nucleoli, and the DJ probe
enabled the enumeration of dissociated NORs in each cell. A) A representative sample of images
is shown of cells with either 0, 1, 2, or 3 dissociated NORs. B-C) Graphs illustrating the
percentage of cells in which 0, 1, 2, or 3 NORs were dissociated from nucleoli. At least 100 cells
were examined for each condition. The graph describing the results after serum deprivation was
derived from the mean of 5 experiments, with error bars relflective of standard deviation. A
single experiment was conducted on confluent cells. Both methods of driving growth inhibition
resulted in an increase of the fraction of dissociated NORs.

The fraction of nucleolar dissociated NOR in growth inhibited hTERT RPE1
cells was further described. The above experiment was repeated and 3D ImmunoFISH was conducted using the UBF antibody, and rDNA and DJ probes. As
illustrated in Chapter 4, nucleolar dissociated NORs in this cell line rarely have
significant rDNA probe foci. However, as shown in UBF depleted cells, large rDNA
rich nucleolar dissociated NORs became apparent in a fraction of growth inhibited
cells. (Figure 5.5) Interestingly, this probing strategy also allowed the visualization
and comparison of nucleoli derived around single NORs. Large foci of rDNA were
seen wrapped around FCs. This finding will be pertinent to the model laid out in a
discussion regarding the arrangement of transcribed and silent rDNA genes in each
active NOR.
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Figure 5.6 Growth inhibition results in the transcriptional silencing of NORs in the same manner
as that observed in UBF depleted cells. hTERT RPE1 Cells were depleted of UBF abundance using
siRNA, serum deprived, or grown to confluence. They were subsequently fixed and subjected to a
Combined 3D Immuno FISH experiment. The DJ and rDNA probes are visualised in green and red
respectively, and an AMCA secondary antibody was used to observe UBF localization. In the Control
samples, nucleoli contained many clustered FCs, as indicted in blue (UBF). Most DJ foci were
associated with nucleoli. rDNA was comparatively diffuse with many small bright foci dispursed
throughout FC clusters. As described above, FCs were reduced in number, and rDNA became more
condensed upon UBF depeltion and growth inhibition. Furthermore, in all of these conditions, large,
UBF free, DJ paired rDNA foci were often observed. These can be seen in the enlarged top panel for
each image. This result suggested that like UBF depletion, growth inhibition was driving the
transcriptional silencing of a subset of NORs. This experiemnt also allowed a comparison of nucleolar
substructure under all these conditions. The bottom enlarged panel for each cell image shows nucleoli
derived from single NORs.
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These results show an increase in NOR dissociation rates upon growth
inhibition. It further implies that this increase is driven by the silencing of NORs. The
primary human cell lines, 1BR3 and CCD-1079Sk, were examined to assess if growth
inhibition had a similar influence on them. The same approach was used as that in
Chapter 4 for the determination of the fraction of rDNA rich dissociated NORs.
CCD-1079Sk and 1BR3 cells were serum starved for 7 days. Cells were fixed as
above and subjected to 3D Immuno-FISH. The Nop52 antibody was used to delineate
nucleoli, the DJ probe to assess NOR localization, and the rDNA probe to describe
the relative rDNA content of dissociated NORs.

Figure 5.7 Description of the fraction of nucleolar dissociated NORs in the CCD-1079Sk cell
line after serum deprivation. A) A panel of images captured of CCD-1079Sk cells having 0, 1, 2,
3, 4, or 5 dissociated NORs. The NOP52 antibody allowed the visualization of nucleoli. The DJ
probe was used to count nucleolar dissociated NORs, and the rDNA probe enabled a description
of their rDNA content. B) The number of nucleolar dissociated NORs was counted in at least 200
cells for each condition. A single experiment was conducted. Graphs were generated to indicate
the percentage of cells having 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 dissociated NORs. Interestingly, there was an
increase in the fraction of nucleolar dissociated NORs after serum starvation. C) The above data
set was analyzed to assess the percentage of dissociated NORs which displayed rDNA probe foci.
Each dissociated NOR was scored for the presence of visible rDNA probe binding. Upon serum
deprivation, the percentage of dissociated NORs paired with rDNA foci was not extensively
changed from that observed in the control cells, (from 2.3% to 2.7%).
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As can be seen in Figure 5.7 B, the fraction of nucleolar dissociated NORs in
the CCD-1079Sk cell line increased upon serum deprivation. However, Figure 6 C
illustrates that the fraction of dissociated NORs with detectable rDNA probe foci was
not significantly increased. Therefore, in this cell line, the increase in NOR
dissociation rates may be argued to be simply driven by increased dissociation of
already silent NORs.

Figure 5.8 Description of the fraction of the nucleolar dissociated NORs in 1BR3 cells after
serum deprivation. A) A representative sample of serum deprived 1BR3 cells having either 0, 1,
2, or 3 dissociated NORs. Cells were serum starved for 7 days. They were subsequently subjected
to the described 3D ImmunoFISH strategy. DJ foci located a distance from nucleoli and having no
visible rDNA probe foci are indicated with a green circle. Dissociated NORs paired with rDNA
probe staining are circled in orange. B) Serum deprivation results in an increase in the fraction
of dissociated NORs in the 1BR3 cell line. At least 100 cells were analyzed for each condition. 5
experiments were conducted and the bar graph generated from the mean of these results, with
the error bars indicating the standard deviation. The percentage of cells having 0 nucleolar
dissociated NORs was decreased from 68% in the control population to 45% in serum deprived
cells, and cells having 2 dissociated NORs increased from 3% to 12%. C) Serum deprivation
resulted in an increase in the fraction of dissociated NOR having rDNA probe foci. The number of
nucleolar dissociated NORs which were paired with visible rDNA probe were counted in at least
200 cells. The bar graph was generated from a single experiment. The percentage of dissociated
NORs with rDNA foci increased form 17% to 31%.
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Figure 5.8 described the fraction of nucleolar dissociated NORs in the 1BR3
cell line. Serum deprivation results in a clear increase in the fraction of nucleolar
dissociated NORs. The percentage of these dissociated NORs which have rDNA foci
is also increased. It should be noted that this result does not definitively prove the
occurrence of NOR silencing. It may be argued that the increased population of
dissociated high rDNA content NORs is simply reflective of already inactive NORs.

5.2.5 Select NORs become silenced and dissociated from nucleoli in growth
inhibited cells.
I next sought to illustrate NOR silencing was indeed occurring in growth
inhibited cells. Serum deprived 1BR3 and hTERT RPE1 cells were analyzed to
determine the identity of the nucleolar dissociated NORs. I made use of the probing
scheme designed in Chapter 4. Serum deprivation driven dissociation of NORs shown
to be active in the control population would indicate silencing events.
Results presented in Chapter 4 illustrated that smaller NORs were more likely
to become transcriptionally silenced in the normal human cell lines examined upon
UBF depletion. I therefore proposed that the inactivation of NORs during growth
inhibition would also occur in a hierarchical rather than a stochastic manner. I
suggested that NORs illustrated in Chapter 3 to have smaller rDNA foci, or
alternatively relatively low UBF abundance, would be preferentially inactivated.
Therefore the hierarchy of dissociation would be cell line specific. This supposition
was supported by the rDNA content of the dissociated NORs in serum deprived
CCD-1089Sk cells. All NORs having detectable levels of rDNA were active in this
cell line. Therefore, rDNA probe was only visible at 2.3% of nucleolar dissociated
NORs. After serum deprivation, this value remained much the same. (See Figure 5.7
C) This suggested that the increasing numbers of nucleolar dissociated NORs were
those with low rDNA content, namely those located on the HSA15s, one HSA14 and
one HSA22.
The NORs dissociated in serum deprived 1BR3 cells were identified first.
Results are shown in Figure 5.9. As determined in chapter 3, 1BR3 cells have no
detectable rDNA probe staining on an HSA13 and an HSA22. Furthermore these
NORs were dissociated from nucleoli in around 12% of cells. Upon serum
deprivation this was increased to 40% and 23% respectively. The dissociation rates
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for the NORs located on HSA14s, HSA15s, and HSA21s were not as significantly
increased. Therefore it would seem that the propensity of NORs to be dissociated
from nucleoli is increased in a hierarchical manner upon serum deprivation in this cell
line. The percentage of cells in which an NOR located on a HSA13 is dissociated
from nucleoli is unusually high. Therefore I proposed that this was due to both the
HSA13 NORs dissociating from nucleoli. If this were true, one would expect to
observe two simultaneously dissociated HSA13 NORs in some cells. Examination of
the sample subjected to FISH with the DJ and 13 q-arm probe proved this to be the
case in 5% of cells. (See Figure 5.9) The NOR on one HSA13 appears to have a large
rDNA foci and no detectable UBF. (See Chapter 3 for details). Therefore, it would
seem that both the low and high rDNA content NORs on HSA13s are inactive and
therefore dissociated from nucleoli in a fraction of cells. The increase in the fraction
of high rDNA content dissociated NORs in serum starved cells could therefore be
mostly attributed to the NOR on HSA13.
This study of the NORs dissociated in the 1BR3 cell line upon serum
deprivation suggests a hierarchical model for just that, NOR dissociation. However,
no inferences can be drawn from these results regarding the occurrence of a
hierarchical transcriptional silencing of NORs upon growth inhibition. As described
in Chapter 3, the NORs increasing in their propensity for dissociation have not been
determined to be transcriptionally active in proliferating 1BR3 cells. Attention was
therefore focused on the hTERT RPE1 cell line. In this cell line, NORs located on an
HSA15 and an HSA14 had been shown to be transcriptionally active while having
relatively low levels of rDNA probe binding. Upon UBF depletion, they are
preferentially silenced. I suggested that NOR silencing induced in serum deprived
cells would mirror this hierarchy.
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A.

B.
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D.

Figure 5.9 Identification of the dissociated NORs in the 1BR3 cell line upon serum
deprivation. A) Schematic of the probing scheme used in the following experiment. The Nop52
antibody was used to visualize nucleoli. The DJ and q-arm probes enabled identification of
nucleolar dissociated NORs. B) Panel of images captured of serum starved 1BR3 cells. An orange
circle indicates colocalizing dissociated DJ and q-arm foci. Cells in which the 14, 15 or 21 q-arm
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probes colocalized with a nucleolar dissociated NOR were rarely observed. C) Graph illustrating
the hierarchical nature of the dissociation of NORs in the 1BR3 cell line. At least 100 cells were
analyzed for each q-arm probe. A single experiment was conducted. The percentage of cells in
which and NOR 13 or 22 were dissociated increased from 15% to 43%, and 12% to 23%
respectively. A considerably more conservative increase was seen in the nucleolar dissociation
rates of the other chromosomes. A panel of rDNA probe stained 1BR3 acrocentric chromosomes
illustrating their relative rDNA content. C) A small fraction of serum deprived 1BR3 cells had
both HSA13 NORs dissociated from nucleoli. Images show cells with either 0, 1 or 2 nucleolar
dissociated HSA13 NORs. A single experiment was conducted in which at least 100 cells were
analyzed for each condition. The graph describes the fraction of each before and after serum
deprivation. Most pertinent, 2 dissociated DJ probe foci coupled with a 13 q-arm probe foci were
observed in 5% of cells.

hTERT RPE1 cells were either serum starved as above. Combined 3D
immuno-FISH was conducted using the Nop52 antibody and the q-arm and DJ
probes. At least 100 cells were examined for each q-arm probe. Results are illustrated
in Figure 10. In a manner similar to that observed upon UBF depletion, NORs shown
to have lower levels of rDNA were preferentially silenced. The NOR located on
HSA22 was dissociated in 21% of cells. NORs on HSA15 and HSA14 displayed
more modest increases to 9% and 5% respectively. This was the first illustration of
transcriptional silencing of NORs upon growth inhibition. Furthermore, these results
confirmed a hierarchical mode of silencing. (See Figure 5.10)
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B.
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Figure 5.10 Identification of the transcriptionally silenced NORs in serum deprived hTERT
RPE1 cells. A) Probing scheme used to identify the dissociated NORs in hTERT RPE1 cells upon
serum starvation. hTERT RPE1 cells were cultured in serum free media for 10 days. Combined
3D Immuno-FISH was conducted using the Nop52 antibody alongside the DJ probe. The q-arm
probes allowed identification of the dissociated NORs. B) Panel of images captured of Serum
Starved hTERT RPE1 cells. In all cells analyzed, the NORs located on the HSA13s and HSA21s
were always nucleolar associated. However, NORs located on the HSA14s, HSA15s, and HSA22s,
were dissociated in a small fraction of cells. C) Graph comparing the percentage of cells in which
NORs on specific acrocentric chromosomes were dissociated in proliferating and serum deprived
samples. At least 100 cells were analyzed for each q-arm probe. A single experiment was
conducted. The percentage of cells in which NORs located on HSA14, HSA15, and HSA22 were
dissociated were notably elevated from that in the control population. A panel of acrocentric
chromosomes with rDNA probe staining is included in this figure. It serves as a visual aid to
indicate the relative rDNA content of NORs in the context of their nucleolar dissociation rates. As
described in Chapter 3, one of the NORs located on an HSA22 has no detectable rDNA. One of the
HSA15s has an NOR with the lowest detectable rDNA probe signal, and one of the HSA14s has
the second lowest.

5.2.6 NOR inactivation in serum starved cells is not dependent on UBF depletion.
UBF abundance has been shown to determine the fraction of transcribed
rDNA genes.[150] I therefore hypothesized that the increase in number of inactive
NORs in human growth inhibited cells may be driven by a reduction in the total or
nucleolar levels of UBF. UBF abundance was therefore compared in proliferating and
serum starved cells. hTERT RPE1, and the primary cell line 1BR3, were serum
starved for 10 days. Western blot analysis was used to describe UBF levels in each
treatment. Serum starvation did not induce a reduction in UBF levels in hTERT RPE1
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cells. However, as shown in Figure 5.11, a reduction of around 30-40% was observed
in serum starved primary human cells.

Figure 5.11 Determination of relative UBF abundance in hTERT RPE1 and primary human
cell lines. Western Blot analysis indicated that UBF abundance is not reduced in hTERT RPE1
cells upon serum deprivation. The three key cell lines, CCD-1079Sk, 1BR3, and hTERT RPE1 were
examined for this experiment. Cells were serum starved for at least 7 days. Control cells were
harvested in log-growth phase. Cells were counted and lysed in the appropriate volume of
NuPAGE® LDS Sample Buffer to yield a concentration of 1x104 cells/μL. 10μL of each lysate was
loaded onto the gel. A combination of controls was used to ensure loading of similar cell
numbers, including coommassie and ponceau staining and H3 and α-Tubulin antibodies. Similar
UBF/loading control ratios were observed for all. The error bars in this graph were generated
from 3 independent experiments. UBF levels were unchanged in serum deprived hTERT RPE1
cells. However, in both the primary human cell lines examined here, a reduction in UBF
abundance was observed.

5.2.7 UBF is not relocated to the nucleoplasm in serum deprived cells
A relocation of UBF to the nucleoplasm has been reported after serum
deprivation in CHO cells. A reduction of UBF in the nucleolus could be suggested to
have the same consequences as depleted total levels. Therefore, UBF levels in the
nucleoplasm were assessed in growth inhibited cells.
The nucleoplasmic levels of UBF were analyzed as a function of UBF
antibody intensity. Cells were fixed and subjected to Immunofluorescence using the
UBF antibody. The cells were imaged with fixed exposure conditions. Using
Volocity software, a circle approximately 20µm3 in volume was drawn in the
nucleoplasm of each cell. The same circle was placed in a region outside of the cell.
This provided the background measurements. The mean UBF antibody fluorescence
intensities were quantified and the background was subtracted from the nuclear value.
This experimental measure was tested on hTERT RPE1 cells transfected with UBF
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siRNA. The nucleoplasmic levels of UBF were also measured in the hTERt-RPE1
UBFkd cell line after treatment with 2ng/mL doxycycline. A depletion in global UBF
levels by both means resulted in a clear drop in UBF antibody staining in the
nucleoplasm. Serum deprived 1BR3 cells were also analyzed. A slight reduction in
UBF antibody staining in the nucleoplasm was observed in this instance. This would
seem intuitive based on the reduction in global UBF levels in these cells as suggested
by western blot analysis. These results suggested this experimental approach is
capable of detecting a flux in nucleolar levels of UBF. (See Figure 5.12 A) Serum
deprived hTERT RPE1 cells were then analyzed by these means to determine if UBF
was being misslocalized to the nucleoplasm upon growth inhibition. However, as can
be seen from Figure 5.12 B, there was no detectable increase in UBF staining in the
nucleoplasm after serum starvation.
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A.

B.

Figure 5.12 Serum deprivation does not lead to a relocation of UBF to the nucleoplasm. A)
Measurement of the nucleoplasmic UBF antibody fluorescence intensity can be reliably used to
identify a global reduction in UBF abundance. hTERT RPE1 cells were used as the control
population. UBF was depleted in cells by either transfection with UBF siRNA or by treatment of
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the hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cell line with 2ng/mL Doxycycline for 4 days. Cells were fixed and
subjected to immunofluorescence with the UBF antibody. At least 100 cells were imaged for each
condition. Data analysis was conducted with Volocity software. The figure includes a caricature
indicating the measurements made. The mean UBF antibody fluorescence intensity of the
background measurement was subtracted from that of the nuclear measurement. The resulting
values were used to generate the graph. As expected, nuclear UBF levels in the hTERT RPE1
UBFkd sample was the lowest. Nuclear UBF abundance was not as greatly reduced in the UBF
siRNA transfected hTERT RPE1. Furthermore error bars for this data set were relatively large.
This could be indicative of the heterogeneous population discussed above. B) Experiments were
conducted to compare the nucleoplasmic levels of UBF in proliferating and growth inhibited
cells. Images show Immunofluorescence of hTERT RPE1 cells using a UBF antibody. A control cell
and serum starved cell are included. The nucleoplasmic pool of UBF can be seen in both. A
caricature of a cell illustrates the measurements made to determine the relative fluorescence
intensity of UBF in the nucleoplasm of cells. Data analysis was conducted using Volocity software
to determine the average fluorescence intensity of the pixels in each region of interest. A circular
region was defined outside the cell to determine the background fluorescence intensity. The
background measurement was subtracted from the nucleoplasmic measurement. The graph
shows a comparison of the fluorescence intensity of the nucleolplasmic levels of UBF antibody in
control cells and serum deprived cells. At least 50 cells were analyzed for each condition. Four
independent experiments were conducted. Error bars are representative of the standard
deviation of the average fluorescence intensity measurements made in all cells analyzed.
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5.3 Discussion
In this chapter comparisons were drawn between UBF depleted and growth
inhibited cells. These indicated that UBF depletion results in an exit from the cell
cycle. Furthermore, results presented here are informative to our understanding of the
effects of growth inhibition on nucleolar biology.
Striking similarities were observed between UBF depleted and growth
inhibited karyotypically normal human cells. These have been summarized in Table
5.1. UBF levels were shown to be correlative with nucleolar transcription rates in
cells transfected with UBF siRNA. This was contrary to the finding that reduction of
UBF by transfection of NIH3T3 with siRNA did not reduce net rRNA synthesis
[150]. Nucleolar morphology was altered in a way that closely resembled that in
confluent and serum deprived cells. This included a change in overall shape to
become more spherical, and a reduction in the number of FCs. rDNA was arranged in
large aggregates around FCs. The probing strategies described here allowed close
examination of the ultrastructure of nucleoli and enabled their comparison in the
different cell states examined. Due to the listed similarities between quiescent and
UBF depleted cells, the Ki67 status of these cells was determined. UBF depletion was
found to result in cells becoming Ki67 negative. Ki67 is expressed in proliferating
cells and is absent in quiescence and senescence. Therefore, it may be suggested that
reducing UBF abundance in these cells drives cells to exit from the cell cycle into
either of these states. Due to the similarities in nucleolar morphology I suggested
cells become quiescent. However it will be necessary to validate this proposal by
examining the UBF depleted cells using other senescence markers such as p21
(CDKN1A), γH2AX, SAHF and Sen-β-Gal.

Hierarchical Silencing of

UBF Depletion

Growth Inhibition

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔
✗

NORs
Reduction in Nucleolar
Transcription
Change in nucleolar
Morphology
Ki67 negative status
Reduced UBF levels

Table 5.1 Comparison of UBF depleted and growth inhibited karyotipically normal human cells.
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Loss of UBF has been reported to arrest cell proliferation and induce p53
independent apoptotic death in murine cells subjected to oncogenic stress. The author
suggested that cell death was a consequence of their inability to assume a quiescent
state [313]. This may indeed hold true. Grob et al. detected evidence of cell death
after chronic depletion of UBF in HT1080 cells [145]. However, an apparent exit
from the cell cycle was observed rather than cell death in the non-cancer cell line
examined here.
Transient UBF depletion induced by siRNA resulted in the described G0 like
state characterized by changes in nucleolar morphology and rDNA transcription.
However, chronic depletion of UBF by 70-80% in the UBFkd cell line generated here
did not drive any of these responses. It may seem that a transient dip in UBF
abundance may initially drive a reduction in rDNA transcription rates and growth
arrest. However, long-term moderate depletion could result in upregulation of
remaining active rDNA genes and a reentrance into the cell cycle. (See Figure 5.13)
Alternatively, perhaps rDNA transcription and therefore proliferation are maintained
in cells having only 20-30% of the usual UBF protein abundance. However as UBF
levels are depleted below 20-30% they may reach a threshold below which cell
growth can no longer be maintained.
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Figure 5.13 Illustration of a model describing the proposed repercussion of UBF depletion. Upon
a reduction in UBF abundance, or growth inhibition, the fraction of transcribed rDNA genes would be
reduced. A reduced number of active genes could initially lead to a reduction in ribosome biogenesis,
and therefore an exit from the cell cycle. If UBF protein levels are above a minimal threshold,
transcription rates at the remaining active rDNA genes may simply be sufficiently upregulated to
initiate a return to the cell cycle.

In the same hierarchical manner to that described in UBF depleted cells,
growth inhibition result in an increase in transcriptionally silent and therefore
nucleolar dissociated NORs. The fraction of active/inactive rDNA genes has
previously been reported to remain stable in growth inhibited cells [168,317].
Psoralen cross linking experiments could be conducted in order to quantify the
increase in the fraction of transcriptionally silent rDNA genes. As the inactivated
NORs are usually those with low rDNA content, perhaps the flux in transcriptionally
silent genes is conservative and not easily detected using psoralen cross-linking.
Experiments conducted here may therefore prove to be better evidence of a flux of
transcriptional activity of rDNA genes than the indirect methods currently used. A
reduction in the number of active rDNA genes in certain instances of growth
inhibition suggests an alternative means of regulating the rate of ribosomal
biogenesis. This reduction may conceivably aid in downregulating rRNA synthesis.
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In Chapter 3, I proposed a model for the determination of the nucleolar
association status of inactive NORs. In Figure 5.14, this model is expanded to
encapsulate the transcriptional silencing and resulting dissociation of NORs from
nucleoli. Some NORs have comparatively low numbers of active rDNA genes. These
are most likely to be those with low numbers of rDNA genes. Upon growth
inhibition, or UBF depletion, the pool of transcribed genes on each NOR is reduced.
NORs with fewer initial active rDNA genes may move to a silent state. I suggest
these silent NORs will be associated with nucleoli until the cell undergoes mitosis. At
this point, the nucleolar association of the inactive NOR will depend on positional
inheritance. Therefore, the newly silenced NOR will be associated with nucleoli in
around 85% of cells and dissociated in roughly 15%.
However, if a cell becomes quiescent, the fraction of cells in which a given
silent NOR is dissociated from nucleoli would be increased to around 20%. This
could conceivably be due to the fact that nucleoli are trapped in an early G1-like
state. They are smaller and have not undergone the expansion needed to bring about
their encounter with the nucleolar tethering DJ elements of silent NORs.
This model is supported by the NOR dissociation profile in the UBFkd cell
line. While UBF levels are reduced, leading to a greater fraction of transcriptionally
silenced rDNA genes, proliferation rates are not altered. In this context, the
dissociation rates of individual NORs do not rise above 16%. This is illustrated by
Chromosome 22 in the RPE1 cell line. Its dissociation rate is increased from 10-14%
in the UBFkd cell line. However, upon growth inhibition, this is further increased to
21%. Chromosome 15 displayed the second highest propensity to be silenced and
dissociated in RPE1 cells. It dissociation from nucleoli increased from 1.5 to 16% in
this cell line. This is the only instance in which the dissociation rate of chromosome
15 is similar to that of chromosome 22.
It would be of interest to further describe the role of a proposed DJ element in
nucleolar association. Multiple transcripts are expressed from the DJ. It is
conceivable that one or more of these transcripts is involved in this function.
Therefore siRNA mediated degradation of these candidate transcripts in the mousehuman cell hybrids may prove informative. It would also be valuable to query the
apparent effects of growth inhibition on the ability of the DJ sequences to drive
nucleolar localization. This may be accomplished by growth inhibition of the hybrid
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cell lines and the HT1080 cell lines generated in our lab containing arrays of DJ
sequences.

A.
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B.

Figure 5.14 Schematic describing a model for NOR silencing and dissociation from nucleoli. A. A
reduction in the fraction of transcribed rDNA genes across all NORs occurs upon UBF depletion or
growth inhibition. NORs with an initially low number of active genes will be preferentially silenced.
This is illustrated by the NOR on one of the HSA15s in the hTERT RPE1 cell line. B. A depiction of
the proposed mechanism for the dissociation of newly silenced NORs from nucleoli. Upon
transformation from an active to a silent state, an NOR will remain associated with nucleoli until the
next mitotic event. In early G1 of the following cell cycle it will rely on positional inheritance to
determine it nucleolar association status. If cells become arrested in G0, expansion and merging of the
nucleoli is stunted. Therefore a give silent NOR will be associated with nucleoli in a slightly lower
fraction of cells.

I proposed that UBF levels could be reduced in serum deprived cells, driving
the silencing of NORs, and perhaps even the other similarities in cellular outcome.
Conflicting reports have been made regarding the flux of UBF abundance during
serum starvation and stimulation in murine cells. One suggested that UBF levels are
depleted during serum deprivation [320], while another demonstrated no change
[321]. Furthermore, UBF has also been shown to relocate to the nucleoplasm in
instances of serum deprivation in CHO cells [315]. To our knowledge, the abundance
and localization of UBF has not been studied in human cells during growth inhibition.
Results shown here demonstrated the stability of gross UBF levels in hTERt-RPE1
upon serum starvation. Therefore, it may be presumed that an increase in the fraction
of transcriptionally silent NORs in growth inhibited cells is not dependent upon UBF
depletion. Serum deprivation did result in a depletion of UBF levels in primary
human fibroblasts. This is the first illustration of the modulation of UBF protein
abundance in primary human cells upon growth inhibition. It would be interesting to
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assess a possible influence of hTERT immortalization on the regulation of UBF
abundance during growth inhibition. There was no evidence of UBF misslocalization
to the nucleoplasm.
Taken together, this body of work demonstrated the size based hierarchical
shut down of NORs in two normal human cell lines. It further characterized the
effects of both moderate and gross depletion of UBF levels in the karyotipically
normal hTERt-RPE1cell line. These findings suggest similarities between UBF
depleted and growth inhibited cells. Therefore, work conducted in the following
chapter aimed to further describe UBF behavior in instances of growth inhibition.
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Chapter 6 Photodynamic Experiments Reveal a Reduction in
UBF Mobility During Growth Inhibition
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter I described an increase in the fraction of
transcriptionally silent NORs in growth inhibited normal human cells. I demonstrated
that this was comparable to the increase in transcriptionally silent NORs observed
upon UBF depletion. However, western blot analysis and protein localization assays
conducted on serum deprived cells indicated that this increase was not dependent on
changes in global or nucleolar UBF levels. In this chapter, the impact of growth
inhibition on the dynamics of nucleolar associated UBF was investigated.
Several FRAP studies have been conducted on UBF_GFP. Varying t1/2 values
for the fluorescence recovery have been reported for interphase cells. These ranged
from 4 – 10seconds [270,324–327]. Results presented in the literature, further suggest
a correlative reduction in UBF kinetics upon transcriptional inhibition. Transcription
of rDNA genes is particularly susceptible to treatment with the transcription inhibitor
Actinomycin D (ActD), which primarily inhibits Pol I transcription. ActD treatment
of MEFs was shown to result in a complete reduction in UBF dynamics [327]. In
another study, HeLa cells were treated with low levels of ActD, sufficient to reduce
but not stall rDNA transcription. In these cells UBF_GFP was found to have a FRAP
t1/2 of 25s relative to 9s in the control group [326]. During mitosis, rDNA
transcription is stalled. If transcription rates indeed impact on UBF dynamics at the
rDNA locus, fluorescence recovery times would be expected to increase during
mitosis. Accordingly, UBF_GFP FRAP experiments conducted on HeLa cells
indicated a t1/2 of 5 seconds during interphase and 15-45 seconds during the varying
stages of mitosis. Curiously, metaphase cells exhibited a t1/2 of 15 seconds, whereas
prophase and telophase had t1/2 values of 45 and 31 seconds respectively [270]. It was
therefore suggested that the reduction in transcription rates observed in growth
inhibited cells, (see Chapter 5), would result in a concurrent reduction in UBF
kinetics at the rDNA locus.
It is not clear if the reduction in UBF kinetics at rDNA described in mitotic
and ActD treated cells is a direct result of transcriptional repression or driven by
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some altered functionality of UBF. UBFs transcriptional activating potential is
modulated by a myriad of post-translational modifications. (For a detailed description
see Introduction.) Therefore, I proposed that if UBF kinetics were indeed reduced in
growth inhibited cells, this would be driven by its altered PTM status in these
conditions.
The differential phosphorylation of UBF during instances of serum starvation
and stimulation has been described in several studies [315,328–330]. UBF is
hypophosphorylated and transcriptionally inactive in serum deprived cells. This state
appears to have little impact on its DNA binding activity, indicating differential
phosphorylation to contribute to transcriptional activating functions [315,328].
Phosphorylation of Ser484 by G1-phase cdk-cyclin complexes, specifically cdk4cyclin D1 and cdk2-cyclin E, correlates with the transcriptional activation upon
serum stimulation. The mutation S484A results in Pol I transcriptional inhibition
[321].
Pol I transcription is down regulated in cells which have withdrawn from the
cell cycle due to contact inhibition. This response is mediated by an increase in the
hypophosphorylated form of Rb [319]. Rb binds to UBF creating an inactive complex
and inhibiting UBF function [331]. An increase in confluence results in an increase in
the association of the hypophosphorylated Rb with UBF [319]. Furthermore, Rb
recruits HDAC1 thereby catalyzing deacetylation of UBF. Rb and CBP both interact
with UBFs HMG box 1 and 2. They were shown to bind UBF in a competitive
manner, with CBP activating UBF by acetylating it, and Rb deactivating it by
deacetylating it [332]. A reduction in the active form of UBF may well explain the
similarity in response between UBF depleted and contact inhibited cells.
ERK activation is required for cell proliferation. It sets in motion a cascade of
signaling necessary for cell cycle progression. Most pertinent to this study, UBF is a
direct substrate of ERK phosphorylation. Furthermore, ERK has been shown to
regulate Cyclin D1 transcriptional activation [333], and promotes Rb phosphorylation
[334,335]. It was therefore supposed that downregulation of ERK signaling may
result in a similar phenotype to that occurring upon serum starvation and contact
inhibition. This was proposed to include a reduction in rDNA transcription, an
increase in transcriptionally silent NORs, a change in nucleolar morphology, an exit
from the cell cycle as judged by Ki67, and a similar UBF FRAP result.
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Epidermal Growth factor rapidly activates transcription of mammalian rDNA
genes through the MAP-kinase signaling cascade. UBF is phosphorylated by ERK at
amino acids 117 and 201 within the first and second HMG boxes. These residues are
located at the N-terminal of the respective HMG boxes, lie in the minor DNA groove
and are implicated in DNA binding. Thus phosphorylation alters the interaction of the
domains with DNA [336].
The HMG boxes of UBF bind to DNA and induce looping to form a structure
termed the enhancesome. Phosphorylation of these key residues abrogates the DNA
bending capabilities of the first two HMG boxes. Enhancesome structure is therefore
lost [216]. Mutation of these two residues to alanine inhibit UBF activation of
transcription, thereby blocking growth factor stimulation of RNA Pol I transcription.
Intriguingly, phosphomimetic mutations of these residues to glutamic or aspartic acid
had the same outcome suggesting a cyclic phosphorylation event [336]. A lack of
phosphorylation at residues 117 and 201 leads to an increase in the affinity of UBF
for the DNA substrate, thereby forming a barrier against Pol I mediated transcription
elongation. This is one of the modes by which ERK regulates rRNA transcription
rates, thus altering the growth potential of the cells [337].
The UBF2 splice variant has 37 amino acids missing from the second HMG
box. The DNA bending capabilities of this HMG box are lost. UBF2 functions in a
hemi-phosphorylated capacity, and is suggested to be important for modulation of the
rDNA transcriptional response to growth factor stimulation [338].
In this chapter, I set out to further describe UBF behavior in serum deprived
and contact inhibited cells. This was done by characterizing its dynamics at the rDNA
locus using FRAP experiments. The UBF_GFP FRAP experiments described in the
literature were generally carried out on transiently transfected HeLa cells. This
represents a number of roadblocks to studying UBF behavior in growth-inhibited
cells. HeLa cells are not tolerant to serum deprivation and contact inhibition.
Furthermore, transfection of non-cycling cells is overtly complicated. Most DNA
based transfection methods rely on a mitotic event prior to expression of transfected
genes. It would also be of value to study UBF behavior in the karyotypically normal
hTERT RPE1 cell line. In addition, UBF abundance impacts on rDNA transcription
rates, and overexpression appears result in misslocalization of the protein, and cells
death in some cells. (Unpublished observations from the lab.) Therefore, conducting
these experiments on cell lines that stably express the UBF_GFP protein would help
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to ensure that results are not impacted by aberrant UBF functioning due to increased
abundance.
Establishment of a cell line in which both the endogenous UBF gene alleles
are tagged with a GFP gene would enable optimal examination of the behavior of the
resulting protein. The use of Cas9 nuclease from the microbial clustered regularly
interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) adaptive immune system has greatly
enhanced genome engineering. It can be targeted to any genomic locus using gRNAs
specific for the target region. Homologous DNA sequence including the desired
mutation deletion, or furthermore tag, usually in the form of plasmid DNA provides a
template for homologous recombination to repair damaged sites.
A strategy was designed in our lab for the integration of a GFP gene into the
end of the last exon of the endogenous UBF gene. The Cas9D10A nickase was used
as it has been shown to decrease off target effects [339,340]. This was combined with
two plasmids expressing offset gRNAs and a plasmid containing a homologous
template for GFP tagging of the UBF gene. (This work was conducted in the McStay
lab by Eleanor Glancy. See Figure 6.1 for details.)
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Figure 6.1 Strategy used to tag the endogenous UBF gene in a human cell line with a GFP tag.
HCT116 cells were transfected with a Cas9 nickase expression plasmid (C) along with a plasmid
containing a homologous template(A), and two plasmids for the expression of the gRNAs(B). The two
offset gRNAs mediate nicking of the DNA in a region directly upstream of the UBF gene stop codon.
The homologous donor sequence is then used as a template for HR resulting in the insertion of the
GFP sequence before the stop codon of UBF. Cells were subjected to two rounds of transfection using
Calcium phosphate. They were subsequently trypsinized and a serial dilution was conducted to achieve
single celled colonies. Colonies were isolated and screened for UBF_GFP expression. One such clone
contained a mixed population of cells with some expressing UBF_GFP and others that dis not. Another
serial dilution was conducted in order to sub-clone this pool of cells. One clone was selected from this
pool and expended. All cells in this cell line were shown to express UBF_GFP. This cell line was
termed UBF_GFP_HCT116.
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6.2 Results

6.2.1 GFP Tagging of endogenous UBF genes in HCT116 cells.
Initially, repeated attempts were made to establish an hTERT RPE1 cell line
using the described Cas9 mediated strategy for tagging the endogenous UBF gene
with a GFP tag. Some success was observed, with a very low number of cells
expressing UBF_GFP. However, due to the low fraction of such cells, it was not
possible to isolate and expand them for generation of a cell line.
The targeting experiments were repeated in an AZD6244-resistant HCT116
cell line. This cell line has upregulated ERK signaling, and therefore can be cultured
in the presence of the Mek1 inhibitor Selumetinib AZD624. Cells are routinely
cultured in 2nM AZD6244. However, treatment of cells with 10nM AZD6244 results
in a decrease in proliferation rates. [341][342] Therefore, it was suggested that this
cell line could be used to analyze UBF behavior with differential ERK signaling
rates. This would foreseeably result in altered phosphorylation status of the ERK
specific phosphorylation sites at amino acids 117 and 201of UBF.
Cells were co-transfected with equimolar concentrations of each of the four
plasmids using the standard calcium phosphate transfection protocol. Two successive
rounds of transfection were performed. A serial dilution was conducted on the
resulting pool of cells, and they were seeded in 15cm cell culture dishes. 40 distinct
colonies were isolated and expanded. One of these colonies was a mixed population
of cell with exhibiting what appeared to be UBF_GFP with GFP enriched in
nucleolar FCs. This pool of cells was sub-cloned to achieve a final cell line (clone
number 17), in which all cells appeared to express UBF_GFP.
The resulting UBF_GFP_HCT116 cell line was validated using western blot
analysis and PCR. First, cell lysates were prepared from both the parental HCT116
cell line and the UBF_GFP_HCT116 cell line. These were subjected to western blot
analysis using the UBF antibody. UBF from the UBF_GFP_HCT116 cell lysate
exhibited a reduction in mobility during gel electrophoresis consistent with what
might be expected if it was attached to a GFP tag. This suggested that UBF had in
fact been tagged with GFP. Next, genomic DNA was prepared from both cell lines.
This was used as the template for PCR reactions tailored to determine successful
integration of a GFP tag into the appropriate locus in the UBF gene. Firstly, two sets
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of PCR primers were designed to assess integration. For the first set, the forward
primer was specific for a region just upstream for the Cas9 targeted locus, and the
reverse primer was designed to prime within the GFP sequence. The second pair of
primers were specific for a region with the GFP gene, and directly downstream of the
target site. Therefore, in the absence of GFP integration into these sites, there should
be no PCR product. However, if GFP was successfully integrated, a PCR product of
around 2.8kb would be expected from the first primer pair, and one of 2.7 for the
second primer pair. As can be seen in Figure 6.2 C. these PCRs suggest successful
integration of the GFP gene into the final exon of the endogenous UBF gene.
It was then necessary to determine if one or both alleles had been targeted in
this manner. In order to do this, another set of PCR primers was designed. The
forward primer was specific for a sequence directly upstream of the targeted locus
and the reverse primer was directly downstream. The resulting PCR product would be
expected to increase in size from 269 bp to 949 bp if the UBF gene was successfully
integrated. As can be seen in Figure 6.2 D, this was indeed observed when the
UBF_GFP_HCT116 genomic DNA was used as the PCR template. Furthermore, only
the larger (949 bp) PCR product was observed in this instance, suggesting that both
alleles of the UBF gene had been targeted in this way. This was in agreement with the
results observed for western blot analysis. In this experiment there was no UBF
observed at the usual ~ 90kDa mark. Instead, a band appeared higher up on the
membrane between the 98 and 188 kDa molecular weight markers. This band
therefore appears to represent the GFP tagged UBF protein.
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C.

D.

Figure 6.2 Validation of an endogenously expressed UBF_GFP gene. A) UBF_GFP_HCT116 cells
were fixed and subjected to immunofluorescence using the Treacle antibody to validate correct UBF
localization. All cells were shown to express UBF_GFP and this protein was shown to localize
correctly during both interphase and metaphase. B) Western Blot analysis was used to ensure that the
observed protein was indeed UBF. Both WT HCT116 and UBF_GFP_HCT116 cells were counted and
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lysed in the appropriate volume of NuPAGE® LDS Sample Buffer to yield a concentration of 1x104
cells/µL. 10µL of each lysate was loaded onto the gel. Proteins were separated and transferred onto a
membrane, before being probed with the UBF antibody. A shift in UBF mobility was observed in the
UBF_GFP_HCT116 cell line. The characteristic UBF doublet band was observed both above and
below that of the WT. No chemiluminescent signal was observed in line with the UBF in the WT cell
lysate. This suggested that all UBF expressed in the generated cell line was GFP tagged. It was
proposed that the doublet band observed below the 98kDa size marker represent a degradation product
of UBF_GFP. Regardless of similar loading of cell numbers, the WT UBF band appeared much
brighter than that of UBF_GFP. This may be due to protein degradation. Western blot analysis was
repeated with lysates derived using Benzonase endonuclease rather than sonication in an effort to
prevent protein degradation. However, similar protein degradation was observed. C) PCR verification
of GFP integration into the UBF gene. A pair of PCR primers were designed to prime within the GFP
gene and just outside the left and right arms. If GFP was successfully integrated into the UBF gene, the
primer pair for the left arm should yield a product of 2.8kb and the primer pair for the right arm, 2.7kb.
Genomic DNA was prepared from both the WT HCT116 and the UBF_GFP_HCT116 cell line. This
was used as the template for the following PCR reaction. As can be seen a band of the appropriate size
was observed for both arms in the sample generated from UBF_GFP_HCT116 cells. However, no such
PCR product was observed in the negative control. D) PCR strategy used to determine whether GFP
had integrated into one or both UBF gene alleles. A primer pair was designed for the PCR
amplification of the region surrounding the stop codon of UBF. The forward primer primed directly
before the stop codon, and the reverse just after the stop codon. Successful GFP integration would
result in a 949bp PCR product, as it would include the GFP gene. However, PCR of the WT gene
would result in a 269bp product. The genomic DNA samples prepared above were used as template for
this PCR experiment. PCR products were subsequently resolved using agarose gel electrophoresis. A
single PCR product was observed for each sample. PCR of the WT HCT116 genomic DNA resulted in
a product of between 250 and 300bp. The PCR product resulting from the UBF_GFP_HCT116
genomic DNA was between 900bp and 1kb.

6.2.2 Establishment of an hTERT RPE1 cell line that stably expresses recombinant
UBF-GFP.
Successful establishment of the UBF_GFP_HCT116 cell line indicted the full
functionality of the UBF_GFP protein. Therefore an hTERT RPE1 cell line was
generated to stably express an exogenously integrated UBF_GFP gene. This would
enable the assessment of UBF behavior in a karyotypically normal human cell line
during instances of growth inhibition.
A UBF_GFP plasmid was generated as follow. The pEGFP-N1 plasmid from
Clontech was linearized using the Sac II and Apa I enzymes. These sites are located
just upstream of the GFP ORF. A plasmid generated in the lab termed the
UBF1_GFP_pDEST40 was also digested using Sac II and Apa I to liberate the UBF1
gene, a fragment of 2362 bp. Both fragments were gel extracted and purified and
ligated to generate a plasmid I called the UBF1_EGFP_N1 plasmid. This plasmid
was subsequently used as the starting product for mutants constructed in the
following chapter.
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This plasmid was transfected into hTERT RPE1 cells using calcium
phosphate. As the pEGFP_N1 plasmid contains the neomycin resistance gene. 24
hours post transfection, the cells were cultured in G418. After 7-10 days, colonies
became visible. These were picked and expanded. The resulting cell line was termed
UBF_GFP_RPE1. As can be seen in Figure 6.3 B, UBF_GFP localized correctly
during both metaphase and interphase in this cell line.

Figure 6.3 Generation of an hTERT RPE1 cell line exogenously expressing UBF1_GFP. A) A
schematic of the strategy used to generate a UBF1_EGFP expression plasmid for use in establishing a
stable human cell line. The UBF1 gene was released from the DEST-hUBF1_GFP plasmid using Sac
II and Apa I restriction enzymes. The pEGFP_N1 plasmid (Clontech) was digested using the same
enzymes. The digested plasmids were resolved using DNA electrophoresis. The UBF1 gene and
pEGFP_N1 plasmid backbone were gel extracted and purified and ligated. B) The resulting
UBF1_EGFP_N1 plasmid was transfected into hTERT RPE1 cells. Cells were subsequently cultured
in media supplemented with G418. Clones were isolated and screened, and one clone was found to
express UBF_GFP. This clone was expanded and the called UBF_GFP_RPE1 cell line. Images show
correct UBF_GFP localization in this cell line across the cell cycle. The treacle antibody was used to
visualize the appropriate location for UBF.

6.2.3 UBF_GFP dynamics in proliferating cells.
FRAP experiments were conducted on log growth cells from both the
UBF_GFP_HCT116 and UBF_GFP_RPE1 cell lines. This allowed a comparison of
UBF dynamics in the two cell lines during interphase, and an assessment of the
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comparability of these results with that reported in the literature. At least 20 bleach
events were analyzed for each cell line. The average of these results were plotted on a
graph. As can be seen in Figures 6.4 and 6.5, the fluorescence recovery of UBF_GFP
was highly comparable between the two cell lines. FRAP half times, 7-8 seconds,
were similar to that reported in the literature. However, a fluorescence recovery
plateau was observed at around 70-80%. This is usually indicative of a stably bound
pool of protein. Further examination of the data suggested two distinct populations of
cells. In one, UBF recovered faster, exhibiting near full fluorescence recovery. This
was in keeping with the UBF FRAP profiles illustrated by other labs. However, the
second population of cells did not achieve full recovery, with a fluorescence recovery
plateau observed between 60-70%. The two populations were separated and plotted
on the graphs to illustrate relative recovery curves. In the FRAP data set generated for
the UBF_GFP_RPE1 cell line, the slow revering cells represented 36% of the
population. And in the UBF_GFP_HCT116 cell line, this was slightly reduced to
21%. It would be of interest to further examine the cause of the observed reduction in
UBF_GFP dynamics. These cells could conceivably represent UBF behavior during a
specific stage of the cell cycle. It is important to point out, as this population has not
been previously reported, this result may simply reflect some artifact or analysis
error. However, this may be a result of differentially tagging the UBF protein. Most
of the FRAP studies reported in the literature were conducted with N-terminally
tagged GFP_UBF. By tagging both endogenous UBF gene alleles with GFP at the Cterminus, I have illustrated the functionality of the resulting fusion protein. It may be
suggested that the N-terminally tagged protein is not fully functional and this results
in the differing results observed in this study.
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A.

B.

Figure 6.4 FRAP of exogenous UBF_GFP reveals two distinct cell types. The UBF_GFP_RPE1
cells were cultured on glass bottom dishes. Log growth cells were subjected to FRAP experiments. At
least 20 cells were analyzed. A) Images show both a cell exhibiting relatively fast fluorescence
recovery (Group A), and one with slower recovery (Group B). A pre-bleach, post-bleach, 10 second
and 30 second image of each is included. White arrows indicate the leached region. B) Quantitative
analysis of FRAP for 20 cells indicates a slower than expected fluorescence recovery. The blue line
represents the total population. Error bars represent the standard error. Two clearly different
fluorescence recovery curves were observed. These were separated and plotted on the same graph. The
red line indicates the FRAP results of the fast recovering cells. The green line shows the slower
dynamics of the cells in Group B.
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A.

B.

Figure 6.5 Dynamics of endogenously and exogenously expressed UBF_GFP and are
comparable. FRAP experiments were conducted on UBF_GFP_HCT116 cells. A) Pictured are images
of both a fast (Group A) and slow (Group B) recovering cell. A white arrow indicates the bleach point
in each. B) FRAP analysis results were used to generate a graph. The blue line indicates the pooled
results from all 20 cells in this data set. The red line indicates the results from only the fast recovering
cells and the green from only the slow recovering cells.
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6.2.4 UBF_GFP Dynamics are reduced in growth inhibited cells
If the cells with reduced UBF mobility indeed represented those in particular
cell cycle phase, such as early G1, I predicted that growth inhibition would enrich the
population for these cells. UBF_GFP_RPE1 cells were serum deprived or grown to
confluence. As can be seen from Figure 6.6 A, the characteristic increase in FC size
and reduction in number was observed. FRAP experiments were then conducted as
above. A decrease in UBF_GFP dynamics was observed with t1/2 values increasing
to 12 and 14 seconds for serum deprived and confluent cells respectively (See
Figures 6.6 and 6.11.)

A.
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B.

Figure 6.6 FRAP analysis indicates a reduction in UBF kinetics during growth inhibition. FRAP
experiments were conducted on UBF_GFP_RPE1 cells after either serum deprivation or contact
inhibition. Cells were grown on glass-bottomed dishes (MatTek). They were cultured in serum free
media or grown to confluence until mitotic cells were no longer visualized in the population. This
generally took ten days for serum starvation. A) A serum deprived cell and a contact inhibited cell are
shown before, 1, 10, and 30 seconds after the bleach event. White arrows indicate the regions
bleached. B) Graph indicates the comparative FRAP curves for control, serum deprived, and confluent
cells. The Control Group A (blue line) and B (red line) reported above were included in this graph for
comparison of growth inhibited and control UBF_GFP dynamics. FRAP analysis was conducted on at
least 20 different cells for each condition. The recovery curve for serum deprived cells (green line)
indicates a significantly slower fluorescence recovery than Control Group A. The recovery of
UBF_GFP in the confluent cells (purple line) was even slower.

6.2.5 Cell treatment with differential concentrations of the MEK inhibitor
Selumetinib AZD624 did not alter UBF_GFP dynamics.
Next I sought to determine if this reduction in UBF dynamics could be
induced by downregulating ERK signaling using Selumetinib AZD624. I first
characterized the effects of increasing the Selumetinib AZD624 treatment from 2nM
to 10nM on rDNA transcription rates and nucleolar morphology. This was done to
assess if the same inhibition of transcription and changes in nucleolar morphology
would be observed as that induced upon serum deprivation and contact inhibition.
UBF_GFP_HCT116 cells were cultured in either 2nM, or 10nM AZD624 for 7 days.
At this point no mitotic cells were observed in the samples treated with 10nM
AZD624.
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EU incorporation and Click-It chemistry was use to visualize the impact of
increased drug treatment on nucleolar transcription rates. As can be seen in Figure 6.7
A, in cells cultured in 2nM AZD624, bright, punctate EU staining was observed in
nucleoli. A less intense, diffuse staining was seen in the nucleoplasm. However, in
cells treated with 10nM AZD624, EU staining was reduced in both the nucleoli and
nucleoplasm. However, some punctate staining was still visible inside nucleoli. This
is in contrast with UBF depleted or contact inhibited cells where nucleolar EU
staining is reduced to that observed in the nucleoplasm.
Changes in nucleolar morphology were analyzed next. Results are shown in
Figure 6.7 B. Combined 3D Immuno-FISH was conducted with the DJ and rDNA
probes and the Nop52 antibody. Nucleolar morphology remained unchanged in cells
treated with 10nM AZD624, all NORs remained associated with nucleoli. It would
therefore appear that 10nM AZD624 treated cells do not enter the G0 like state
described in Chapter 5.

A.
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B.

Figure 6.7 Effects of AZD624 treatment on nucleolar morphology and transcription rates. Cells
were either cultured in 2nM or 10nM AZD624. They were trypsonized and seeded on glass slides at
least 48 hours prior to fixation. A) EU incorporation was conducted and cells were fixed and
immunostained with a nucleophosmin antibody to visualize nucleoli. Click-It chemistry was then used
to visualize EU incorporation. Images show a representative cell from each drug treatment. Cells
cultured in 2nM drug exhibit the characteristic EU staining observed for proliferating cells. However
as can be seen in this figure, treatment of cells with the higher concentration of AZD624 resulted in a
reduction in nuclear and nucleolar EU incorporation. B) Combined 3D Immuno-FISH was used to
visualize the nucleolar morphology, rDNA arrangement and DJ association with nucleoli. A
representative image is shown here for cells treated with 2nM and 10nM AZD624. As can be seen,
nucleolar morphology, as visualize by NOp52 in unchanged in both treatments. Furthermore, rDNA
arrangement and NOR association with nucleoli does not appear to be impacted by growth of cells in
10nM AZD624.

Cells cultured in 10nM AZD624 exhibited none of the morphological changes
observed in G0 cells I described in Chapter 5. Therefore, I examined the impact of
this concentration of drug on cell cycle. This was done using EDU incorporation, and
H3P and Ki67 antibodies to enumerate the fraction of S, G2/M, and G0 phase cells
respectively. EDU incorporation was conducted. Cells were subsequently fixed and
subjected to immunofluorescence. An H3P antibody enabled visualization of the G2
cell population. A Ki67 antibody was also used in order to determine what fraction of
the cell population were proliferating. Click-It Chemistry was then used to visualize
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the incorporated EDU enabling identification of S phase cells. The fraction of cells in
each phase of the cell cycle was determined for both drug treatments. Figure 6.8
illustrates that while the fraction of dividing cells is reduced, treatment of cells with
10nM AZD624 does not lead to an exit from the cell cycle as indicated by all cells
remaining Ki67 positive

A.

B.
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Percentage of Cells

C.

Figure 6.8 Impact of 10nM AZD624 drug treatment on cell cycle. HCT116 cells were cultured in
either 2 or 10 nM AZD624 for 7 days. Their cell cycle profile was then analyzed using EDU
incorporation and immunofluorescence. A) EDU incorporation was conducted before fixing the cells
and subjecting them to immunofluorescence using an H3P antibody. The Click-It chemistry reaction
was then used to visualize the S phase cells in green. A rhodamine coupled secondary antibody
enabled identification of G2/M cells. Dapi staining was used to enumerate the total population of cells.
Image shows a representative panel of cells from each drug treatment. B) Cells were prepared as above
and subjected to immunofluorescence with the Ki67 antibody. All cells appeared to be Ki67 positive.
C) At least 100 cells were imaged and counted for each condition. The bar graph illustrates the results
from a single experiment. All cells were Ki67 positive for both treatments. The percentage of cells
having either EDU or H3P staining decreased in the cell population treated with 10nM AZD624 drug.

I then set out to determine if treating the cells with 10nM AZD624 would
result in altered UBF dynamics in nucleoli. UBF_GFP_HCT116 cells were seeded
onto glass bottom dishes and cultured in media supplemented with 10nM AZD624
for seven days. FRAP experiments were then conducted to assess the UBF_GFP
dynamics. As shown in Figure 6.9 and 6.11, no significant divergence was observed
in the fluorescence recovery curve or t1/2 values from cells cultured in 2nM drug.
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A.

B.

Figure 6.9 FRAP results remain unchanged in cells treated with the higher concentration of
10nM AZD6224. A) FRAP experiments were conducted on 20 cells. As reported for both the
UBF_GFP_RPE1 cell line and UBF_GFP_HCT116 cells cultured in 2nM AZD6224, two distinct
populations of cells were observed within this data set. In one group, UBF recovery was relatively fast,
and in the other it was significantly slower. Images show a cell from each group. White arrows indicate
the bleached region. B) Fluorescence recovery curves for the total cell population, along with each
subpopulation, allow a direct comparison of UBF dynamics. As before, the blue line represents the
average of all data points. The cells were then divided into fast and slow groups. The fast recovering
group is illustrated with a red line, and the slow a green line.
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6.2.6 UBF_GFP dynamics are not dependent on UBF PTM.
At the outset of this study, it was suggested that UBF dynamics in nucleoli
would be dependent on either rDNA transcription rates or UBF PTM. In order to
determine which of these factors influences UBF dynamics, I next made use of the
pseudo-NOR bearing HT1080 cell line generated in the McStay lab. (See introduction
for details)[308] Dr. Christine Colleran established a version of this cell line that
stably expressed UBF_GFP. These cells provide the optimum tool for querying the
involvement of either transcription rates or PTM in UBF dynamics as the pseudoNOR is transcriptionally silent. UBF dynamics can be compared in the same cell, and
therefore similar PTM status of UBF, at a transcriptionally active and silent locus.
Preliminary FRAP experiments were conducted on log growth phase cells. As can be
seen in Figure 6.10, fluorescence recovery of UBF at the pseudo-NOR locus was
greatly reduced from that observed in nucleoli. Unless UBF is differentially post
translationally modified at particular chromatin loci, this result may suggest that UBF
dynamics are not impacted by its PTM status. All half times calculated from the
FRAP data presented in this chapter has been tabulated in Figure 6.11.

A.
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B.

Figure 6.10 Preliminary FRAP analysis allows a comparison of the dynamic behavior of UBF at
both pseudo-NORs and nucleoli. A) FRAP experiments were conducted on a UBF_GFP expressing
pseudo-NOR cell line. White arrows indicate the bleach points. UBF_GFP was photo-bleached at the
pseudo-NOR and in one nucleolus. B) A graph indicates the relative fluorescence curves for
UBF_GFP at each locus. Kinetics of UBF_GFP at pseudo-NORs (blue line) appears significantly
reduced in comparison to that observed in nucleoli (red line).
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Figure 6.11 Synopsis of the FRAP dynamics of UBF_GFP. A chart summarizing the fluorescence
recovery half times of UBF_GFP in various cell types and conditions observed in this study. The red
star denotes preliminary results.
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6.3 Discussion
Results presented here illustrate a reduction in nucleolar UBF_GFP kinetics
after both serum deprivation and contact inhibition. A similar increase in FRAP t1/2 s
has been reported in mitotic cells. It may be surmised that this simile is a direct result
of a failure to reenter the cell cycle. Therefore, G0 UBF retains similar kinetics to that
in mitosis. Ribosomal gene transcription rates increase throughout G1, and this has
been shown to be dependent on UBF PTM [329]. Therefore, I proposed that UBF
dynamics are either dependent on rDNA transcription rates, or UBF PTM.
As discussed, a number of PTMs influence the functionality of UBF. I
predicted that if the reduction in UBF dynamics was dependent on PTMs, then
modulation of ERK signaling would be sufficient to change UBF_GFP kinetics. As
discussed, in the absence of ERK mediated phosphorylation, UBF affinity for DNA
has been shown to increase. This is thought to form a physical barrier against Pol I
mediated transcriptional elongation. Therefore these specific UBF PTMs would be a
likely candidate for modulating interaction kinetics with the rDNA locus.
Furthermore, ERK promotes Rb phosphorylation, and the amount of active ERK was
shown to decline in contact inhibited cells [343], As discussed, ERK is also involved
in regulating Cyclin D1 activity. Therefore, I proposed that involvement of the
differential phosphorylation of UBF residues T117, T201, and S484, and CBP/Rb
mediated acetylation of UBF on protein dynamics could be investigated using
Selumetinib AZD624. I suggested that reducing ERK signaling using this drug would
result in a similar cell state to that observed in contact inhibition and serum
starvation, specifically with respect to UBF_GFP dynamics.
Increasing the concentration of AZD624 in cell culture media from 2nM to
10nM did indeed result in a reduction in proliferation rates. However, these cells did
not enter a G0 like state as shown by Ki67 staining. FRAP experiments did not
indicate an increase in UBF_GFP FRAP t1/2s in cells treated with 10nM AZD624.
This result may be influenced by the cell line used, as it exhibits some resistance to
AZD624. Therefore, this experiment should be repeated in the UBF_GFP_RPE1 cell
line.
If UBF altered UBF dynamics is not a direct result of its PTM, it may be
transcription dependent. UBF binds constitutively across the rDNA repeat, including
the transcribed region. I suggested that the reduction in rDNA transcription rates in
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growth inhibited cells would result in a reduction in the passage of Pol I across the
gene. This may conceivably result in increased retention of UBF at rDNA.
Preliminary experiments were conducted to assess UBF_GFP dynamics at PseudoNORs. FRAP t1/2s were greatly reduced at these structure. This may suggest rDNA
transcription rates rather than UBF PTM influence UBF_GFP dynamics.
As discussed in the Introduction, recent findings have illustrated that
nucleolar subcomponents are immiscible liquid phases [344]. Each FC may be
considered to be a liquid droplet containing UBF and other FC related proteins.
Therefore, FRAP results of UBF_GFP may be argued to reflect UBF diffusion rates
across the FC/DFC interphase, and not UBFs dynamic interaction with the rDNA
locus. Results presented here may actually support such a model. FCs are smaller in
proliferating cells than in growth inhibited cells. Furthermore, the Pseudo-NOR is
very large in comparison to FCs in either growth state. If UBF dynamics are
reflective of diffusion in and out of the FC structure, a reduction in kinetics would be
expected upon increase in its size. This would be driven by it reduced relative surface
area.
In order to test this hypothesis it would be necessary to extricate several
confounding factors. FC size is usually influenced by transcription rates, and
transcription rates are impacted by UBF phosphorylation. Therefore an in vitro
approach may be most informative. Purified nucleolar proteins phase separate to form
distinct non-coalescing liquid phases reminiscent of the nucleolar subcomponents
[344]. These “nucleoli” could be generated to include a UBF_GFP protein. FRAP
analysis of different sized FC “droplets” would determine the validity of this theory.
Taken together, the results presented here illustrated a reduction in UBF
kinetics in instances of growth inhibition. This alteration has not been reported
before. An exploration into the cause of this increase in FRAP t1/2 was conducted.
However, more experimentation is need before any conclusions are drawn.
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Chapter 7 A SANT-Myb Like Domain in UBF is Required for
Both Dimerization and Localization
7.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, the relationship between UBF levels and the
activation of rDNA genes and entire NORs in human cells was investigated. In this
research chapter, I set out to further describe a novel SANT/Myb like domain
identified at the N-terminus of UBF. I developed assays to determine if it played a
role in either driving localization of UBF to a particular chromatin signature on
transcriptionally active rDNA, or if it indeed functions in a SANT-like capacity.
UBF is necessary for the transcriptional activation of rDNA genes. Its
abundance directly determines the fraction of active genes. Depleting UBF levels
leads to a concurrent reduction in th number of transcribed genes, and repenishing
UBF is sufficient to reactivate these genes [150]. However, the mechanism driving
UBF localization to a subset of rDNA genes and not others, and its involvement in
establishing a transcription competent chromatin state at these regions is poorly
understood.
UBF exhibits significant sequence tolerance, and thus its localization does not
appear to rely solely on DNA sequence. UBF contains 6 HMG box domains. This
domain is found in high mobility group proteins involved in transcription, DNA
repair, and replication. There are two main classes of mammalian HMG-box
containing proteins. The first is comprised of HMGB-type non-sequence specific
proteins having two or more HMG box domains and a long highly acidic C-terminal.
The second class consists of a diverse group of sequence specific DNA binding
proteins having a single HMG box domain. UBF is an HMGB-type protein, which
exhibits sequence tolerance in in-vitro studies [133]. For this reason, UBF may be
suggested to rely on the recognition of an epigenetic signature to drive its localization
to transcriptionally permissive rDNA.
Ribosomal gene promoters are highly evolutionarily divergent. However, the
Pol I transcription machinery is remarkably conserved. The mouse transcription
machinery is capable of recognizing the rDNA promoter of Xenopus laevis despite
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differing sequence [345]. Furthermore, Xenopus rDNA enhancers can replace the
analogous mouse sequences in cell free in vitro transcription assays [44]. Suggesting
Pol I machinery can tolerate extensive sequence divergence. This may be driven by
the ability of key transcription factors, such as UBF to recognize a chromatin
signature associated with the diverging sequence of the rDNA regulatory elements.
Work conducted by Dr. Christine Colleran illustrates that Ciona UBF and Hmo1 can
specifically recognize and bind to human rDNA throughout the cell cycle [157].
Further evidence of the sequence tolerance exhibited by UBF localization is
exemplified by the finding that UBF binding is not restricted to rDNA genes.
Recently, UBF has been reported to be enriched at highly expressed Pol II transcribed
genes in both murine and human cells [155]. (Although the biological relevance of
this association is not clear.) Furthermore, UBF only binds to transcriptionally active
rDNA genes during interphase.
In vitro studies have illustrated UBFs ability to bind to a nucleosomal
template. Moreover, reconstituted nucleosomal chromatin can be transcribed by UBF
[346,347]. An HT1080 cell line was generated in Prof Brian McStays lab containing
an array of heterologous UBF binding sequence integrated into the long arm of
chromosome 10. These arrays induced the formation of a “pseudo-NOR” which is
morphologically comparable to a mitotic NOR. The pseudo-NOR is extensively
bound by UBF, however, microccocal nuclease digests suggest it is nucleosomal
[149]. This provides evidence of UBFs ability to associate with a nucleosomal
template in vivo.
As UBF exhibits little sequence specificity and can bind to a nucleosomal
template, it may be suggested that UBF localization is driven by its recognition of a
chromatin signature. UBF has been shown to have affinity for certain chromatin
landmarks. UBF binds to nucleosomes bearing H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 histone
modifications. Bartke et al. used SILAC nucleosome affinity purification (SNAP) to
pick out Nucleosome-Interacting proteins regulated by DNA and histone methylation.
Proteins regulated by the different modification patterns were identified by mass
spectrometry [348]. UBF also interacts with the zinc finger domain of CTCF. This
binding is mediated by the dimerization domain of UBF and the first HMG box.
Depleting CTCF levels results in the decreased association of UBF with rDNA [349].
However, it should be pointed out that it is not clear if this reduction in UBF
association is a direct result of CTCF knockdown or a secondary effect.
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The chromatin landscape of the rDNA, as described by CHIP experiments,
indicates CTCF binding to the mouse rDNA gene just upstream of the spacer
promoter. While the presence of a spacer promoter has not yet been found in human
rDNA, CTCF binding sites were identified 0.9 and 5.1kb upstream of the ribosomal
gene promoter [349]. H3K4me3 enrichment was observed in close proximity to both
sites. In fact the center of the 0.9 kb upstream CTCF CHIP peak is located just 90
bases pairs downstream from the H3K4me3 peak [349]. Therefore it may be argued
that UBF is recognizing and binding to these chromatin markers and this is the
driving force for guiding appropriate UBF localization.
UBF bound sites are enriched in specific histone modifications. ChIP
experiments illustrated a correlation between UBF1/2 binding the activating histone
marks H3K4me3, H4K9ac, and H4 hyperacetylation [2]. (For a full discussion about
the chromatin landscape of rDNA and other UBF bound sites please refer to the
Introduction.) It has not been determined whether UBF simply recognizes and binds
to these histone signatures, or if it is directly responsible for catalyzing their
generation. However, UBF depletion has been shown to result in a decrease of the
H3K4Me3 modification across the rDNA promoter [350]. In another study,
elimination of UBF resulted in a reduction of the active chromatin marker H4ac5, and
an increase in the repressive chromatin marker H3K9me3 across the transcribed
region of the rDNA genes [310]. This transcriptionally silent state is reversible upon
reinstatement of UBF abundance [150]. Therefore, it may be suggested that UBF
could play a role in catalyzing the transition of the chromatin state from
transcriptionally silent to active.
Dr. Christine Colleran hypothesized that UBF’s specificity for binding to
rDNA is driven by its ability to recognize a chromatin signature on transcriptionally
active rDNA [157]. This would explain how rDNA sequences are rapidly evolving
yet UBF retains its ability to target the rDNA. Using ClustalW2 (EMBL-EBI) to
perform sequence alignments, she identified what appears to be an evolutionary
conserved sant/myb like domain located from the 21st to the 78th amino acid within
the dimerization domain. (See Figure 7.1) She postulated that this domain may
function in chromatin recognition and binding. She identified three highly conserved
tryptophan residues within this domain. Mutation of each of these residues disrupted
localization of the resulting protein [157].
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A.

B.

Figure 7.1 Identification of a conserved SANT/Myb like domain within the dimerization domain
of UBF. A) Dr. Christine Colleran identified a highly evolutionarily conserved 50 amino acid domain
at the N-terminus of UBF. This conserved sequence is identical between the human, mouse, opossum,
and lizard UBF. It is even highly homologous with other organisms such as Ciona intestinalis. Evident
from the sequence alignments is the evolutionary spatial conservation of three key tryptophan residues.
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Alignment of this 50 amino acid sequence with that of the Myb SANT like domain illustrates the
similarly placed tryptophan residues. These tryptophans have been shown to form the hydrophobic
core critical for the HTH motif of both the SANT and Myb domains. B) Mutation of each of these key
tryptophans results in misslocalization of UBF. Dr. Christine Colleran transfected HT1080 cells with
the mutated versions of a UBF_GFP gene. While the WT UBF_GFP localizes to FCs in both
interphase and mitosis, all of the tryptophan mutants do not.

The SANT domain is a ~50 aa domain found in the subunits of many
chromatin-remodeling complexes. The name SANT was derived from switchingdefective protein 3 (Swi3), adaptor 2 (Ada2), nuclear receptor co-repressor (N-CoR)
and transcription factor (TF)IIIB [351]. The SANT domain has significant structural
similarities to the Myb-type domain [351]. It is composed of three alpha helices in a
HTH motif. Each alpha helix contains a conserved bulky aromatic residue. Together
these residues form a hydrophobic core essential for the structure of this motif [352].
While Myb-type domains are involved in DNA binding, the SANT domain contains
bulky aromatic and hydrophobic residues in the third alpha helix. These make it
incompatible with DNA binding. Instead SANT domains often bind to histone tails. It
has been proposed that SANT containing proteins couple histone interaction with
enzyme catalysis by binding to histone tails and recruiting the appropriate histone
remodeling machinery [351].
In this Chapter, I develop three in vitro assays to further study this domain.
These included a DNA interaction assay to determine if it functioned in a Myb like
DNA binding capacity. Dimerization assays were used to investigate the involvement
of this SANT-Like domain in UBF dimerization. And Far Westerns blot analysis was
employed to query its proposed Histone binding function.

Finally a mutational

approach was coupled with transfection and expression in human cells to determine
the effects of differential SANT-Like domain PTM status on UBF localization.
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7.2 Results
7.2.1 Developing strategies and building tools
Assays were developed for the in-vitro analysis of the function of the
identified SANT/Myb like domain. Towards this end, a series of plasmids were
generated for bacterial expression and purification of the N-terminus of UBF and a
variety of mutants. The Gateway system was used for ease of manipulation.

Figure 7.2 A schematic of the SANT/Myb like domain investigated in this chapter. A ribbon
diagram illustrates the positioning of the three alpha-helices with respect to the sequence. Sequence
alignments are included of this conserved 50 amino acid sequence across several organisms. Arrows
indicate the key residues targeted for mutagenesis in this chapter. The evolutionary conservation of
these residues is apparent. Most striking is the conservation among tryptophan residues W22, W55,
and W72. The truncated versions of UBF used for analysis are pictured below.

Truncated versions of the UBF gene, UBF_1-105, and UBF 1-194 were
generated by PCR using the primers listed in the Materials and Methods, and the
DEST_hUBF1-GFP-Cterm plasmid as a template. The UBF_1-105 truncation
encompasses the dimerization domain, and the UBF_1-194 protein fragment includes
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the first HMG Box. The resultant PCR products were digested with NcoI. These gene
fragments were then ligated into the NcoI and EcoRV digested pENTR4 backbone.
LR reactions were used to shuttle the UBF truncations into either the pDEST17 or
pDEST15 plasmids. Recombinant proteins could therefore be expressed with either a
GST or 6His tag. This process was repeated for each of the mutants described below.
(See Figure 7.3.)

Figure 7.3 Cloning scheme used to generate the expression plasmids utilized for protein
expression. The DEST-hUBF1-GFP-Cterm plasmid was used a template for PCR amplification of the
N-terminus of UBF. The primers were designed to amplify either the first 327(amino acids 1-105) or
582 bp (amino acids 1-194) of the UBF gene. The forward primer introduced an NcoI site into the
beginning of the PCR product. The PCR products were digested with NcoI, and the pENTR4 plasmid
was linearized with NcoI and EcoRV. The resulting pENTR4 backbone and PCR product were ligated.
In this way pENTR4 plasmids were generated which contained either truncated version of UBF. This
plasmid could then be used to generate different expression vectors simply using an LR recombination
reaction. In this instance it was transferred in both the pDEST15 and pDEST17 plasmids for bacterial
expression of GST and His tagged versions of the truncated protein.

The domain identified at the N-terminus of UBF was shown to have sequence
homology with the SANT like Myb domain of C-Myb [157]. As described above,
despite significant similarities in sequence and structure, the SANT and Myb domains
perform distinct functions. While the Myb domain is involved in DNA binding, the
SANT domain functions in protein-protein interactions. In many instances the SANT
domain has been shown to interact with histone tails [353]. In order to tease apart
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these two functions and determine if the identified UBF_21-78 domain functioned in
either of these capacities, two in-vitro interaction assays were developed. The GSTtagged UBF protein truncations were used in both instances. The plasmids were
transfected into BL21AI bacteria for induction of the recombinant protein. (See
Materials and Methods for the protocol followed.) Samples were collected before and
after induction. The solubility of the expressed protein was determined before being
purified using Glutathione Sepharose. Samples of each fraction were resolved using
protein electrophoresis, and visualized with coomassie stain, as shown in Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4 Expression of recombinant protein for in vitro binding assays. A GST expression
plasmid, along with the generated UBF1-109_pDEST15 and UBF1-194_pDEST15 plasmids were
transformed into BL21AI cells. These cells were used to inoculate 50mL of broth. Expression was
induced using L-arabinose. A 1mL sample of the culture was collected before induction and after
induction. This was spun down to pellet bacteria, and resuspended in NuPAGE® LDS Sample Buffer.
Samples were then sonicated to reduce viscosity before being boiled at 95C for 10 minutes. The
remainder of the culture was spun to pellet bacterial cells, and resuspended in 5mL Native extraction
buffer. Samples were sonicated and centrifuged to pellet insoluble components. The expressed protein
was purified from the resulting supernatant using Glutathione sepharose. A 10μL sample was taken
from the solubility assay supernatant and the final purified fraction. These samples were mixed with
the appropriate volume of NuPAGE® LDS Sample Buffer and boiled for 10 minutes. All samples
were loaded onto a protein gel for separation by electrophoresis. 20μL of the uninduced and induced
samples were loaded and only 2μL of the soluble and purified samples. The gel was stained with
coommassie blue before being imaged. The arrow indicates the bands of interest. GST has a molecular
weight of 26kDa. The UBF109_GST and UBF194_GST recombinant proteins had predicted molecular
weights of 38 and 48kDa respectively. As can be seen here the expressed and purified proteins all
appeared to be the appropriate size.
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7.2.2 Recombinant UBF1-109 protein does not exhibit affinity for the XEn enhancer
element DNA in in vitro binding assays.
As the UBF 21-78 domain has some similarities with the Myb, the DNA
binding capacity of the SANT/Myb like domain of UBF was assessed. UBF has been
shown to bind to a variety of sequences across the inter-genic spacer of the Xenopus
rDNA repeat [45,81]. Furthermore, integration of tandem arrays of these sequences
into human chromosomes resulted in a UBF bound structure termed the PseudoNOR.[143] These sequences efficiently recruit UBF both in-vivo and in-vitro.
Therefore, they were considered appropriate bait in a UBF_21-78 domain-DNA
interaction assay. The previously described pGEM14FA plasmid [81,354]. contains a
single block of these enhancer element sequences. This plasmid was digested with
Taq1 to release the enhancer sequences. I rationalized that if the UBF_21-78 domain
indeed performs a DNA binding function then the GST_UBF_1-109 recombinant
protein would be capable of binding to this enhancer sequence. These sequences
could then be isolated and purified using Glutathione Sepharose. GST protein was
used as a negative control. Due to the established DNA binding capacity of the HMG
box included in the GST_UBF_1-194 protein, it was used as a positive control. This
recombinant protein would be expected to bind to all DNA in a non-specific manner,
except for a slight preference for GC rich sequence, and would therefore provide
evidence of the compatibility of the protocol with protein-DNA binding. Binding and
purification assays were performed in accordance with the protocol described in
Materials and Methods. As can be seen in Figure 7.5, the GST_UBF_1-109 protein
failed to bind to any DNA under these conditions. This result suggests that the
identified domain does not play a role in DNA binding.
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Figure 7.5 The identified SANT/Myb domain has no discernable DNA binding capacity. A) An
illustration of the strategy used to determine UBF109_GST binding capability. The pGEM14 FA
plasmid was digested to liberate the XEn enhance element for which UBF has been shown to have
affinity. B) Recombinant UBF109_GST protein was incubated with the digested plasmid DNA. The
protein was then extracted from the reaction using glutathione sepharose. If the UBF1-109 protein
fragment has sequence specific DNA binding capabilities, it might be expected to bind to the XEn
enhancer element and facilitate its isolation from the plasmid backbone. If this domain rather exhibits
sequence nonspecific binding, it would be expected to bind to all the DNA fragments, which would
subsequently be eluted after the glutathione sepharose binding and elution. C) This interaction assay
was conducted using either the UBF109_GST or UBF194_GST recombinant proteins. The
UBF194_GST experiment may be viewed as a positive control as this protein fragment includes the
first HMG box and therefore would be expected to bind to all DNA respective of sequence. The GST
protein was used as a negative control. After elution, the samples were treated with proteinase K to
degrade protein. The resulting solutions were electrophoresed on a 1% TAE gel. As can be seen in this
figure, no DNA bands were observed in the negative controls. Two bands are observed in the lane
containing the positive control UBF194_GST, consistent with the binding of the HMG box to all
DNA. No bands were observed in the lane containing the sample derived from the UBF109_GST
DNA interaction assay.

7.2.3 Recombinant UBF1-109 protein binds to H3 tails in Far Western blot
experiments.
As many SANT domains bind to histone tails [353], a Far Western approach
was used to determine if the UBF_21-78 domain was involved in such an interaction.
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Far Westerns allow endogenous expression of the prey protein without a need for
purification. Furthermore, binding of the prey and bait proteins in this assay suggests
a direct interaction [355]. In this instance, histones were used as the prey. They were
resolved using electrophoresis and transferred onto a membrane. These membranes
were then probed with the purified bait proteins, GST, GST_UBF_1-109, or
GST_UBF_1-194.
First, far westerns were conducted on nuclear protein extracts. No signal was
observed in membranes probed with the GST protein. However, using both the
GST_UBF_1-109 and GST_UBF_1-194 as bait protein resulted in a bright
chemiluminescence signal in line with the 17kDa size marker. (See Figure 7.6) As
histone H3 has a molecular weight of approximately 17kDa. I proposed that H3 was
the prey protein responsible for this band.

Figure 7.6 Far westerns suggest that the N-terminal 1-109 residues of UBF bind robustly to a
protein of roughly 17 kDa. Nuclear extracts were a kind gift from Dr. Marjolein van Sluis. They were
prepared prepared from hTERT RPE1 cells. Cell nuclei were counted and resuspended in the
appropriate volume of NuPAGE® LDS Sample Buffer to yield a concentration of 1x104 nuclei/µL.
10µL of this nuclear lysate was loaded onto the gel. The SeeBlue® Pre-Stained Standard was used to
determine the molecular weight of resolved proteins. Proteins were transferred to membranes, and
visualized using Ponceau S staining. Three membranes were prepared in this way. Each was probed
with equimolar concentrations of a different bait protein, extensively washed and probed with an HRP
coupled anti GST antibody. No chemiluminescent signal was observed on the membrane probes with
the GST control protein. Many bands were observed in both the membrane probed with the
GST_UBF_1-109 and GST_UBF_1-194 recombinant proteins. In both samples, the most prominent
band was one in line with the 17kDA protein standard.
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Next, I prepared mononucleosomes from hTERT RPE1 cells to enrich
extracts for histones. As the SANT domains of many proteins interacts with histone
tails [353], tailless histones were obtained by trypsin digestion of mononucelosomes.
Both intact and tailless histone preparations were separated on a protein gel and Far
westerns conducted as above using the GST protein as a negative control and
GST_UBF_1-109. Once again, no protein interaction was observed in the GST
control, and GST_UBF_1-109 bound significantly with a prey protein of roughly
17kDa. This binding was abrogated in the sample containing tailless histones, as
shown in Figure 7.7.
A.

B.

Figure 7.7 Far westerns conducted with tailless histones suggest the GST_UBF_1-109 protein
interacts with histone tails. A) Mononucleosomes were generated from hTERT RPE1 cells by
extensive digestion of chromatin with MNase. The first and second supernatants, S1 and S2, along
with he insoluble chromatin, P, were analyzed by 1.2% gel electrophoresis. Most of the chromatin in
both the S1 and S2 were reduced to mononucleosomes as can be seen by the bright band just below the
200bp size standard. The S1 fraction was determined to have a DNA concentration of approximately
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200ng/μL. This fraction was used in the following Far western. B) A protein gel was loaded as before
with the SeeBlue® Pre-Stained Standard and 10μL of the nuclear lysate. 9μL of the mononucleosome
prep was diluted in NuPAGE® LDS Sample Buffer. A further 9μL was subjected to a controlled
tryptic digestion to achieve tailless histone. This sample was subsequently also diluted in NuPAGE®
LDS Sample Buffer, and both were boiled for 10min at 95C before loading onto the protein gel. The
proteins were resolved, transferred onto a membrane and visualized after Ponceau S staining. As can
be seen, the mononucleosomal preparation is significantly enriched in what appears to be histones. The
trypsin digestion resulted in a shift in mobility of these proteins reminiscent of that shown to occur
with tailless histones. The tailless H3 now appears to be located just after the 14kDa molecular weight
marker. The membrane was then probed with the GST_UBF_1-109 recombinant protein as above. The
bright band observed in the lane containing the nuclear extract was intensified in the lane loaded with
mononucleosomes. Upon detailing of histones, however, this band all but disappeared. Furthermore,
no band was observed in the region of the membrane occupied by the tailless histone.

I proposed that the UBF_21-78 domain was binding to the H3 tail. However, I
could not rule out binding to another protein of similar size. Furthermore, this
experiment could not be used to determine the effects of histone tail post-translational
modification on the observed reaction. Therefore, purified recombinant histone H3
was used as the prey protein in the subsequent Far Western. (This protein was a kind
gift from Dr. Andrew Flaus.) As seen in Figure 7.8, UBF1-109-GST showed strong
affinity for the recombinant histone H3 under these experimental conditions. Taken
together, Far Western results presented here suggest that the domain identified on
UBF from amino acid residue 21 to 78 may indeed perform some role in proteinprotein interactions between UBF and unmodified histone H3 tails. Further
experiments needed to confirm this find will be described in the discussion.

Figure 7.8 UBF amino acid residues 1-109 bind to recombinant Histone H3 in far western
experiments. Far westerns were repeated as above. 10μg of recombinant H3 was diluted in
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NuPAGE® LDS Sample Buffer and boiled for 10 minutes at 95C. This sample was then subjected to
electrophoresis and transferred to a membrane as above. This was conducted in duplicate. One
membrane was then probed with the GST protein control, while the other was probed with
GST_UBF_1-109 recombinant protein. While some transfer problems were encountered in this
experiment, it is clear that no binding of the GST occurred in the first membrane. However, on the
membrane probed with the UBF truncated protein, a bright band is observed once again in line with
the 17kDa molecular weight marker, directly overlapping the band representing recombinant H3.

7.2.4 UBF109_GST binds to recombinant H4 and H2B but not H2A in Far Western
Blot analysis.
In some instance, I observed a band located just below the 14kDa molecular
weight marker. This appeared to be dependent on the manner in which the histones
were prepared. It was not visible in mononucleosomal preparations, which were
extracted in the presence of sodium butyrate. (Figure 7.7) It was however evident in
some nuclear preparations. (Figure 7.6 and 7.11) This band was in line with what
appeared to be Histone H4. It may therefore be proposed that UBF109_GST binds to
H4 in an acetylation dependent manner. If this is the case, UBF109_GST would have
affinity for recombinant H4. Furthermore, on the ponceau stained membranes,
histone H3 and H2B were poorly resolved, and merged to form one bright band.
Therefore, Far western blot analysis was conducted to assess if UBF109_GST
exhibited affinity for the other core histones. Recombinant H3, H2A and H2B were
used as prey and UBF109_GST as bait. The UBF109_GST exhibited substantial
binding to recombinant H4 and H2B, but not H2A.
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Figure 7.9 UBF109_GST binds to recombinant Histone H4 and H2B, but not H2A in Far
Western experiments. Far Western blot analysis was conducted using equimolar amounts of
recombinant histones as prey. The experiment was conducted in duplicate, with one membrane probed
with the GST control and the other UBF109_GST. Some degradation of the H3 protein was observed.
No GST binding was observed to any of the recombinant histones. UBF109_GST bound robustly to
histone H4 and H2B, but not H2A.

7.2.5 Mutation of the highly conserved tryptophan residues located within the
SANT-like domain of UBF impacts on dimerization capabilities.
Mutation of key tryptophan residues located within the UBF_21-78 domain
resulted in abrogation of UBF localization.[157] As this domain is located within a
dimerization domain, I attempted to determine if dimerization function is influenced
by these mutations. The three highly conserved tryptophan residues identified in the
UBF_21-78 domain have been shown to be vital for the overall structure of the
SANT domain [352]. Therefore mutation of these would be expected to abrogate a
SANT mediated interacting with histone tails. In order to conduct experiments
examining the impact of these mutations on both the dimerization and histone binding
functions of the N-terminus of UBF another suite of protein expression plasmids was
designed.
Mutant UBF_1-194_pENTR4 plasmids were generated as described in Figure
7.3. The tryptophan mutant UBF1-GFP-pDest40 plasmids constructed in the McStay
lab were used as templates for the PCR reaction [157]. A negative control was
needed, therefore a mutant was generated which was expected not to dimerize. LL3031 residues have been shown to be important for the functioning of the dimerization
domain [130]. Therefore these two residues were mutated to LL30-31EE. This was
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done using primers described in Table X and the UBF1_194_pENTR4 plasmid as a
template along with the QuikChange® Lightning kit (Stratagene) to mutate the
codons for the target residues. The resulting plasmid was sequenced to ensure
successful mutagenesis. LR reactions were then used to shuttle each mutant into both
the pDEST17 and pDEST15 plasmids.
The impact of the described mutations on protein dimerization was
determined first. The mutant UBF1-194_pDEST17 plasmids were all transformed
into BL21AI cells and protein expression was induced using L-Arabinose.
Recombinant His tagged protein was purified using Ni-NTA agarose. The
concentration of the purified protein was determined. Dimerization assays were
conducted with 10µg of each recombinant protein. Dimerization aberrations were
observed for all three mutations as shown in Figure 7.9. W2A mutation appeared to
inhibit dimerization completely. However, W1A and W3A mutations resulted in a
small fraction of the protein being dimeric. The rest appeared to form larger
multimeric complexes as evidenced by the many bands appearing higher up in the
gel. A failure to localize may be attributed to their non-dimeric form.

A.
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B.

Figure 7.10 Dimerization assays suggest mutation of key tryptophans to alanine perturbs
dimerization capabilities. A) Mutant UBF_1-194_pDEST15 plasmids were transformed into BL21AI
cells. Protein expression was induced with L-Arabinose. Samples were collected before and after
induction. A solubility assay was also conducted, and a sample was taken from the supernatant
fraction. All samples were mixed with the appropriate volume of NuPAGE® LDS Sample Buffer and
boiled for 10 minutes at 95C. They were then electrophoresed on a protein gel and visualized using
coommasie blue. The black arrows indicate the bands of interest. B) Each recombinant mutant
GST_UBF1-194 protein was then purified with Glutathione sepharose and protein concentration
estimated using the Bradford assay. Dimerization assays were then conducted. 10μg of protein was
used for each reaction. A series of four reactions with increasing concentrations of Glutaraldehyde
were set up for each mutant. A final concentration of 0, 0.001, 0.0025, 0.05% were used. The reactions
were stopped by the addition of 1µL of 300mM Lysine. Samples were then diluted in NuPAGE® LDS
Sample Buffer and run on protein gels. Protein bands were visualized using Coommasie blue. WT FL
UBF expressed using baculovirus, was used as a control. As can be seen, in the reaction conducted in
the presence with 0.05% Glutaraldehyde, almost all WT FL UBF was converted to its dimeric form.
The same was observed in WT UBF1-194. Conversely, dimerization was almost completely abolished
in the negative control, LL30-31EE UBF1-194. Mutants W22A and W72A appeared to form
multimeric rather than dimeric products, and mutation W55A resulted in an absence of both dimeric
and multimeric products.
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7.2.6 Mutation of key tryptophan residues within the SANT-like domain does not
impact on the protein binding capabilities of UBF_1-109
Mutant UBF_1-109_pDEST15 plasmids were then transformed into BL21AI
cells and protein expression was induced using L-Arabinose. The expressed GSTtagged protein was purified using Glutathione sepharose. The Far Western
experiments conducted above were repeated using the mutant GST-tagged UBF1-194
as bait. As can be seen in figure 7.11, all mutants retained their histone interaction
capabilities. This suggests that neither dimerization nor the structure of the alphahelices are important for the observed histone interaction.
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A.

B.

Figure 7.11 Mutation of key Tryptophan residues does not affect the histone binding properties
of the GST_UBF_1-109 recombinant protein. A) The mutant GST_UBF_1-109 recombinant protein
was expressed as above. B) The nuclear extract was run on protein gels and transferred to a membrane
for Far Western blot analysis. The WT, and each of the mutant GFP_UBF_1-109 recombinant proteins
were used to probe the membrane using equimolar concentrations of each. As can be seen in this
figure, none of the mutations appear to significantly affect the binding to the 17kda prey protein.
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7.2.7 UBF dimerization is necessary for appropriate localization.
Due to the failure of each of the tryptophan mutants described above to both
dimerize and localize, I suggested that dimerization was important for facilitating the
characteristic localization of UBF. I therefore generated an LL30-31DD
UBF1_EGFP_N1 plasmid. This was done as described in Figure 7.12. The UBF1194_LL30-31EE_pENTR4 plasmid described above was used. A BstXI and BspEI
digest liberated 436nts, which encompasses the UBF_21-78 domain. This was gel
extracted and purified and ligated into the UBF1_EGFP_N1 plasmid described in
Chapter 6, from which the same sequence had been removed.

Figure 7.12 Strategy used to develop a panel of mutant UBF_EGFP_N1 plasmids. Target codons
were mutated in the UBF1-194_pENTR4 plasmid using QuikChange® Lightning kit (Stratagene) and
the appropriate primers described in Table x. Both the mutant UBF1-194 pENTR4 and the
UBF_EGFP_N1 plasmid were digested using BstXI and BspEI restriction endonucleases. This
digestion liberated a sequence encompassing the UBF_21-78 domain and therefore all the generated
mutants. This fragment was gel extracted and ligated into the BstXI and BspEI linearized
UBF1_EGFP_N1 plasmid.

The resulting plasmid, LL30-31EE_UBF1_EGFP_N1 plasmid was transfected
into hTERT RPE1 cells using the Calcium Phosphate transfection protocol. After
fixation, the cells were subjected to Immuno-Fluorescence using the Treacle antibody
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in order to visualise the FCs and therefore assess localization of the mutant
UBF1_GFP protein. Cells exhibiting low levels of expression were imaged. As can
be seen in Figure 13 A, LL301-31EE mutation resulted in misslocalization of the
UBF_GFP protein. It no longer accumulated in nucleoli. Thus dimerization was
argued to be detrimental to localization.
Next I assessed if a truncated version of UBF encompassing an intact
dimerization domain was sufficient for protein accumulation in FCs. The
UBF1_eGFP_N1 plasmid was digested using BspEI and AgeI. The digested plasmid
DNA was resolved and the large band, ~5kb, was gel extracted and the compatible
cohesive ends were ligated. The C-terminus of the UBF gene was deleted from the
resulting plasmid. It therefore expressed a truncated UBF1-155_GFP protein. This
plasmid was transfected into hTERT-RPE1 cells, and cells were imaged to assess
localization. As can be seen in Figure 7.13 B, truncated UBF_1-155_GFP was not
enriched in nucleoli.
A.

B.
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Figure 7.13 The intact dimerization domain is required but not sufficient for localization of
UBF1_GFP to FCs. A) hTERT RPE1 cells were transfected with either WT or LL30-30EE
UBF1_EGFP_N1 plasmid using calcium phosphate. Cells were fixed and subjected to
ImmunoFluorescence using a Treacle antibody to visualize FCs. WT UBF1_GFP protein can be seen
colocalizing with Treacle antibody signal. However, in cells transfected with the LL30-31EE mutant
plasmid, diffuse GFP was located throughout the nucleoplasm. B) The UBF1-155_EGFP_N1 plasmid
was transfected into cells as above. UBF1-155_EGFP was not enriched in FCs, but rather distributed in
a diffuse pan-nuclear manner.

7.2.8 Generation of several mutants to assess the effects of PTM on the functioning

of UBFs SANT-Like domain
In an effort to further investigate the function of the UBF_21-78 domain, several
more mutants were generated. Four PTMs have been identified within this domain
[356–358]. These PTMs and their effects on UBF functionality have not yet been
characterized.
Three of these were targeted to assess the impact of these PTMs on the
domain function. The three residues chosen as initial targets were S23 and K61, and
K71. Phosphorylation of UBF at S23 was identified in two studies. Immunoaffinity
phosphopeptide isolation and mass spec indicated an enrichment of this modification
in UV-damaged cells, and suggest it may be an ATM/ATR substrate [356,357]. This
residue was therefore of interest to an ongoing study of the DNA damage response in
the nucleolus being conducted in the lab. Two studies have identified UBF K71 as an
ubiquitylation site [357,358]. K61 acetylation was observed in multiple cell lines
using silac and tandem mass spectrometry.
http://www.phosphosite.org/siteAction.do;jsessionid=957D780C053E3FD4FB02F40F
18A0C593?id=44490

The following mutants were prepared. The S23D mutant was generated as a
phosphomimetic for the ATM phosphorylated residue. The S23N and Q24K mutants
were chosen as non-phosphorylatable controls. In Ciona Intestinalis UBF, the S23
residue is replaced with asparagine. Ciona intestinalis UBF localizes to rDNA in
human cells throughout the cell cycle [157]. Therefore S23N was considered an
appropriate control.
The second amino acid residue targeted was K61. Two mutants were
generated. A K61Q mutation was chosen as a mimic of acetyl lysine and K61R as an
acetylation free residue. Only one mutant was prepared for K71. A K71R mutation
was generated to determine the effects of the non-ubiquitylated state
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A.
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B.

C.
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Figure 7.14 Mutation of PTM sites within UBFs SANT-Like domain did not effect protein
localization. Mutant UBF_GFP_N1 plasmid DNA was transfected into hTERT RPE1 cells using
calcium phosphate transfection. Cells were fixed and subjected to immunofluorescence using the
Treacle antibody to visualize FCs. In all instances, mutant UBF_GFP was localized in a comparable
manner to the WT UBF_GFP

Mutant UBF1_EGFP_N1 plasmids were generated as described in Figure
7.11. They were then transfected into hTERT RPE1 cells using calcium phosphate.
Cells exhibiting low levels of expression were imaged. For all mutants, UBF1_EGFP
retained its characteristic localization with significant enrichment in FCs as visualized
by a Treacle antibody. (See Figure 7.14)
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7.3 Discussion
The manner by which UBF localizes to transcriptionally competent rDNA
genes, and its role in establishing a chromatin environment characterized by specific
histone modifications is poorly understood. The identification of the SANT-Like
domain at the N-terminus of UBF offered the possibility of answers. As SANT
domains are protein interaction motifs, it may be suggested to drive localization.
Alternatively, it may function in a manner similar to the SANT domains of Ada2, and
SMRT and bind to histone tails, while simultaneously recruiting histone remodeling
complexes. Ada2 is a conserved subunit of numerous Gcn5-containing HAT
complexes which couples substrate recognition with histone acetylation [359]. SMRT
is a subunit of the HDAC complex. It contains a pair of closely spaced SANT
domains. The second of these has been shown to interact with histone tails [360].

Table 7.1 Tabulation of the results generated in this study.

Results presented here further describe this domain and query its involvement
in DNA binding, dimerization, localization, and histone interaction. (See Table 1 for
a synopsis.) Firstly, the UBF1-109 truncated recombinant protein was shown to have
no affinity for the DNA tested, precluding Myb like function. Therefore, in an
attempt to assess SANT-Like functioning, histone interaction assays were conducted.
UBF1-109 was shown to bind to recombinant H3, H4 and H2B in Far Western blot
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analysis. Furthermore, trypsin mediated histone detailling experiments suggested that
this interaction is histone tail specific. It is interesting to suggest that this interaction
could be dependent on the PTM status of the histone tails. The H4 histones derived
using the mononucleosomal preparation protocol in the presence of NA butyrate did
not solicit UBF109 binding. However, recombinant and therefore non-acetlyated H4
did. The SANT domains of both Ada2 and SMRT were shown to specifically interact
with unacetylated histone tails. Ada2 was shown to bind to unacetylated histone-H3
tails [359]. And interaction of SMRT with the histone substrate was disrupted by tetra
acetylation of H4 [360].
If the SANT-like domain of UBF recognizes and binds unmodified histones, it
may not function in localization. It has been established that mutation of three key
tryptophan residues abrogate localization [157]. These mutations would be expected
to disrupt the HTH motif of the proposed SANT like domain. Therefore their failure
to localize appeared to be strong evidence supporting the role of this SANT-domain
in localization. The SANT-like domain is located within the dimerization domain.
Therefore, the effects of the WA mutations on dimerization were assessed. Mutation
of any of the key tryptophan residues resulted in either a complete inability to
dimerize or the formation of multimeric complexes. Therefore I suggested that
abrogation of dimerization in the WA mutants was the driving factor for
misslocalization. In order to determine if dimerization capabilities impacted on
localization, I made use of the LL30-31EE mutant. This mutant was specifically
designed as a negative control for the dimerization study. Mutation of these residues
in the UBF1_EGFP_N1 plasmid resulted in misslocalization of the UBF_EGFP
protein. Based on these results it is difficult to draw any conclusions about the
involvement of the SANT-Like domain of UBF in localization due to its overlapping
function in dimerization. It may even be suggested that this domain functions mainly
in dimerization, and that dimerization is necessary for appropriate localization.
As stated above, mutation of each of the three tryptophan residues would be
expected to disrupt the overall structure of the HTH motif. Therefore Far westerns
were conducted using histones as prey and the WA mutant UBF109 as bait. The
LL30-31EE mutant was also included here to determine the importance of the
dimeric form of UBF for histone binding. Histone interaction ability was retained by
all mutants. This was very interesting as it suggested that the monomeric UBF was
capable of binding to histones and it further indicated that the HTH motif of the
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SANT-Like domain was not important for this interaction. Further studies are needed
to fully characterize this domain and its suggested role in histone binding. It may be
of value to repeat the histone interaction assays with a protein fragment
encompassing only the SANT-Like domain, amino acid residues 21-79. Furthermore
histone peptide tail arrays could be used in conjunction with the recombinant
UBF109_GST protein to assess the impact of PTM on the observed histone binding
and confirm the interaction with histone tails.
Small deletions in the described SANT domains of Ada2 and SMRT result in
transcriptional defects similar to that occurring after complete deletion of these
subunits from the chromatin remodeling complex. The same has been shown for the
SANT domains of Swi3 of the SWI/SNF complex, and Rsc8 of the RSC complex.
[351,361] Ada2 subunit that has a small deletion on the SANT domain is inactive in
nucleosomal HAT assays. And furthermore, this deletion was shown to abrogate
Ada2s ability to bind to unacetylated H3 tails [359]. It would be informative to
recapitulate these deletions in the SANT-Like domain of UBF and assess the impact
on histone interaction. Generating such deletions in the endogenous UBF gene with
the CRISPR/Cas9 gene targeting strategy would be of great interest. This would
allow an indication of the effects of such a deletion on the rDNA transcriptional
activating function of UBF.
Four PTMs have been identified within the SANT-Like domain of UBF.
However, their function has not been identified. I prepared several mutants of these
residues to study the impact of PTM on the function of this domain. These mutations
were shuttled into the UBF1_EGFP_N1 plasmid for expression in hTERT RPE1
cells. All mutant were shown to localize. Therefore, PTM at these sites does not
appear to impact UBF localization. It would be valuable to further study these PTM
sites. The generated mutants could be used in the histone interaction assay to
determine their impact on this function.
Taken together, this body of work suggests this SANT-Like domain may
potentially be very interesting in furthering our understanding of UBF function.
However, more experiments are need. Histone tail interaction should be confirmed
and further described. Furthermore, if this SANT-Like domain can indeed be likened
to that of subunits in histone remodeling complexes, it may function by coupling
histone interaction with enzyme catalysis. Therefore UBFs possible interaction with
chromatin remodeling complexes should be assessed. A pulldown of UBF_GFP from
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the cell lines generated in Chapter 6 using GFP-Trap would allow for analysis of
UBF interacting proteins. Transient transfection of the PTM mutant UBF1_EGFP_N1
plasmids generated above followed by GFP-Trap pull down experiments would
enable a determination of the effects of the modifications on protein interactions.
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Chapter 8 Final Discussion
Related loci from different chromosomes are brought together to form
nucleoli. This organization is evolutionarily conserved and is even present in bacteria
[362]. Therefore, we have to assume this feature is important for maximizing rDNA
transcription. The substructure of nucleoli is also highly conserved. In many higher
Eukaryotes, it consists of the FC, DFC, and GC and is surrounded by a
heterochromatic shell. However, the mechanisms that drive nucleolar biogenesis
around transcriptionally active rDNA are poorly understood.
FCs represent pools of UBF and other factors required for Pol I transcription.
During mitosis, each active NOR is associated with a single FC, which remains in
situ and bookmarks it for transcriptional activation in telophase [309]. Formation of
the FC is underpinned by UBF localization. Integration of UBF binding site arrays
(pseudo-NORS) into human cells results in the generation of FC like structures [149].
Therefore UBF localization to a specific locus is sufficient to generate an FC.
Furthermore, integration of rRNA transcription units into these arrays was sufficient
to drive complete formation of the tripartite nucleolus [309]. Therefore it would
appear that UBF mediates FC generation. The FC and the rDNA transcription it
facilitates are the nucleating factors for recruitment of the DFC and GC components
to generate mature nucleoli. Accordingly, depleting UBF results in a loss of FCs at
pseudo-NORs, neo-NORs, and endogenous NORs, and neo-NORs are rendered
incapable of nucleolar biogenesis. Extensive UBF depletion in murine cells also leads
to complete disruption of nucleolar structure, with only a small pool of certain GC
components remaining in the nucleoplasm [310]. Therefore, UBF dependent
formation of the FC and the resulting rDNA transcription appear to be key in
nucleolar biogenesis. In the following section, I will discuss the key observations
from each research chapter, before integrating my findings into a model of the
nucleolus.

8.1 Characterization of NORs in Immortalized and Primary Human Cells.
Results I presented in Chapter 3 illustrated the differential distribution of
rDNA across the 10 NORs in each cell type. A small number of NORs had below
detectable numbers of rDNA repeats, while the rDNA probe foci at the others ranged
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in size. The mitotic FCs, as visualized with a UBF antibody, often correlated in size
with the rDNA foci. Accordingly, FCs were not visible at NORs with below
detectable rDNA. These NORs were found to be the most likely to dissociate from
nucleoli during interphase, thereby illustrating their silent transcriptional state, and
their inability to facilitate nucleolar biogenesis. Importantly, almost all NORs that
had visible rDNA foci were active as judged by the presence of a mitotic FC. These
results suggested a mosaic model, in which active NORs contain both transcribed and
silent rDNA genes. It is conceivable that if a given NOR contains very few rDNA
repeats, and NORs are usually a mosaic of active/silent genes, they may have
insufficient active genes to maintain the existence of the FC. Therefore, they would
be transcriptionally silent and excluded from nucleolar biogenesis.

8.2 Conserved Hierarchical Inactivation of NORs in Response to UBF Depletion
and Serum Deprivation.
In Chapter 4, I determined that moderately reducing UBF abundance resulted
in a hierarchical silencing of NORs on the basis of the size of their rDNA arrays. I
suggest that depleting UBF drives an increase in the fraction of transcriptionally
silent rDNA genes on all NORs. As the fraction of active rDNA genes is depleted,
NORs with a lower number of rDNA repeats, and therefore intrinsically fewer active
genes, may reach a point at which they no longer have sufficient active rDNA genes
to enable FC formation. These NORs then become silent and no longer participate in
nucleolar formation. Interestingly, extensive depletion of UBF resulted in the SNPBs
reported in murine cells. These structures recruited the GC marker Nop52 and were
completely devoid of the characteristic tripartite nucleolar organization. Furthermore,
DJ FISH probes indicated that these SNPBs could exist without the association of any
NORs. This further supports the importance of UBF in generating and maintaining
the FC and furthermore, enabling nucleolar structure.
It would be valuable to replenish UBF levels in these cells and assess if this is
sufficient to reinstate the FCs associated with these NORs, thereby activating them
and enabling them to function in nucleolar formation. Towards this end, I have
optimized a procedure for transfection of shUBF resistant UBF1_Ruby mRNA into
the hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cell line described in Chapter 4. Using these tools, UBF can
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be depleted, resulting in loss of the FCs on many NORs, and then replenished to
assess if reformation occurs.
In Chapter 5, I observed an increase in nucleolar dissociated NORs during
inhibition of cellular proliferation by serum deprivation and contact inhibition. In the
same manner as that described after UBF depletion, smaller NORs were
preferentially inactivated. These findings suggest that in physiologically relevant
instances of growth inhibition, certain NORs lose their capability of maintaining FC
formation and no longer participate in nucleolar biogenesis.

8.3 FRAP Reveals a Reduction in UBF Dynamics at the FCs of Quiescent Cells.
I showed that hierarchical inactivation of NORs during growth inhibition was
not dependent on changes in total and nucleoplasmic UBF abundance. This result
seemed contrary to a model suggesting FC formation is entirely dependent on UBF
abundance. However, FRAP experiments conducted on growth inhibited cells may
have provided an explanation. By generating a cell line in which I tagged the Cterminus of both endogenous UBF genes with GFP, I proved the biological relevance
of the resulting UBF_GFP protein. Growth inhibition greatly reduced UBF FRAP
dynamics in FCs. This could be due to the larger size of FCs. If we consider the FC as
a pool of UBF and other Pol I transcription machinery, FRAP dynamics would be
dependent on the rate of UBF movement into and out of these structures. In instances
of growth inhibition, the FCs are comparatively large, and few in number. It may be
suggested that their total surface area is therefore lower than that of the many small
FCs observed in proliferating cells, thereby reducing the rate at which UBF can
diffuse. This may be expected to result in a transient dip in global UBF abundance,
and therefore extinction of FCs at sites with fewer active rDNA genes.
Interestingly, I found some similarities in the kinetics of UBF at FCs during
growth inhibition to that reported during prophase and telophase. However, the FRAP
t1/2s has been shown to be much faster during metaphase than prophase and
telophase. It is interesting to suggest this increase in FRAP t1/2 s is driven by the
coating of the FC with the DFC phase. The DFC has been shown to become
increasingly viscoelastic in the absence of RNA, resulting in the reduced FRAP
dynamics of proteins within the DFC. Therefore if UBF has to pass through the phase
boundary of the FC/DFC and then traverse through the DFC and out of the DFC/GC
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phase boundaries, one might expect an increased FRAP dynamic upon reduced rDNA
transcription. I propose that the size of the mitotic FC results in a reduction of UBF
dynamics, and this is further reduced during telophase and prophase, when the
coalesced FCs are large, and yet some remnants of the DFC remains in place. This
reduction in UBF dynamics may be suggested to be sustainable for the short period of
time needed to pass through telophase/prophase. However, perhaps when this rate of
dynamics is maintained for extended periods of time, such as during growth
inhibition, FC existence at smaller clusters and moreover NORs is abrogated.
It is a very important consideration, that FRAP analysis may not in fact be
informative about the dynamics of UBF at the rDNA locus. Instead it simply reflects
the rate of UBF diffusion into and out of the FC. Therefore, alternative experimental
measures will need to be established in order to describe the nature of the interaction
of UBF with the rDNA chromatin. It is even conceivable that a pool of UBF
molecules remain stably bound to the rDNA, thereby enabling mitotic bookmarking.
Due to the large number of highly dynamic UBF molecules in FC pools, it may be
difficult to detect a few stably bound molecules. Alternatively, the apparent increase
in the immobile fraction I reported in quiescent cells may represent this pool. Mitotic
FRAP experiments using the fully functional C-terminally tagged UBF protein would
be valuable.

8.3 A SANT-Like Domain at the N-terminus of UBF is Important for both
Dimerization and Localization in Vivo.
The N-terminus of UBF contains both a dimerization domain and a putative
SANT-Like domain. The dimerization domain has been shown to be crucial for
transcription. Using a mutational approach, I illustrated that dimerization is also
important for localization of UBF to FCs. Alternative methods will be needed to
determine the impact of abrogation of dimerization on UBFs ability to localize to
rDNA. This domain contains several putative PTM sites. I illustrated that mutation of
three of these had no effect on UBFs capability to localize to FCs. It would be
interesting to further analyze the effect of these PTMs in the transcription activating
potential of UBF, and its ability to sustain FC formation. Depleting endogenous UBF
and replacing it with a mutant version would allow such experiments. Once again,
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this could be conducted by transfection of shUBF resistant UBF1_Ruby mRNA into
the hTERT RPE1 UBFkd cell line described in Chapter 4.

8.4 A model for the formation of the FC by liquid-liquid phase separation
Due to recent advances in the field of nucleolar biology, the nucleolus is now
viewed as a series of fluid-like compartments that phase separate on the basis of their
differing surface tensions. Both the DFC and the GC have been confirmed to form by
liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS). However, while being alluded to, no evidence
has been presented for the formation of the FC by LLPS. However, FRAP studies
have illustrated the dynamic nature of the FC related factors, leading to the
proposition that FC formation and maintenance occurs by self-organization. This
would support a liquid like droplet model of the FC.
A cursory examination suggests that FCs do behave in a liquid drop like
manner. Most mitotic NORs are spherical in structure. Moreover, Pseudo-NORs,
which form large FCs are spherical both during mitosis and interphase. Fusion events
occur between droplets of liquid when they are brought into close proximity with
each other. Likewise, fusion of FCs is commonplace, occurring prior to mitosis and
after treatment with ActD, upon shut down of rDNA transcription. During this
process, the multiple small FCs associated with each NOR are assimilated into a
single FC. Mitotic FCs may also fuse, resulting in a large FC shared between NORs
on sister chromatids, or even between different acrocentric chromosomes. (See Figure
8.1.)
UBF is a potent transcriptional activator with poor sequence specificity. It
binds constitutively across a subset of rDNA repeats, and has further been suggested
to have numerous extra rDNA binding sites. However, the mechanism leading to the
formation of FCs at particular sites and the prevention of this occurrence at others is
poorly understood. I propose that the initiation and maintenance of phase separation
is entirely dependent on exceeding a specific, as yet undetermined, UBF
concentration threshold. It seems reasonable to surmise that the local UBF
concentration is determined by a delicate balance between the number and affinity of
UBF binding sites present at the locus, and the global concentrations. Results that I
have discussed above appear to support such a proposal. Extensively depleting UBF
abundance resulted in disappearance of all FCs. Titrating global UBF concentrations
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down using shUBF resulted in a preferential inactivation of small NORs. NORs with
fewer rDNA repeats could conceivably generate lower local UBF concentration than
those with large arrays. Therefore in conditions in which global UBF concentrations
are reduced, smaller NORs may not be able to generate sufficient local UBF
concentration to initiate LLPS.

Figure 8.1 The liquid drop like behavior of the FC. Metaphase spreads were subjected to combined
Immuno-FISH using a UBF antibody to visualize FCs, and the rDNA probe. A. If unfused, the FC on
each sister chromosome appear circular in shape. B. Large FCs on sister chromatids often fuse. C. - D.
The FCs on multiple pairs of chromosomes also appear to fuse in some instances.

I have shown that reducing UBF levels results in loss of FCs. One might
suggest that if the FC forms by LLPD of UBF, then increasing UBF abundance might
cause aberrant formation of FCs outside of the rDNA locus. Many cancer cell lines
have a marked increase in UBF abundance. One could argue that this global increase
in UBF concentrations could lead to LLPS and the resulting formation of extra
nucleolar FCs. Interestingly, using UBF antibodies, I have observed FC like
structures outside the confines of the nucleolus in a small proportion of HeLa S3
cells. (See Figure 8.2 A.)
Artificially increasing global concentrations of UBF in cells by transient
transfection with plasmids expressing UBF1_GFP results in aberrant formation of FC
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like structures at multiple sites outside of the rDNA and nucleoli. I observed that cells
expressing low levels of this protein exhibited normal UBF localization. However,
high expression resulted in large foci of UBF1_GFP located outside of the confines
of the nucleolus. These foci successfully recruited Treacle, a protein usually
associated with the FC throughout the cell cycle. This is remarkably similar to the
results obtained by injecting cells with purified DFC and GC proteins, Fibrillarin and
NPM1 respectively. Increasing the cellular concentration of each of these proteins in
this way resulted in the de novo formation of extra-nucleolar droplets [250]. It is
interesting to speculate that the FC like structures observed upon the increase in UBF
abundance may form at the many extra rDNA UBF binding sites identified recently.
These sites may be suggested to have lower net affinity for UBF than NORs.
Therefore, in cells with endogenous levels of UBF, these sites would not generate
sufficient local UBF concentrations to initiate phase separation. However, upon
increased global UBF abundance, local concentrations reach the required threshold,
resulting in FC droplet formation. (See Figure 8.2 B).
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Figure 8.2 The formation of extra-nucleolar FC-like structures. A. HeLA S3 cell were fixed and
subjected to Immunofluorescence using the UBF and Nop52 antibodies. Ina subset of cells, many foci
of UBF were visible outside the confines of the nucleolus as seen by Nop52. B. hTERT RPE1 cells
were transfected with UBF1_EGFP_N1. They were subsequently fixed and subjected to
Immunofluorescence using Nop52 and Treacle antibodies. Cells expressing high levels of UBF1_GFP
were imaged. A representative cell is shown here. FC like foci of UBF are located outside of nucleoli.
Treacle localizes to these foci.

UBF localizes constitutively across a subset of rDNA repeats, suggesting this
binding is not dependent on DNA sequence or chromatin signatures. Rather, unique
conditions may be argued to induce the observed extensive, non-specific association.
Perhaps this is the key function of the FC. Once phase separation is triggered by
increased concentration of UBF at local affinity sites, such as the promoter and/or
enhancer elements, the “poised/active” rDNA genes are exposed to the surface area of
the FC “droplets”. This environment may be suggested to contain sufficient UBF
levels to promote non-specific binding to the entire rDNA gene. This association
would foreseeably further increase the local UBF concentration, reinforcing the
maintenance of phase separation.
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UBF is a potent activator of transcription and drives the formation of open,
de-condensed chromatin. Therefore, the UBF mediated rDNA transcription activating
function of the FC may be accomplished by: Maintaining the chromatin in a highly
accessible state, permissive to intensive transcription rates by driving non-specific
extensive binding of UBF. This is done while simultaneously enriching the local
environment with the Pol I transcription machinery. This non-specific binding may
conceivably be aided by the proposed histone binding properties of the N-terminus of
UBF.

8.5 A Model for the Structure of the Active NOR and its Association with Nucleoli
As discussed, it would appear that active, silver staining NORs are in fact a
mosaic of transcribed and silent rDNA repeats. I suggest these are arranged in
alternating clusters across the NORs. Given that the global concentration of UBF is
sufficiently high, this arrangement of UBF affinity sites may be expected to result in
sufficient nucleating power in larger clusters of poised rDNA genes to result in UBF
LLPS. rDNA genes in these clusters are then exposed to the surface of the FC
facilitating their transcriptional activation. During interphase, these genes would be
sandwiched between the FC and DFC liquid phases. The silent rDNA genes appear to
be located in the GC, often visualized in small clustered rDNA FISH foci. I propose
that the transcriptionally silent rDNA repeats are epigenetically/spatially insulated in
some manner from the effects of the FC. Perhaps this is in part mediated by their
spatial separation, their epigenetic status, and the coating of FC droplets with the
DFC at the exit from mitosis. Each active NOR is capable of forming many FCs. It is
interesting to propose that silent rDNA genes enable this arrangement. They may
provide linkers of non-FC bound DNA between each FC thereby allowing the spatial
separation of small FCs coated with clusters of active rDNA genes. (See Figure 8.3
for a model of the nucleolar substructure.) This may be considered a favorable state
for FCs. It is conceivable that the greater the combined surface area of FCs, the
greater the transcription activating potential. Accordingly, the number of FCs is often
indicative of the growth potential and proliferation rates of cells. Moreover, I have
observed that growth inhibited cells have a small number of large FCs. Interestingly,
in growth inhibited cells, I have observed what appears to be large foci of rDNA
genes in nucleoli adjacent to the FCs. Therefore, it may be suggested that
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fragmentation of the FC would rely on the un-clustering of silent rDNA genes after
mitosis. Before the onset of mitosis, the nucleolus is dismantled, chromosomes begin
to condense, and FCs coalesce to form a large FC on each AgNOR. I propose that
these FCs are coated with the rDNA at which transcription has been temporarily
paused, while the silent rDNA is clustered in a single large focus. (See Figure 8.1 for
images of mitotic AgNORs.)
A.

B.

Figure 8.3 A model describing the proposed structure of both active and silent NORs during
interphase. A. Drawing of a silent NOR, and incorporation of an active NORs into a nucleolus. The
silent NOR is simply composed of a compact foci of transcriptionally silent rDNA repeats adjacent to
the DJ element. Several Fcs form on each active NOR. These FCs are interspersed with silent rDNA
genes. As rDNA transcription takes place at the FC/DFC boundaries, it seems obvious that this is
where the transcribed genes are located. B. hTERT RPE1 cells were fixed and subjected to combined
ImmunoFISH experiments using the rDNA and DJ probes and UBF antibody. In this instance, a serum
deprived cell was used as it allows a clearer view of the nucleolar substructure.
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Silent NORs appear as condensed foci of rDNA both during metaphase and
interphase. They fail to form FCs, and are therefore not capable of participating in the
formation of nucleoli. Consequently, they are often located outside the confines of the
nucleolus. Interestingly, association with the nucleolus does not appear to be entirely
dependent on the activity status of an NOR. As discussed, several lines of evidence
point to the involvement of the DJ in maintaining nucleolar association.
8.6 Future Perspectives
Results I have presented in my thesis highlight the need for alternative
methods of examining the NORs and nucleoli. Due to the large copy number,
distribution across multiple loci, and coexistence of both transcribed and silent genes,
biochemical studies of the rDNA have not been overtly informative. Therefore new
tools will be key to gaining a better understanding of the FC structure, the nature of
its association with rDNA, and the effects of this association on chromatin.
FRAP results which I have presented here illustrate the importance of
endogenous tagging of genes. This allows a certainty of the biological functionality
of the resultant tagged protein. Furthermore, if nucleoli are formed by LLPS,
increasing the abundance of nucleolar proteins by expressing an exogenously
integrated gene may result in aberrant nucleolar behavior. Such cell lines,
phosphospecific antibodies, and the FISH probes described here could be used in
conjunction with expansion microscopy and PALM. In this way, cutting edge
structural biology could be used to provide a more detailed description of nucleolar
biology than has been possible with biochemical studies.
The presence of the FC underpins nucleolar biogenesis in human cells. It can
be suggested that a better understanding of FC formation and the role played by UBF
in this process is key. In order to test the model proposed above in a continuation of
this body of work, the following three approaches would be employed.
A) Initial experiments should be focused on the proposed role of UBF in the
formation of the FCs by LLPS. In vitro experiments can be used to determine
the minimal requirements for the formation of FC like structures. Their
liquid-like properties can subsequently be tested.
B) Next, the impact of altered UBF abundance on the FC should be studied. I
have illustrated that the FC is lost at a subset of NORs upon moderate UBF
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depletion. But what happens to the remaining FCs? Is there a reduction in
their size? If so, would increasing the abundance of UBF result in an increase
in the size of mitotic FCs? This could be easily determined by comparing the
size of mitotic NORs in the WT, the UBFkd, and UBF_GFP hTERT RPE1
cell lines. If the size of mitotic FCs is affected by differing UBF abundance, it
would be interesting to explore the impact of such changes. For instance,
would increased mitotic FC size result in increased propensity for fusion
events leading to an elevation in the rate of acrocentric associations? Once
again, this can be easily assessed simply by analyzing the fused/unfused states
of mitotic FCs and the fraction of chromosomes involved in acrocentric
associations in the three cell lines.
C) Finally, it would be of great interest to attempt to better describe the function
of the FC. This could be conducted in vitro. The model described above
suggest that the non-specific binding of UBF across the entire rDNA repeat is
driven by the high concentrations of UBF in the FC. The UBF/DNA binding
experiment described in Figure 7.5 could be used to determine if elevated
UBF concentrations are sufficient to drive non-sequence specific UBF
binding to DNA.
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Appendix 1: Supplemental Images of Metaphase Spreads

A. Combined Immuno-FISH with the rDNA probe and UBF
antibody.
B. FISH using the rDNA and DJ probes.
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